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ABSTRACT

A vast amount of work has been published regarding grayscale processing of
digital images. Although some of this work has been adapted for color images, many
of the resulting algorithms neglect the correlation that exists between the individual
RGB color components. Consequently, they introduce color artifacts. Attempts have
been made to decouple the RGB components through color space transformations that
isolate the luminance from the chromatic information.

Color image enhancement is

then considered a two step process, where the luminance and the chromatic components
are processed independently. However, the RGB color space only has a finite number
of available colors, which limits the attainable chromatic values for any given
luminance level.

This recoupling of the chromatic and luminance components

constrains the independent processing of these two components.
This thesis investigates this coupling and how it effects a number of color image
processing algorithms. Specifically, new algorithms for color histogram equalization,
automatic white balance and color filtering are presented using the C-Y (color
difference) color model.

Coupling the chromatic components to the luminance

produces improved white balanced results and enhances the ability of histogram
equalization to increase saturation contrast.

Furthermore, several adaptive filters are

implemented using the C-Y color space. Because this color model closely matches the
human concept of color, the noise is filtered from color components that closely match
the perceptually significant quantities.

This improves the results for these adaptive

filters, but also requires special attention when filtering the hue component. Improper
filtering of the hue component can often lead to color artifacts.
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CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION

Numerous image processing techniques have been developed to enhance, restore
and filter digital images. While grayscale image processing has become quite a mature
field, much less work has been done with regard to color image processing. Besides
color photography and color video processing, many other applications from satellite
imaging to multispectral biomedical image processing can benefit from color image
processing techniques. Unfortunately, the extension from grayscale image processing
to color image processing is not trivial.

There is information between the different

color components that must be maintained during the enhancement and restoration of
color images. Many of today's color image processing techniques avoid this issue by
processing only the intensity aspect of the color images. While effective, this approach
ignores the benefits of using the color information in conjunction with the intensity
information. This thesis evaluates current methods of equalization, white balance and
filtering, and how these algorithms can be improved by using all of the color
information present in the image.
Color image processing can be divided into two areas:
processing, and full-color image processing.

pseudo-color image

Pseudo-color processing is used to

enhance grayscale images using color, while full-color image processing is used to
enhance color images.

1

2

Pseudo-color Image Processing
The initial work in-color image processing was pseudo-color image processing,
which operates on monochrome images and can be divided into three areas [Gonzalez
and Woods , 1992]. The first is intensity slicing, where the graylevel intensities f(x ,y)
are divided into slices and each slice assigned a specific color:

f(x,y)

= ck

if f(x,y) ER" ,

(1.1)

where Ck is the color assigned to intensities in the kth graylevel region Rk.

By

choosing the appropriate graylevel ranges , it is possible to highlight features that
otherwise would be invisible. The power of this method is based on the ability of the
human eye to recognize thousands of color shades and intensities, compared to roughly
64 shades of gray [Gonzalez and Woods , 1992].
Another method of pseudo-color processing Is called graylevel to color
transformation.

Here, the intensity of each grayscale pixel undergoes three

independent transformations: R{ f(x ,y) }, G{ f(x ,y) }, and B{ f(x,y) }. The results of
these transformations are then used as the red, green, and blue components of a color
image. This approach , shown in Figure 1.1, facilitates a greater range of output colors
and is capable of accentuating slight differences in grayscale intensities .

"
"
"

/j R{ f(x,y) }

f(x,y)

/1

G{ f(x,y) }

/1

B{ f(x,y) }

l

red

I

green

I
I
I

blue

I

®

0.

Figure 1.1 Block diagram of graylevel to color transformation

3

Unlike the first two methods, which deal with pixel intensities and not their
spatial location, the third application of pseudo-color image processing is used to
enhance spatial detail. Here the image is transformed into the frequency domain where
three independent filters are used to produce three output images. Like before, these
outputs are used as the red, green, and blue components of the final color image.
Typically, the three filters are a high-pass, low-pass, and either a band-pass or bandreject filter. By assigning unique colors to the spatial frequencies in the image, spatial
details such as edges can be enhanced.
Full-color Image Processing

Color image processing also includes algorithms that operate on full color
Images.
Images.

These routines tend to be more complex than those designed for grayscale
Grayscale images are defined by a single component:

the intensity or

brightness of each pixel in the image. As a result, the algorithms for grayscale images
only process one quantity.

On the other hand, color images can be defined using a

number of color models, most of which contain three interdependent components .
Consequently, color algorithms must select one of these representation schemes, and
correctly manipulate all three components.
The increased complexity due to the multi-dimensional nature of the color
models requires greater processing power and large amounts of memory. Only recently
has the hardware for processing high-resolution 24-bit (8 bits per color component)
color images become generally available and affordable. Presently there exists video
cards, digitizers, scanners, and printers that manipulate 24-bit color Images.

In

addition to these hardware developments, software' standards such as KoDAK's
PHOToeD® have made 24-bit photographic images much more accessible.

4

One particularly useful tool for image enhancement is histogram equalization.
It is a well-established method for improving contrast and brightness in grayscale

images [Gonzalez and Woods, 1992].

Imagine an image that contains a number of

graylevels, but the differences between them are so small that the human eye cannot
detect them. Figure 1.2(a) shows the histogram for such an image. Since it only uses
a small range of pixel intensities, it corresponds to a low-contrast image. Histogram
equalization redistributes those pixel intensities to achieve a near-uniform distribution
across the allowable range of graylevel values, as shown in Figure 1.2(b).
By expanding the range of intensity levels, there is greater contrast within the
image and the intensity differences are now detectable. As a result, features that were
not originally detectable are now visible. Had the original image been composed of
mainly dark intensities, the redistribution due to histogram equalization would shift
those values toward brighter intensities, thus changing the brightness of the image.
Likewise, histogram equalization will darken an image that is mainly composed of
bright pixels. This adjustment of image brightness also makes histogram equalization a
useful tool for normalizing images of differing brightness before making comparisons
between them.

probability

probability

Intensity

(a)

Intensity

(b)

Figure 1.2 (a) Original histogram; (b) Histogram after equalization
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Histogram equalization has been applied to color images using a number of
different methods. Presently, the most common method is to process only the intensity
component of the color image [Favreau et al., 1984; Gonzalez and Woods, 1992].
While this does improve contrast within the image, it essentially treats it as a grayscale
image during the equalization process. Improving contrast by way of intensity alone
overlooks the benefits of increased contrast due to color differences.

As mentioned

earlier, the human eye can detect a much wider range of colors than it can graylevels.
Thus equalizing both the intensity and the color information produces the best contrast.
This increased contrast is not only useful for enhancing slight differences that make
details stand out in a low contrast color image, it also produces a more visuallypleasing color image.
Unfortunately, independent equalization of an image's RGB (red, green, and
blue) color components creates color artifacts, or colors that did not exist in the original
image [Gonzalez and Woods, 1992; Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos, 1992].

Three

methods for color histogram equalization have been proposed which use the color
information during the equalization process, but avoid these color artifacts [Bockstein,
1986; Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos, 1992; Trahanias, et al., 1993].
Bockstein' s method performs histogram equalization on the color image using
the HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) color space. His algorithm independently equalizes
both the intensity component and the saturation component.

Although Bockstein

recognizes the need to perform a separate saturation equalization for each hue in the
image, he overlooks the dependence between the saturation component and the intensity
component.

As a result, the equalized image tends to be over saturated.

dependence will be examined in Chapter 2.

This
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On the other hand, Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos perform equalization in the
RGB color space. Their approach treats each pixel in the image as a three-dimensional
vector and performs equalization on these vectors, limiting the transformation such that
the relative percentage of red, green, and blue is maintained.

This approach does

account for the dependence between the color components, but it does not truly
equalize them.
Trahanias also proposed a method that performs histogram equalization on the
saturation and intensity components of the HSI color space [Trahanias, et al. , 1993].
Here, the 3-D color histogram is treated as a 3-D probability density function (pdf).
The goal of color equalization, then, is to find an estimator to transform this original
pdf into a set of new pdfs that uniformly fill the color space. While this approach does
account for the interdependence between the intensity and saturation components, it
overlooks the need to perform separate saturation equalizations for each hue in the
color image.
Chapter 3 of this thesis looks at these methods in more detail , and presents a
method for histogram equalization that produces improved results by incorporating the
information from all three color components.
Controlling the white balance of a color Image is another area of interest.
Ideally, all color images would be illuminated by a perfectly-white light source.
Unfortunately , this is not always the case.

When improper lighting is used to

illuminate a scene, the resulting color Images are distorted such that white objects
obtain a slight color tint. The human eye, which automatically adapts to changes in
lighting when viewing the objects directly, easily detects these white balance errors
[Cornsweet, 1970]. Automatic white balance [AWB] systems are designed to correct
them and restore the image to its natural appearance. Besides lighting, which affects

7

all methods of acquisition from video cameras and scanners to color photography and
digitizers, additional factors are specific to a particular medium. For example, use of
the wrong type of film can affect the white balance of color photographs.
Furthermore, photographs may change color with time due to changes in the paper
emulsion which alter the white balance of the photograph. Video cameras have sensors
which may not be properly aligned. Although many color video cameras have controls
for manually correcting the white balance, it can be difficult to find the proper setting,
and the manual adjustment can only correct for certain types of distortion.
Most of the automatic white balance (AWB) research has been aimed at color
video cameras. Although much of it is proprietary in nature, the available references
can be grouped into a number of categories.

The first employs an external color

sensing diode to detect the color temperature of the light source [Hanma, et al, 1983].
While effective, this method requires the presence of the original light source, which
usually isn't available during normal color image processing. Likewise, methods that
perform AWB based on video camera parameters such as lens aperture, shutter speed,
and sensor saturation cannot be used for generic image processing [Onga, et al., 1984;
Imaide, et al., 1990; Imaide, et al., 1992; Haruki and Kikuchi, 1992]. Of course these
approaches are used because without a priori knowledge of either the original lighting
condition or the composition of the scene, it is very difficult to determine what should
be white.
The most common method of changing the white balance of color images is to
shift the origin of the chromatic color space. This is the method used when manual
adjustments are performed.

As for the automatic methods, they may use diodes or

video camera parameters to determine the amount of white balance correction, but they
also apply white balance correction by shifting the origin of the chromatic color space.

8

Another approach is to redefine the chromatic origin to be the centroid of all the colors
present in the image [Hanma, et al, 1983]. Chapter 4 of this thesis presents a method
that couples the intensity information to the chromatic components, producing a
centroiding algorithm capable of both linear and non-linear white balance correction.
Chapter 5 is devoted to color filtering techniques for noise removal. In color
images, the spatial noise that exists within each color component is often accompanied
by noise that exhibits correlation between the color components [Hunt and Kubler,
1984; Galatsanos and Chin, 1991]. In addition to these correlation problems, special
attention is required when filtering the hue component of the color space.

Improper

filtering of hue component does not simply blur the spatial detail of the image, it
creates new colors. Much of the early color filtering disregarded the coupling between
the color components and filtered each one independently.
luminance component was filtered.

In some cases, only the

Pei and Chen, for example, only filter the

luminance component of color images using a number of morphological filters [Pei and
Chen, 1991].
A variety of approaches have been taken for the independent filtering of the
color components.

Pitas applied median filters to each of the color components

independently [Pitas, 1990]. Rantanen also used median filters for color video signal
processing [Rantanen, et al., 1992].

In this case, the median value was computed

based on a simplified ordering of the color components. Siu, et al. also used median
filters for real-time video signal processing [Siu, et al., 1993].

They reduced the

complexity of the median calculation by implementing a multi-shell median filter.
Multi-shell medians use only the original value and the minimum and maximum values.
This reduces the calculation time since sorting is avoided, but still allows the filter to
remove impulses and correct for missing-line noise [Siu, et al., 1993].

As discussed

9

earlier, though, independent filtering of the RGB color components has the potential to
create color artifacts, regardless of the algorithm used .
Two directions have been taken to avoid color artifacts.

One way is to treat the

color components as a 3-D vector, and apply vector filters such as the vector median
filter [Trahanias, et al., 1993]. Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos expanded upon these
vector median filters with a class of filters known as vector directional filters [1993].
These vector directional filters divide the vector filter into angle processing and
magnitude processing. The advantage of this is that once the vectors angles have been
filtered, the magnitudes can be filtered using any of the standard grayscale image
processing filters that are designed for magnitude-only processing.
The other approach for handling the correlation between the RGB components is
to transform the RGB color space using a Karhunen-Loeve transformations. A number
of filters have been developed which use this approach [Hunt and Kubler, 1984;
Ohyama, et al., 1988; Trussell, et al., 1991]. Hunt and Kubler developed a method
for Wiener filtering in the Karhunen-Loeve space that minimizes the mean square error
between the filtered image and the original uncorrupted image [Hunt and Kubler,
1984]. Their noise model includes the noise within each color component, as well as
the between-component noise. The paper only presents the theory for this approach,
and not an implementation. Ohyama et al. developed a least-squares filter based on the
ideas of Hunt and Kubler [Ohyama, et al., 1988].

They decorrelate the between-

component noise and independently filter each of the resulting components. Trussell,

et al. evaluated the sensitivity of the linear minimum mean square error filter to the
estimates used for the spectral noise [Trussell, et al., 1991].

It turns out that the

methods which assume knowledge of the between-component correlation are the most
sensitive to the estimate. Galatsanos and Chin expanded the work on single-channel
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Kalman filters to develop a multichannel Kalman filters that incorporates both the
between-channel degradation and the between-channel correlation
Chin, 1991].

[Galatsanos and

They concluded that while images exhibiting strong between-channel

correlation can benefit from multichannel image processing, images that only have
weak between-channel correlation do not experience sufficient improvement to justify
the additional computations.

Both Hunt and Galatsanos suggest that the YIQ color

space be used for color filtering. They describe the RGB to YIQ transformation as an
approximation to the Karhunen-Loeve transform. Although it is not exact, it is close
enough and has much simpler computational complexity.
The emphasis of Chapter 5 is on the difficulties associated with filtering spatial
noise within the C-Y color components, especially the hue component. This chapter
also demonstrates the importance of using adaptive filters to preserve edges and avoid
color artifacts. Prior to the discussion of these color image processing algorithms, a
discussion of the various color models is in order.

Chapter 2 explores the color

models, including the suitability of each color space for color image processing.

CHAPTER2
COLOR MODELS

A number of methods have been developed to represent color. Some of these
are designed around the hardware needs of monitors and printers. Others are designed
to match the human concept of color. For image processing routines to produce the
least amount of detectable color distortion, they should operate on quantities modeled ·
after the human visual system [Faugeras, 1979].

Choosing the proper color

representation system requires an understanding of what is perceptually significant to
the human eye.
A vast amount of research has been done regarding color vision, ranging from
physiological studies of the eye, to neurophysiological studies of the visual neural
system, to psychophysical studies of how we extract information from all these inputs.
This work has already been evaluated in relation to image processing models
[Faugeras, 1979; Brill and Benzschawel, 1985] . Two key pieces of information stem
from this work. The first is the trichromatic nature of vision. The retina of the eye
contains three types of photosensitive pigments, called cones, that absorb light energy
in different regions of the spectrum.

In other words, each type of cone receptor is

sensitive to a different wavelength of light.

This forms the basis for the three-

component color model.
More important, though, is the notion that these trichromatic inputs are
combined along the visual path to form separate chromatic and achromatic channels. In
other words, the color information is processed separately from the intensity
information.

This accounts for the eye's ability to adapt to changes in brightness
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without losing the color information, a well-known effect called color constancy
[Cornsweet, 1970; Land and McCann, 1971].
The terminology for the achromatic information includes such words as
brightness, intensity, luminance, luminosity, and value. It refers to the variations in
brightness that are characterized by a black-and-white image. The chrominance of an
image refers to what we generally think of as color. It is defined by two components,
most commonly hue and saturation. Although the eye can discern thousands of colors,
it is more capable of detecting small changes in luminance than it is small changes in
chrominance [Martin, 1962].

The RGB Color Model
Unfortunately, most color images are defined in terms of RGB (red, green, and
blue) intensity levels. This is the representation system used by color monitors as well
as many video cameras. In some instances, the RGB intensities for every unique color
in the image are stored in a palette table, and the individual image pixels are defined by
the appropriate index into this table.
Standard VGA systems use a 256-color palette so that each pixel in the image
can be represented by a single byte. The block diagram for this system is shown in
Figure 2.1. With only 1 byte, the palette table is limited to 256 entries.

Standard

VGA video cards use 6-bit intensities to define the red, green, and blue components
that are stored in the palette table.

This gives a possible color space of 26+6+6 or

262,144 colors from whiph to choose the 256-color palette. In contrast, 24-bit color
images use a full 8 bits for each of the red, green, and blue components of a pixel.
This produces a color space of over 16 million colors. While 24-bit color images have
a large selection of colors, they requires three bytes per pixel instead of just one (see
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6 bits blue
1-byte
pixel
value

~
index

PALETTE TABLE
RED GREEN BLUE

-- -

6 bits green

0
1

2

6 bits red

BG
e

8 bits blue

253
254
255

I

I

L.__

3-byte
pixel
value

8 bits green

8 bits red

Figure 2.1 VGA and 24-bit color systems

Figure 2.1).

Thus a 640x480 pixel image requrres 921,600 bytes.

A variety of

methods have been developed to compress this information for storage purposes.
The RGB color space is formed by using the red, green, and blue intensities as
the three dimensions of a Cartesian coordinate system, as demonstrated by Figure 2.2.
The 16.7 million color combinations define all the inner points of the cube.

Any

specific color can be identified by its particular red, green, and blue intensity levels,
referred to as tristimulus values.

These colors can also be defined by their relative

percentages of red, green, and blue, called the tristimulus coefficients.

The points

corresponding to equal amounts of red, green, and blue form the line connecting the
origin and the "white" corner. There are 256 of these combinations in the 24-bit color
system, and they represent the 256 possible shades of gray.
Figure 2.3 shows the CIE chromacity diagram.

This plot represents the full

range of visible colors between 380 and 780 nanometers.

The inscribed triangle

contains all the colors than can be produced from combinations of the red , green, and
blue primary colors. The center of this triangle, where red, green, and blue are present
in equal amounts, corresponds to the white light from daylight.

The chromacity
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diagram shows the composition of each color as a function of its red, green, and blue
component.

The colors located on the solid black boundary are the pure spectral

colors, while the colors located within this area are mixtures of the spectral colors.
As discussed earlier, this hardware model of color specification should be
mapped into a space that more closely reflects the human visual system before image
processing routines are applied. There are a number of color representation schemes
that separate the chromatic and achromatic information, including YUV, CIE LUV,
CIE LAB, HSI, YIQ, and C-Y.

Of these, the HSI, and YIQ/C-Y models are of

particular interest since prior research has focused on these color spaces.

The HSI Color Model
The HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) model is one way of representing the red,
green, and blue components in terms of chromatic and achromatic information. Figure
2.4 (a) shows the relationship between the RGB cube and the HSI triangle. The HSI

G

Green

Green

./~aturation

_..-/
/

(a)

Figure 2.4

Hue

~

..----·····/

(b)

(a) Relationship between the RGB cube and HSI triangle.
(b) HSI color triangle showing hue and saturation.
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triangle is the plane formed by connecting the red, green, and blue corners of the RGB
.

cube.

---

Under the HSI model, the rectangular red, green, and blue coordinates are

transformed into the polar coordinates of hue and saturation. Figure 2.4 (b) isolates the
triangle, showing the definitions of hue and saturation. Hue is defined as the angular
distance to the color of interest, where the reference is the line connecting the center of
the triangle and the red corner.

Hue represents the orange, red or purple that we

commonly refer to as tint. Saturation represents how much white is present in the color
of interest, where high saturation means less white.

It is measured as the radial

distance from the center of the triangle to the given color point.

As a result, low

saturation colors (pastels) are located at the center of the triangle while the boundary
contains the high saturation colors.

Figure 2.5 shows the HSI triangle in full color.

Figure 2.5 Upper surface of the HSI color space
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Red

Intensity

Figure 2.6 HSI color space, showing all three dimensions

It is important to note that the HSI color space is actually three-dimensional,

with intensity defining the third dimension. This implies that any given hue-saturation
combination has a range of possible brightness values. The image in Figure 2.5 shows
the brightest intensity possible for each hue-saturation combination. Thus, the image
depicts the upper surface of the color space.

This concept is further illustrated by

Figure 2.6 above. Again we have the basic HSI triangle with its red, green, and blue
corners.

However, Figure 2.6 shows that the size of this triangle changes as the

intensity is varied from black to white. In other words, it is not possible to have highly
saturated colors as the intensity approaches either black or white.
To compensate for this, the HSI model normalizes the hue and saturation
components with respect to intensity. This is accomplished by normalizing the 24-bit
RGB values into r, g, and b before they are used to compute hue and saturation.

R
(R+G+B)

r=----

G

g=----

(R+G+B)

b=

B
(R+G+B)

(2.1)
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The normalized r, g, and _~ _values of Equation (2 .1) are m the range [0, 1] and
represent the trichromatic coefficients for the specified color. Using normalized RGB
values transforms the HSI color space shown in Figure 2.6 such that the triangles are
the same size, regardless of intensity.
The derivation for this conversion into the HSI space is given in Gonzales and
Woods [1992]. The resulting equations for hue H, saturation S, and intensity I can be
summarized as follows:
1

I =-(R+G+B)

(2.2)

3
(min(r,g,b)]
(r+ g+b)

(2.3)

3

S=l-

_![(r- g)(r --b )]

H = cos-

1

-r=====2========
2
~(r- g) +(r -b)(g-b)

(2.4)

Although the HSI transformation produces a normalized color space, there are
limitations imposed by the finite size of the original 24-bit RGB color space from which
these HSI values

~e

computed.

Thus, slicing the HSI color space across planes of

equal intensity only results in triangles of equal size and shape up to a certain intensity.
Compare, for example, the RGB combinations (20,0,0), (40,0,0), and (255,0,0).
Since all are 100% red they would all normalize to (1,0,0).

Notice, though, that

(255,0,0) is at the red RGB intensity limit, but from Equation 2.2, the HSI intensity is
only 85. Therefore, to achieve HSI intensities greater than 85, green or blue must be
added. This implies colors that are no longer 100% red. Consequently, the red corner
of the triangle, with a normalized value of (1,0,0), Is not a realizable 24-bit RGB
combination for HSI intensities greater than 85.
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The cause of this is easy to visualize using the RGB cube shown in Figure 2.7.
Slices made perpendicular to the line of grays (connecting the black and white corners
of the cube) yield the same equal-intensity planes that are supposed to be normalized
according to the HSI model. Figure 2. 7 shows that as long as the HSI intensity is low,
the planes are a complete triangle and can be normalized to any desired size. Examples
of this are shown with thin dotted lines in Figure 2. 7. Once the HSI intensity reaches
85, the planes no longer extend to the fully-saturated red, green, and blue corners
because these intensities cannot be achieved using a single RGB component.
planes are shown with thick solid lines in Figure 2. 7.

These

Eventually, the intensity

approaches the white corner of the cube where the three primary colors are present in
equal amounts and each has a normalized value of 113. These planes are shown shaded
with dashed lines in Figure 2. 7. Even when the HSI color components are normalized ,
these triangles are inverted relative to the triangles obtained at lower intensities.
Figure 2.8 shows in full color the result of slicing the normalized HSI color
space along planes of equal intensity. These planes correspond to HSI intensities of 32,
64, 96, 128, 160, 192, and 224 to illustrate the previous discussion.

R

Figure 2.7 HSI intensity slices relative to the RGB cube

The planes
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corresponding to HSI inte~s~t_ie_§ 32 and 64 are below the limit of 85 discussed earlier,
and therefore are complete triangles. Even so, there are only a limited number of RGB
combinations that have these intensities so gaps are introduced when these smaller
triangles are expanded to the size of the normalized HSI triangle.
visible at the corners of the triangle in Figure 2.8.

These gaps are

On the other hand, planes

corresponding to HSI intensities 96, 128, 160, 192, and 224 are greater than 85 and
can only attain a subset of the normalized set of HSI colors. The higher the intensity,
the smaller the subset of HSI colors that can be achieved using the allowable 24-bit
RGB combinations. Consequently, the triangles at these higher intensities only cover a
small subset of the complete HSI color triangle.

Figure 2.8 Equal-intensity planes in the normalized HSI color space
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This poses a problem for image processing performed in the HSI color space .
.

·-· -

If the original image is defined in terms of RGB components, the resulting HSI

transformation will only involve the full HSI triangle when the intensity is between 0
and 85. Pixels with HSI intensities between 85 and 255 will only form a small subset
of the HSI triangle. Thus, processing in this color space must recognize the reduced
saturation limits that result from these smaller triangles at high intensities.

In other

words, the hue and saturation components have not been completely decoupled from
the intensity component. While this space is still useful for independent processing of
the individual components, the limits that exist cannot be ignored if the resulting image
is going to properly map back into the RGB color space.
Another limitation of the HSI color space is the complexity of the HSI to RGB
conversiOns.

The equations specifying this conversion vary depending upon the

magnitude of the hue H. Since the hue defines the angular position of the pixel color
in the HSI triangle, that triangle can be divided into three hue sectors: one for each side
of the triangle.

For colors in the red-green sector (0° <H~ 120°) of the triangle, the

normalized r, g, and bare found using:

b=_!(1-S)
3

r = _! [ 1+ S cosH ]
3
cos(60°-H)
g= 1-(r+b)

(2.5)

(2.6)
(2.7)

For the green-blue sector (120° <H~240°) , the hue is adjusted by 120° (H=H-120°)
and the equations become:

1
3

r=-(1-S)
(2.8)
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(2.9)

b=1-(r+g)

(2.10)

For the blue-red sector (240° <H~360°), the hue is adjusted by 240° (H=H-240o) and
the equations become:
1

g=-(1-S)
3

b=

_![1+
3

(2.11)

ScosH ]
cos(60°-H)

(2.12)

r = 1-(g+b)

(2.13)

In all three cases, the final red , green, and blue intensity values are computed from the
normalized r, g , and b values and the intensity using:
R= 3lr

G=3lg

B=3lb

(2.14)

The HSI model will be examined further in Chapter 2 , relative to saturation and
intensity equalization.

The C-Y Color Model

As mentioned earlier, there are a number of color spaces which separate the
chromatic and achromatic information, and therefore coincide with the physical
interpretation of color. The C-Y (color difference) color model was used to implement
the algorithms in this thesis for a couple . of reasons.

As just discussed , the

transformations between RGB and HSI are much more complex than the corresponding
C-Y transformations. This is especially true for the inverse transformation, where the
HSI color space uses three distinct sets of equations , depending upon the value of the
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hue.

In addition ' the C-Y
color model is one of the color models used for color
- - .. - ·

television. The C-Y model is related to the YIQ (Luminance, lnphase and Quadrature)
model, except it is rotated by 33 degrees [Martin, 1962]. Because it is the standard
used for broadcast television, there is already an enormous amount of color video
hardware available. This makes a real-time hardware implementation of the algorithms
discussed here feasible.
Figure 2.9 (a) shows the C-Y color axes (R-Y and B-Y), and the definition of
hue (8), and saturation (S). Transforming the RGB cube into the C-Y space scales the
cube and rotates it such that the "white" corner is in line with the origin of the C-Y
space. This is shown in Figure 2.9 (b), and then again in full color in Figure 2.10.
Comparing the C-Y color space of Figure 2.10 to the HSI color space shown in
Figure 2.5, we see that the C-Y color space does not compress the yellow, magenta,
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Figure 2.10 Upper surface of the C-Y color space

and cyan corners of the RGB cube like the HSI model. The transformation to obtain
the C-Y components Y, R-Y, and B-Y is:

.114] [R]
R~
r]
=[ :~~~ -:~:~ -.114 ·
[
B-Y

-.299

-.587

.886

G
B

'

(2.15)

where R, G, and Bare the red, green, and blue components of the RGB color, Y is the
luminance, and R-Y and B-Y specify the chromacity of the RGB color. The unequal
weighting of red, green, and blue in the luminance calculation reflects the differences
in perceived brightness for each of the RGB component colors. It also leads to unequal
scaling of the red, green, and blue dimensions of the RGB cube as shown in Figure
2.11 on the next page. Here, the color space is a rhombus rather than a cube.
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y

B-Y

Figure 2.11

C-Y color space, showing all three dimensions

Once in the C-Y plane, the chrominance can be represented by the rectangular
coordinates R-Yand B-Y, or the polar coordinates hue and saturation. The conversions
between the two are accomplished using standard rectangular-to-polar equations:

B= tan- [Ry]
B-Y
1

(2.16)
(2.17)

where the saturation S is the length of the line from the origin to the color of interest,
and hue () is the angle between the B-Y axis and the saturation line, as defined in
Figure 2. 9 (a).

Like the HSI color space, the C-Y color space is plotted as two-

dimensional even though it is actually three-dimensional. This is done to decouple the
luminance from the chrominance information and allow for independent processing of
each component.
Figure 2.11 shows the three-dimensional C-Y color space and its relationship to
the colors of the ROB cube. Although it reflects the cube shape of the original ROB
color space, it is skewed somewhat due to the unequal weighting of red, green, and
blue in the luminance calculation.

To decouple the luminance component, this 3-D

space is collapsed to a 2-D space utilizing only the R-Y and B-Y axes, as shown earlier
in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. In the 2-D space, saturation is measured as the radial distance
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from the origin to the colo~ 9f _interest. Therefore in the 3-D space of Figure 2.11 ,
saturation is the radial distance from the luminance axis to the color of interest.
The images shown in Figure 2.12 are vertical slices through the C-Y space
along the R-Y and B-Y axes. These slices show the range of possible saturation values
for four hue values: blue, yellow, red , and cyan. Notice that the saturation limits vary
according to luminance. Comparisons of the different hues show that they attain their
maximum possible saturation at different luminance levels.

This is again due to the

unequal weighting of the RGB components in the luminance calculation of Equation
(2.15). Since blue comprises such a small percentage of the luminance value, highly
saturated blue colors must therefore have low luminance values.

Likewise red and

green, which comprise a greater percentage of the . luminance calculation, will have
higher luminance values for their fully saturated colors.
The C-Y color space can also be sliced horizontally at various luminance levels.
This leads to the plots shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14. Figure 2.13 is similar to the
plots of the YIQ color space shown by Foley and VanDam , except for the 33° rotation
difference [1982].

Figure 2.14 substitutes the equivalent grayscale luminance values

for each of the color planes. Notice from these images that the maximum saturation is
not just ·a function of luminance, but also a function of hue.

Even though the C-Y

space is often represented as a polar coordinate system, the additional constraints of the
RGB coordinate system preclude certain hue-saturation combinations. This is apparent
from the oblique shape of the planes in Figure 2.13. Certain legitimate combinations
of hue and saturation in the C-Y plane result in invalid RGB combinations. That is , the
transformation back into the RGB space results in values outside the allowable 0 .. 255
range.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12 Vertical slices through the C-Y color space:
(a) Y verses B-Y
(b) Y verses R-Y
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Figure 2.13 Equal-luminance planes in the C-Y color space

Y=160
Y=192

y =224

Figure 2.14 The equivalent grayscale luminance values of Figure 2.13
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The inverse transfor_mation obtains the red, green, and blue components by
adding the luminance value Y to R-Y, B-Y and G- Y according to:
( S ·sin B) + Y

R = ( R- Y) + Y

=

B = (B-Y) + Y

= (S ·cos B)+ Y

G=(G-Y)+Y = -0.5l·(R-Y)-0.19·(B-Y) + Y

(2.18)

Only R-Y and B-Y are required since G-Y can be rewritten in terms of R-Y and G-Y.
These equations are much simpler than the corresponding HSI to RGB transformations.
From this overview of the HSI and C-Y color models , it is evident that any
transformation of the RGB space into a chromatic-achromatic model will bring with it
important range limitations.

Even though these color models normally facilitate the

separation of luminance from the chromatic components, the limits associated with the
RGB boundaries re-couple them. If image processing routines do not abide by these
boundaries, they may transform colors to points outside the defined RGB space.

RGB Intensity Scaling

Whenever an algorithm results in RGB values that exceed the allowable 0 .. 255
range, a method is needed to scale these colors back into the defined color space. The
easiest solution is to truncate all values greater than 255 to 255, and all values less than
0 to 0. However , this does not maintain the basic ratio between the color components
and therefore changes the hue. There are two methods that achieve better results. One
takes a multiplicative approach, while the other uses a subtractive approach.
Applying a common multiplier to all three RGB components retains the proper
ratios between the color components while reducing any invalid intensities to fit within
the allowable intensity range. This multiplier m is chosen as:

255
m=----max(R,G ,B)

(2.19)
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Although this method leaves. the hue unaffected, it scales both the luminance and
saturation as shown by the equations below:

Bnew = m ·Bold

Gnew = m ·Gold

Rnew = m · Rold

(2.20)

Ynew= .299·Rnew+ .587·Gnew+ .JJ4·Bnew
= .299·(mR01d) + .587·(mGold) + .114·(mBold)

= m·I:Ld

(2.21)

Similarly,

(R- Y)new

= m· Rold- m· I:ld

(B- Y)new

=

m. Bold- m· I:ld

=

m·(R-Y) old

= m·(B- Y) old

(2.22)

Which leads to:
2

2

Snew = J(R- Y) new + (B- Y) new
=

~m2 ·(R-Y) old + m2 ·(B-Y) old

=

m·Sold

2

2

(2.23)

and

H
new

=

tan-l{(RY)new} tan-l{m ·(R- Y) old}
(B-Y)
m·(R-Y)
=

new

old

(2.24)
In order to reduce the invalid intensities, the multiplier m must be less than one.
This means that while the hue is unchanged, both the luminance and saturation values
are reduced. It is also possible to bring these extreme values back into the allowable
range while maintaining not only the hue but also the saturation value.

This is

accomplished by repeatedly subtracting one from all three RGB components. In this
way, the invalid intensity is brought within range with only a reduction in luminance:

Rnew = Rold - 1
Gnew =Gold -1
Bnew = Bold -1

(2.25)
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Y,ew = .299 ·RneW+ .587 ·G,ew+ .114 ·B,ew
=.299·(Rold -1)+.587·(Gold -1)+.114·(Bold -1)
=

J:rd

(2.26)

-1

The color difference terms, R-Yand B-Y, are unchanged:

(R-Y),ew = (Rord-1)-(J:rd-1) = (R-Y)ord
(B-Y),ew = (Bord-1)-(J:rd-1) = (B-Y)ord

(2.27)

This confirms that the hue and saturation components are also unchanged:
(2.28)
(2.29)
While this method maintains both hue and saturation, it has the potential to
reduce the RGB intensities below zero. That makes this method unsuitable for pixels
that have a large variance between the three color intensities.
combination (10,10,270) would result in (-5,-5,255).

For example, the

When this happens, the

saturation is large enough to allow truncation of the negative values to zero without
visibly changing the color. Apart from this special case, all other large RGB intensities
are brought within the·allowable range while hue and saturation are kept constant.
With this understanding of the various color spaces, we can now investigate
color histogram equalization, automatic white balance, and color filtering presented in
chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

CHAPTER3
COLOR EQUALIZATION

Histogram equalization is used to enhance the contrast and brightness of an
image. Often images contain variations in intensity that are smaller than the eye can
resolve and therefore must be enhanced before they become visible. This is true
'
whether the image is black-and-white or color. In the case of grayscale histogram
equalization, the contrast is improved by spreading the intensity component across the
entire graylevel range.

With this increased contrast, it is then possible to recognize

features that were previously undetectable.
Although histogram equalization is a well-known tool for grayscale images,
there are two difficulties associated with its extension to color images.
choice of an appropriate color space.

First is the

As discussed in Chapter 2, color images are

often defined in terms of RGB components, even though the RGB space is not the ideal
realm for color image processing because of its poor correlation with the human visual
system.

We will see that the RGB space also requires more memory to perform

histogram equalization. Nevertheless, even after the image has been transformed to a
more suitable color space, there is still the multidimensional nature of color. Whereas
grayscale histogram equalization is a one-dimensional process based on the intensity of
the pixels, color histogram equalization is a multidimensional process involving three

interdependent color components. A number of approaches have been developed to
extend histogram equalization from one dimension to three.
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__ Previous Research

The most straightforward approach is to independently equalize the red, green,
and blue components of the color image. However, for any given pixel in the image,
these independent equalizations will most likely alter the intensity of the red, green,
and blue components by differing amounts, leading to a change in the hue for that pixel
which implies there will be color artifacts in the final image.

Consequently, this

correlation between the various color components prohibits independent equalization
[Gonzalez and Woods, 1992; Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos, 1992].
Another way to simplify the use of grayscale histogram equalization for color
images is to convert the color image to a black-and-white image. This not only avoids
the correlation between the RGB components, -it completely circumvents the
multidimensional aspect of color. This is accomplished by equalizing only the intensity
or luminance component [Favreau et al., 1984, Gonzalez and Woods, 1992]. Since
this improves the contrast and brightness of the image, it does enhance the color
components. On the other hand, when we view this process in relation to the complete
RGB color space, we see that this enhancement is only equalizing the intensities along
the diagonal axis of the color space, as shown previously in Figure 2.3.

In other

words, this approach overlooks any improvement in contrast that would result from
equalizing the saturation component.

Hence, a low-saturation image with colors

clustered around the center of the C-Y color space will still be a low-saturation image
after intensity equalization.

In fact, it may have even less saturation than before

histogram equalization was applied to the intensity component [Favreau et al., 1984].
Favreau developed a real-time system for histogram equalization of the luminance
component of video signals. He noted that large reductions in luminance are perceived
as a reduction in saturation.

To compensate for this, his system increased the
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saturation component for colors .that experienced a large reduction in luminance value.
While this may compensate for loss of saturation due to luminance equalization, it falls
short of actually equalizing the saturation component.
Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos developed a color equalization algorithm that
operates directly in the RGB color space but avoids the problems associated with
independent equalization of the three color channels [1992]. Their method treats the
RGB components of each pixel as a 3-D vector

(xrx,xKx,xbx).

These vectors are then

used to compute the cumulative histogram for the original image according to:
(3.1)
For an equalized image, the probability of occurrence-for any one color should be the
same as any other, namely 1 in 16,777,216.

This implies that the equalized RGB

image should have the cumulative histogram:

(~ + 1)( Gy + 1)(By + 1)

CR yGy By

=--------

(3.2)

16, 777, 216

In order to achieve this, their method "stretches" the original histogram into a uniform
three-dimensional distribution.

To do this, the actual cumulative histogram for each

point is compared with the desired cumulative histogram.

Whenever the actual does

not match the desired, the three indices Rx , Gx, and Bx for that pixel are repeatedly
increased [or decreased], until the desired cumulative histogram is achieved. The final
values of Rx;, Gx , and Bx are the equalized RGB output intensities.
Since this method processes all three dimensions at once and maintains the basic
ratio between red , green, and blue, it does not produce the color artifacts related to the
independent equalization of each color.

Although this is an improvement over

luminance-only equalization, it does not fully equalize the color information in the
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image.

Whereas intensity equalization manipulates the RGB color space along the

grayscale axis connecting the black and white corners of the RGB cube, the method
proposed by Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos equalizes the RGB color space along the
line connecting the black corner and the original RGB coordinates. While a shift in
color along this line does affect the saturation, it does not equalize the saturation
component of the image.
Computing histograms in the RGB space also does not scale well to 24-bit color
images. A standard 640x480 image contains 307,200 pixels and thus requires 4-byte
counters to calculate the histogram. Since there are 16.7 million colors to count, this
three-dimensional input histogram would require 64 MB of memory.
More recently, Trahanias has proposed another method of color image
histogram equalization that is applied in the HSI color space [Trahanias, et al., 1993].
This method treats the 3-D color histogram as a 3-D probability density function (pdf).
The goal of color equalization, then, is to find an estimator to transform this original
pdf into a set of new pdfs that uniformly fill the HSI color space. The output pdfs J;_(I),
/ 5 (S),

andJ;_5 (I,S) are given as:

12I2
for o:::;;I:::;; 0.5
h(I)= { 12(1-Il
/ 8

(S) = 6S- 6S 2

for 0:::;; S:::;; 1

I
0
for S>2I,
I
hs(I,S) =
6S for S:s;2(1-I),
0
for 8>2(1-I),
6S

(3.3)

for S:s;2I,

(3.4)

E[0,1/2]
E[0,1/2]

I E[1/2,1]
I E[1/2,1]

(3.5)

Here, J;.(I) and / 5 (S) are the marginal pdfs based on component-wise equalization of the
intensity I and the saturation S, and

f 18 (I,S) is the joint pdf for the intensity and
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saturation. These transformations _are developed using the geometrical shape of the HSI
color space. Because the color space is conical shaped, the saturation and intensity
require non uniform densities in order to achieve an overall uniform density.
The problem with this method is that it only performs a single equalization for
the saturation component. Color equalization implies that ideally the resulting· image
contains the full range of greens, the full range of blues and so forth, where "range"
can be interpreted as the saturation and intensity components.

Thus to achieve true

equalization of color, separate saturation equalizations must be performed for each hue.
Any algorithm built around a single equalization cannot guarantee a proper distribution
for every color in the image.

Take, for example, a small orange object on a blue

background. Since there are more blue pixels than orange, a single equalization would
be biased towards creating an even distribution of blues while leaving the orange
colored pixels unequalized. Graphically, histogram equalization is an attempt to evenly
spread the original colors across the entire color space. The key is to distribute these
colors along the axes defined by the human visual model.
Bockstein presented a method · that independently equalizes both the saturation
and intensity components [1986]. He transformed the RGB color space into an HSI
color triangle divided into numerous hue regions. However, to avoid the time needed
for trigonometric calculations, Bockstein did not measure hue as an angle as is usually
done in the HSI model. Rather, he divided the triangle into three sides, and specified
the hue as the distance along a specific side of the triangle. This system is shown in
Figure 3.1.

For colors located in the red-green side of the triangle, the distance r0

defines the hue. Similarly, b0 and g0 define the hue for colors in the blue-green and
red-blue sides, respectively.

Figure 3.1 demonstrates how hue is measured for the
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Green

Blue

Red

Figure 3.1 Bockstein's version of the HSI triangle

color P. Since it is on the red-green side of the triangle it is defined by r0 , or the
distance from the green vertex to the intersection point, T.

The equations used to

calculate hue are given as:

r....:.b
for r > b and g > b
1- 3b'
H= b0 =-b_-_r for b > r and g > r
1- 3r'

r

0

=

r-g
go= 1-3g'

for g < r and g < b

(3.6)

where r, g, and bare the normalized RGB values defined in Equation (2.1). Staying
with the HSI model, Bockstein defined saturation as the radial distance from the origin,
although he computed it using Equation (3.7) below. A derivation for this equation is
given in Appendix A.
(3.7)
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To perform equalization . on the saturation component, Bockstein divided this
color triangle into hue areas that cut equal segments at the triangle sides, as shown in
Figure 3.2 (a). He recognized that the range of saturation values differed for each hue
region, with regions near the center of the sides having the smallest range of saturation
values and regions near the corners having the greatest range of saturation values.
However, he disregarded the three-dimensional nature of the color space.

Figure

3.2 (b) shows the entire 3-D space for the highlighted hue region in Figure 3.2 (a). To
neglect the intensity is to treats all the pixels as if they are on a single intensity level in
that 3-D space. The problem with this is that high and low intensity pixels are limited
to low-saturation values, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b).

Using the model shown in

White
Green

Red

Blue

(a)

Black

(b)

Figure 3.2 (a) Division of the color triangle into regions that cut equal
segments at the triangle sides.
(b) The same hue region, shown in three dimensions.
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Figure 3.2 (a) to compute the . maximum possible saturation values overlooks the
additional saturation constraints related to intensity.

Consequently, any saturation

transformations based on these limits could produce pixels with non-realizable RGB
intensities. Bockstein proposed that these points be scaled back to the border of the
color space using the scaling multiplier discussed in Chapter 2. This alters the uniform
distribution created by the equalization process, producing an over-saturated image.
Unfortunately, his paper does not include any results, although he does describe them
as becoming "visually multicolored".

C-Y Color Equalization

The approach presented here improves upon· these previous methods in a
number of ways.

By transforming the RGB coordinates into the C-Y color space,

equalization is based on the visual concepts of hue, saturation and luminance.

This

avoids the color artifacts and large memory requirements associated with RGB
equalization, and improves the contrast of the color image using the components that
are perceptually significant. Furthermore, this approach equalizes saturation for each
hue in the image, similar to Bockstein's algorithm, while recognizing the coupling that
exists between the saturation limits and the luminance values.
The equalization process begins by segmenting the C-Y color space into N pieshaped hue regions, each of which being further divided into K luminance regions.
Figure 3.3 illustrates this idea for a hue region that has been divided into 10 luminance
regions.

For each of these regions, the minimum possible saturation value is zero

while the maximum possible saturation is a function of both hue and luminance. Note
that the maximum allowed saturation value depends on the specific hue and luminance
region.

Calculating the maximum saturation for each region is accomplished by

-----

---
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Luminance

k..9
k=8
k=7
k=6
k=5
k=4
k=3
k=2
k=1

1)

k=O

Figure 3.3 A single C-Y hue region, divided into 10 luminance regions

computing the saturation for every RGB combination and retaining the largest value
computed within each hue region for all 256 possible luminance values. These results
are saved in a table so that this computation only has to be performed a single time for
a given segmentation of the color space. The table entries are denoted by:
S

max

(n ' y) ·' n = 1' 2 ' 3 · · · N '

y = 1 2 3 · · · 25 5
'

'

(3.8)

Whereas the table contains the maximum saturation value for all 255 distinct luminance
values, the segmented luminance space only contains K luminance regions.

When

finding the maximum allowable saturation for each hue-luminance region, the smallest
value in the table for all luminance entries within that luminance region is chosen, as
shown in Figure 3.3. This avoids creating a saturation transform that equalizes the
saturation component to values greater than the limits established by luminance.
However, since the plane for each luminance level is not circular, the maximum
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saturation is not the same for_4lJ Jme angles within that plane.

Consequently, some

colors may still be equalized to points outside the color space as defined by the hue
limitations. This error is small when using narrow hue slices and the colors can be
brought back into the allowable color space using the scaling methods discussed in
Chapter 2.
Once the saturation limits are found, histogram equalization can be applied to
each of the K luminance regions within each of the N hue slices. This yields separate
Given an input saturation level s, the new output

transformations for all NxK regions.

saturation level S'nk(S) for the nk hue-luminance region is given by:
, ( )
Snk. S

s

= Smar(n,k) "'"'S
S

LJ

nk.

tnk.

(3.9)

i=O

where Sink is the number of pixels with saturation i in the nk hue-luminance region,

Snk is the total number pixels in that region, and Smax (n, k) is the maximum achievable
saturation value for that regions.
Saturation equalization is only half of the problem. Complete color equalization
requires equalization of the luminance component as well. The color space shown in
Figure 3.3 was used to describe the saturation limits for various hue-luminance
combinations, but it also demonstrates that the allowable range of luminance values is
not constant for all hue-saturation combinations.
limitations as a function of saturation.

Figure 3.4 shows these luminance

Note that the zero-saturation colors (i.e. the

grayscale values) have access to the full range of luminance values, while the highly
saturated colors have a much smaller range. Unlike the saturation component with its
variable maximum, the luminance has a variable maximum and minimum value. The
current approach to luminance equalization is to disregard these limits and apply
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Luminance

: '· s=1

/

/saturation

Figure 3.4 A single C-Y hue region, divided into 4 saturation regions

histogram equalization to the entire luminance image at once [Bockstein, 1986]. For an
input luminance y, the equalized luminance Y'(y) is found using:

y

y'(y) = Y max
~ot

LJ:

(3.10)

i=O

where Ymax is the maximum possible luminance value (255 for a 24-bit color image), Yi
is the number of pixels with luminance i, and Ytot is the number of pixels in the image.
Using the concepts developed earlier, the color space is segmented and a table is
developed such that luminance equalization is performed using the actual limits for each
hue-saturation combination.

Even though this seems to be a plausible approach, it

turns out that histogram equalization of the entire luminance image, described by
Equation (3.10), yields better results than segmenting the color space and using the
actual luminance limits. The explanation for this goes back to the limitations of the
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human visual system describeg _in _Chapter 2. When separate luminance equalizations
are performed in each hue-saturation region, neighboring colors in adjacent regions
may be shifted by different amounts. Thus, colors that were almost identical before the
equalization may now be quite different.

This implies that there is noise in the

equalized image. While this is true for both saturation and luminance processing, it is
more noticeable for luminance processing.

This is because the eye is much more

sensitive to fine details in the luminance component than the saturation component
[Martin, 1962].

Even though equalization of the entire luminance plane may push

many points outside the allowable RGB color space, it does so consistently and
therefore scales those colors back into the color space consistently. The end resu1t is
less luminance noise and a more visually-pleasing output image.
Having decided on the single-plane method of luminance equalization, there is
still a choice regarding the order for saturation and luminance equalization.

When

saturation is equalized first, the colors that become highly saturated will be restricted to
a small range of luminance values during the subsequent luminance equalization. On
the other hand, when ~he luminance component is equalized first, the colors that
acquire high and low luminance values will then be limited to a smaller range of
saturation values during the subsequent saturation equalization.

Thus, equalizing the

saturation value first yields color images with greater saturation contrast but lower
brightness, whereas equalizing the luminance values first yields brighter color images
that have greater luminance contrast, but less saturation.
contrast gives the most visually-pleasing results.

Of the two, the saturation

For comparison purposes, both

approaches are shown in the results section of this chapter.
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Regardless of the methods -chosen, once both saturation and luminance have
been equalized, the resulting C-Y components must be converted back to RGB values
using the C-Y to RGB transformation described in Chapter 2.

Color Equalization Results

Like all the routines included in this thesis, the color equalization algorithm was
implemented on a MS-DOS compatible 33 MHz 80486 computer running Microsoft®
Windows 3.1 and using the C programming language. Test images were obtained by
scanning 5"x4" color photographs using a 400 dpi, 24-bit color scanner.
resolution of the scanner was adjusted to obtain 640x480 pixel images.

The

These are

standard dimensions for many VGA images, and they also match the resolution of the
video printer used to print the hard copy output. Once the original photographs were
scanned, their poor color balance was adjusted using the automatic white balance
correction routine presented in Chapter 4.
Equalization of the saturation component was performed using 96 hue regions
and 64 luminance region~.

Ninety-six hue regions were chosen to correspond to the

number of hue regions proposed by Bockstein. Although 96 regions yielded the best
results , using fewer hue regions only slightly degraded the resulting images.
were conducted using as few as 4 hue regions.

Tests

Sixty-four luminance regions are

enough to delineate the luminance effects on the maximum saturation value, while
maintaining enough points per region to adequately perform histogram equalization.
The complete maximum saturation table was stored in a 96 by 256 array.
For comparison, equalization of the luminance component was performed using
both of the methods described earlier.

In the case of the segmented luminance

equalization, 96 hue regions and 28 saturation regions were used. These maximum and
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minimum luminance limits w~r~ _stored in two 32 by 128 arrays.

For programming

ease, these tables are an even multiple of 2.
The C-Y saturation equalization algorithm requires 5. 3 MB for the saturation
histogram, 0.9 MB for the input image, and 24 KB for the limits table. By storing the
saturation transform on top of the original histogram, and by overwriting the input
image with the output image, these two items did not require any additional memory.
This 6.2 MB is far less than the 64MB required using RGB histograms, and can be
reduced if fewer hue regions are used. For 16 hue regions, the histogram only requires
0.9 MB, which leads to a total memory requirement of 1.8MB. The processing time
for the C-Y color equalization algorithm is on the order of 5 minutes, depending upon
the number of empty regions. The same is true for Bockstein's algorithm. Whereas
Bockstein's method performs 96 histogram equalizations, the C-Y algorithm performs
6,144 [96x64] smaller equalizations. Either way, the computation time is roughly the
same.
To fully evaluate the results of color equalization, output images are shown after
each step of the process. These results are then compared to the results obtained using
Bockstein' s algorithm. Note that Bocks.tein' s algorithm is independent of the order in
which saturation and luminance are equalized. This is due to the fact that he doesn't
include the intensity limits on the maximum saturation value, making the saturation
equalization completely independent of intensity.

As discussed earlier, the C-Y

equalization algorithm uses the luminance component to establish the saturation limits.
Thus, results are shown for saturation equalization using both the original and the
equalized luminance values.

Although the best results are obtained using a single

equalization of the luminance image, results are shown for the segmented luminance
processing as well.
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In order to compare the eff-ectiveness of the saturation equalization algorithms,
the resulting color distributions for both techniques are plotted in the C-Y color space.
This is accomplished by plotting each RGB color at its appropriate R-Y (vertical) and
B-y (horizontal) coordinates, where the center of the image represents the origin of the
C- y color space.

Whenever more than one point occupies the same R-Y and B-Y

coordinates, the highest intensity value is plotted.

If the image contained all the

possible colors, its plot would look like Figure 2.10.

These plots demonstrate the

difference between the two techniques and illustrate how Bockstein' s method over
saturates the high and low intensity colors. Furthermore, Bockstein's method is plotted
using his own HSI color space, again showing that his method does not achieve proper
histogram equalization.
Two images were chosen to illustrate the C-Y color equalization algorithm.
The first image, named CEILING, is shown in Figure 3.5 (a).
ceiling inside an Austrian church.

It is a picture of the

It was chosen for its high spatial detail and its

abundance of low-saturation colors. A particular feature of importance is the cross in
the upper center of the image. Figure 3.5 (b) gives its corresponding C-Y color space
distribution. Since the image has such low saturation, the majority of the colors lie
near the origin Although all hues are present, only red and blue occur with any degree
of saturation, as confirmed by the original image shown in Figure 3.5 (a).
Figure 3.6 (a) shows the result of only C-Y saturation equalization on CEILING.
Note the increase in saturation, with the color green now visible in parts of the image.
Notice also that the cross is still visible. Although some color noise has been added
due to the segmentation of the color space, it is not very noticeable. The corresponding
C-Y distribution of Figure 3.6 (b) shows that the algorithm has uniformly distributed
the pixels throughout the color space.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5 (a) The original image of CEILING
(b) C-Y color distribution for CEILING
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 6 (a) C-Y saturation equalization applied to CEILING
(b) The corresponding C-Y color distribution
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On the other hand, Figure-· 3.7 (a) shows the result of applying Bockstein's
algorithm to CEUJNG.

Here the cross has become completely obscured.

Since his

method does not account for the intensity limits on saturation, these high-intensity
colors are equalized to points outside the allowable color space. Later when they are
scaled back into the RGB color space, they take on the maximum allowable saturation
for that hue.

Figure 3. 7 (b) shows the color distribution for Bockstein' s algorithm,

which unlike the C-Y algorithm, is not uniformly distributed.

The most notable

difference is the incomplete distribution of cyan, yellow and magenta.

This can be

attributed to the HSI color model, which compressed these colors in the process of
transforming the RGB cube to a triangular shape. Comparing this distribution to the
distribution for the C-Y algorithm shown in Figure 3:6 (b), we see that Bockstein' s
algorithm also over saturates the oranges, leaving them bunched at the outer edge of the
color space.

This effect is more pronounced in Figure 3.8, which shows the color

distribution for Bockstein' s algorithm using the HSI color space.
appears relatively uniform at the higher saturations.

The distribution

However, as the intensity

increases and the saturation limits contract toward the origin, the colors begin to cluster
in rings representing the maximum possible saturation for the given intensity level. It
is this inability to handle high intensity colors that led to the problem with the cross.
As a final comparison, histogram equalization was applied to the entire
saturation image for CEILING, ignoring any hue or luminance considerations. The result
is shown in Figure 3.9. As predicted, a single equalization of the saturation component
does not properly equalize the saturation within each hue. In this case, the greens are
not as completely equalized as in the C-Y method.
The images in Figure 3.10 show the final result once saturation equalization
has been followed by luminance equalization. Figure 3.10 (a) shows the result of C-Y
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 7 (a) Bockstein' s saturation equalization applied to
(b) The corresponding C-Y color distribution

CEILING
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Figure 3. 8 HSI distribution for Bockstein' s saturation equalization method

Figure 3. 9 Equalization of saturation without regard for hue or luminance
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10(a) Complete equalization of CEILING using the C-Y algorithm
(b) Complete equalization of CEILING using Bockstein' s algorithm
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saturation equalization followed_ 1Jy _luminance equalization, whereas Figure 3.10 (b)
shows the result of Bockstein' s saturation equalization followed by intensity
equalization. In both cases, the luminance or intensity equalization was accomplished
by applying histogram equalization to the entire luminance image.

Note how the

addition of luminance equalization has improved the overall contrast and brightness of
both images, although more noise is observable using Bockstein's method.

The

increased contrast from luminance equalization has emphasized this noise.
As discussed earlier, a common method of color image processing is to operate
only on the luminance component. Figure 3.11 (a) shows the result if only luminance
equalization is applied to the

CEILING

image. Although the image is brighter and has

more contrast, the colors appear to have less saturation. A comparison of this image to
Figure 3.10 (a) shows the benefit of using both the saturation and luminance
components.

Figure 3.11 (b) shows the result of segmenting the C-Y space so the

limits are not exceeded during luminance equalization. As discussed previously, this
method adds noise to the luminance component that the eye can easily detect. Figure
3.11 (a) clearly shows the superiority of the traditional method.
If saturation equalization is subsequently applied to Figure 3.11 (a), a

comparison can be made between luminance-than-saturation equalization and
<

saturation-than-luminance equalization. Figure 3.12 shows the result of luminancethan-saturation equalization, whereas Figure 3.10 (a) earlier demonstrated the result of
saturation-than-luminance equalization. Notice that Figure 3.12 is brighter but has less
saturation then its counterpart in Figure 3.10 (a). The earlier luminance equalization
has limited the range of possible saturation values. Notice also that this has limited the
noise in the white area around the cross.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11 (a) Standard luminance equalization of CEILING
(b) Segmented luminance equalization of CEILING
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Figure 3.12 Luminance-then-Saturation equalization of CEILING

The second example image, called ALPS, is shown in Figure 3.13 (a).

It is a

photograph of the Swiss Alps taken in the presence of early morning fog which
partially obscures the mountain range in the background. It was chosen to illustrate the
ability of the equalization algorithm to enhance geographical features. Color histogram
equalization should be able to enhance both the colors present in the mountain region,
'

as well as the foliage present in the foreground.

Figure 3.13 (b) is the C-Y color

distribution for the ALPS image. It shows that this image, like the first example image,
is composed of predominantly low saturation colors.
Figure 3.14 (a) shows the effect of C-Y saturation equalization, and Figure
3.14 (b) shows the resulting color distribution. Obviously, the saturation component is
now uniformly distributed and this has enhanced the features on the mountain side,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13 (a) The original image of ALPS
(b) C-Y color distribution for ALPS
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14(a) C-Y saturation equalization applied to ALPS
(b) The corresponding C-Y color distribution
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while preserving the white sky. The. yellow tint in the upper left-hand corner of Figure
3.14 (a) is especially important because it is a feature that would not have been
revealed using standard contrast enhancement of the luminance component. Indeed, it
is a feature that has only become detectable as a result of chromatic enhancement.
Figure 3.15 (a) was obtained by applying Bockstein
equalization to the

ALPS

image.

1

S

algorithm for saturation

Like before, this method has difficulty with high

intensities, leading to the distortion of the colors in the sky region.

Here, the over

saturation of the sky obscures the subtle color change observed earlier in the foliage.
1

Figure 3.15 (b) shows the color distribution for Bockstein s method. Here again, this
method does not lead to a set of uniformly distributed saturation values, with
particularly poor performance regarding the green colors. The same is true in Figure
3.16, where the color distribution for Bockstein

1

S

method is shown using the HSI color

space. Although there are green colors present, they are of such low intensity that they
are barely visible.

Figure 3.17 shows the result of a single histogram equalization

applied to the saturation component of the

ALPS

image without regard for hue or

luminance. As before, this method does not equalize the saturation within each hue.
Consequently, the mountain side has less color saturation compared to Figure 3.14 (a).
The image in Figure 3.18 (a) shows the final results after both saturation and
luminance equalization using the C-Y method. Histogram equalization of the luminance
component enhanced the details in the foreground trees, and revealed that there are
clouds present in the sky.

In contrast, Figure 3.18 (b) shows the result of both
1

saturation and luminance equalization using Bockstein s method.

The details on the

mountain side are no longer discernible and the image has lost its photographic
appearance. This is due to the over equalization of the saturation component that is
characterized by Bockstein s method.
1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15 (a) Bockstein's saturation equalization applied to
(b) The corresponding C-Y color distribution

ALPS
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Figure 3.16 HSI distribution for Bockstein' s saturation equalization method

Figure 3.17 Equalization of saturation without regard for hue or luminance
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.18(a) Complete equalization of ALPS using the C-Y algorithm
(b) Complete equalization of ALPS using Bockstein' s algorithm
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The final image, shown in J:<igure 3.19 below, shows the result of applying
standard luminance equalization to the

ALPS

image.

As with the

CEILING

image, the

increase in luminance contrast come at the expense of the saturation, with the equalized
image having less saturation contrast than the original.

Summary
Regardless of the color space chosen, equalization of the saturation component
must include the limits associated with the finite range of colors in 24-bit RGB images.
Ignoring the relationship between luminance and saturation results in images with
colors not representative of the original scene.

A choice has to be made when

equalizing both the luminance and saturation components-.

Since they are not

Figure 3.19 Standard luminance equalization of ALPS
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independent, the sequence of equaljz_ation determines the type of enhancement.
Equalization of the saturation component followed by equalization of the luminance
yielded the best images when attempting to obtain the most saturation. By including
the luminance dependence our method outperformed Bockstein' s for high and low
luminance colors.
The Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos method was

not implemented for

comparison since it would require 64 MB of memory for these 640x480 test images.
Furthermore, as discussed earlier, their method does not truly equalize the saturation
component of the image.

The second approach proposed by Trahanias was not

implemented since it is based on a single equalization and therefore does not guarantee
equalization of each hue within the image.

CHAPTER4
AUTOMATIC WlllTE BALANCE
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, many of the enhancement routines for
color images are merely extensions of grayscale image processing techniques. Another
example is Strickland's method for edge detection in color images [Strickland,
et al., 1987]. In this case, standard grayscale edge detection algorithms are applied to
both the luminance and saturation components. In contrast to this grayscale extension
approach to color image processing, white balance correction is one area for which
there is no grayscale counterpart. It is similar to the gamma compensation of grayscale
images, but there is much more involved . Specifically, white balance correction deals
with the perception of color within an image. Often, as a result of improper lighting
conditions or poor equipment adjustment, the color content of an image does not appear
natural. Regardless of the cause, the human eye can easily recognize that the image is
improperly white balanced [Martin, 1962]. Overall, the most obvious color errors are
those that give white objects a slight color tint. The goal of automatic white balance
[AWB] algorithms is to automatically correct for these color errors and restore the
image to its natural appearance.
Video cameras, digitizers, and photographs each have umque white balance
difficulties , but all encounter problems related to improper lighting.
sources emit light energy with different spectral responses.

Different light

For example, an

incandescent light appears slightly yellow when compared to a fluorescent light. When
color photographs are taken with standard indoor/outdoor film under fluorescent
lighting conditions, the results often appear to have a green tint when compared to
natural sunlight conditions.

Although there are chromatic filters that compensate for
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different lighting conditions, a different
filter is required for each light source, making
.. - this solution both expensive and inconvenient.

Furthermore, this approach is only

possible at the point the image is obtained.
Even when proper lighting is available, improper white balance may result in
photographs if the incorrect type of film is used. Likewise, the emulsion of the paper
may change color over time and therefore alter the white balance of the photograph.
Hence, many old photographs are said to have "yellowed" with time.

In the case of

video cameras, sensor adjustments must be made in order to correctly reproduce the
colors under a variety of lighting conditions. Fortunately, many color video cameras
offer external user controls that allow for manual white balance correction.

This

control is varied until the image appears natural for the given lighting condition.

Centroiding Techniques
Whether white balance is corrected manually or automatically, the adjustment is
typically performed in a color space where the chromatic information is isolated from
the intensity. Examples include the HSI, YIQ, and C-Y color spaces. The actual color
space is chosen based on the application. Typically, the YIQ or C-Y color spaces are
used for NTSC color video [Martin, 1962]. Thus, images that are defined by the RGB
color system must be transformed into one of these color spaces using the equations
given in Chapter 2.
For manual adjustment, the white balance of the image can be changed by
translating the origin of the color space.

In the HSI color space, for example, this

translation relocates the center of the HSI triangle to another position, leaving the size
and orientation of the triangle unchanged.

With this new reference, the RGB

components take on new values and the white balance of the image is changed. This
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translation of the chromatic compone~f:S.. ~ntinues interactively until the image appears
natural to the observer.
Translation of the color space can be automated if a simple assumption is made,
namely, that the image has a balanced distribution of color across the chromatic color
space. For most natural images this is true, and therefore the geometrical centroid of
all the colors will lie at or near the origin of the chromatic color space.

This also

means that the average of all colors in most natural images is gray [Haruki and
Kikuchi , 1992].

Consequently, when an image is not properly white balanced, the

centroid will be offset from the center of the chromatic plane.

Since the colors are

assumed to be evenly distributed, the white balance can be automatically corrected by
translating the origin of the color space to the centroid of tbe chromatic components
[Haruki and Kikuchi, 1992].

Previous Research
Much of the AWB research is specific to video camera applications. Some of
these techniques correct the white balance using the centroid technique, while others
correct the white balance according to various video camera inputs.

Haruki and

Kikuchi divide the image into 64 different spatial regions, weighting each region
depending on its luminance and the spatial distribution of colors within that region
[1992].

A set of rules are then applied using a fuzzy logic circuit to determine the

white balance correction value. Imaide et al. use the magenta-green and red-blue ratios
of high luminance colors to determine the amount of white balance correction [1990] .
These ratios are approximately one for a properly white balanced image.

He also

describes in a later paper how the iris setting, shutter speed, focus depth, and CCD
integration time can be used to estimate the possible lighting condition (indoor vs.
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outdoor) and scene composition [Imaide et al., 1992]. With this knowledge, the proper
adjustments can be made using a set of predetermined values. Onga et al. uses detector
output ratios to determine the white balance adjustment, although they use the redgreen and blue-green ratios [1984]. Hanma et al., on the other hand, use two external
color temperature sensing diodes to determine when correction is needed [Hanma

et al., 1983]. These diodes measure the actual color temperature of the available light.
The main limitation of using detector inputs is that they require information about the
scene during acquisition of the image.

Hence, they are not readily adaptable to the

white balance correction of color photographs, or to image processing in general.
Of the methods that are pertinent to color image processing, none of them
completely utilize the luminance information.

The next section shows that the

luminance is an important consideration for certain types of white balance errors.

Gain and Offset Errors
All of the white balance errors described earlier can be related in terms of gain
or offset misalignment between the red, green, or blue color components. Therefore,
these two errors should be examined in more detail in order to understand their effect
with regard to the three dimensional color space Although white balance correction can
be implemented using any of the color models that separate the luminance and
chromatic information, the C-Y color space was chosen because the luminance
component is gamma corrected in accordance with the perceived brightness for the red,
green and blue components, and not merely their average value [Martin, 1962].
Furthermore, it is the model used in color television.
Consider, for example, a properly white-balanced image consisting of the
cylindrical range of colors shown in Figure 4.1 (a).

The center of this cylinder is
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located along the grayscale values that __ll)a..k~ up the luminance axis. For any color R0 ,
G , Bo within this cylinder, the conversion to the C-Y color space yields:
0

J:

=

0.299 ·R + 0.587 ·Go+ 0.114 ·Bo

(R-Y)o

=

0.701·Ro -0.587·Ga -0.114·Bo

0

(B-Y)o =-0.299·Ro -0.587·Go +0.886·Bo

(4.1)

The effect of an incorrect offset can be demonstrated by adding a constant K to
the green component. Although applicable to red and blue as well, green was chosen
for mathematical simplicity.

Substituting (G0 +K) for G0 in Equation (4.1) , and

solving for the new C-Y components in terms of Y0 , (R-Y) 0 , and (B-Y) 0 gives:

J:

=

Yo

+ 0.587 •K

(R-Y) e =(R-Y)o -0.587·K
(4.2)

(B-Y) e =(B-Y) o -0.587 ·K

This results in a translation that shifts the cylinder upward and in the negative R-Y and
B-Y directions , as shown in Figure 4.1 (b).

When centroiding is based solely on the

R- Y and B-Y coordinates, it is as if this 3-D cylinder was collapsed to a single circle

on the C-Y plane, as indicated by the shaded area of Figure 4.1 (b). For this type of
problem, AWB based on the centroid of the chromatic information is valid because the

y

y

R-Y

B-Y

B-Y

Figure 4.1 (a) C-Y distribution for a correctly white-balanced image
(b) C-Y distribution resulting from a shift in the GREEN offset
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centroid of the cylinder is the same _f<?r_ ~ll luminance values.

Once the colors have

been translated back toward the origin using the centroid, the cylinder is centered on
the luminance axis, and the hue and saturation values for each color are restored. The
centroiding method cannot, however, correct for the increase in luminance associated
with the increase in the green component.
Other types of color error can be attributed to an incorrect gain adjustment.
Again, this effect is illustrated for only the green component.

The problem occurs

when the gain of the green component is modified relative to the gains for red and
blue.

This can be illustrated by substituting (A· G0 ) for G0 in Equation (4.1) and

solving the new C-Y components in terms of Y0 , (R-Y) 0 , and (B-Y) 0 .

The result

yields:

J:

=

~

-0.587·(1-A)·Go

(R-Y)e =(R-Y)o +0.587·(1-A)·Go
(4.3)

(B-Y)e =(B-Y)o +0.587·(1-A)·Go

Equation (4.3) shows how the cylinder's shift in the C-Y space depends upon the
intensity G0 . Thus colors that contain large amounts of green will be shifted more than
colors that contain little or no" green. To find the shift in terms of the original C-Y
components, G0 is eliminated from Equation (4.3) using:
Go =(G-Y)o +Yo

where

(G-Y)o =-0.51·(R-Y)o -0.19·(B-Y)o

(4.4)

With this substitution, Equation (4.3) can be rewritten in terms of the original
coordinates Y0 , (R-Y) 0 , and (B-Y) 0 and the gain misalignment A:
=

+0.299·(1- A)·(R-Y)
(R-Y) e = +(0.701+0.299· A)·(R-Y)
1::

(B-Y)e =

0

0

- 0.299·(1- A)· (R- Y)
0

+0.111·(1-A)·(B-Y)

+(0.413+0.587· A)·~

-0.111-(1-A)·(B-Y)
+(0.889+0.111-A)·(B-Y)

0

+0.587·(1-A)·I:

0

+0.587·(1-A)·I:

0

(4.5)
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The luminance dependence in Equation (4.5) shows that the shift is not constant
for all luminance values. Errors in gain alignment cause the cylindrical color space to
lean sideways, affecting its height and also its diameter. This is shown in Figure 4.2
below, where the green gain is set too high (A> 1).

Before the gain distortion, the

cylinder was centered on the luminance axis and its centroid was at (R-Y) 0 and (B-Y) 0
equal to zero, as illustrated in Figure 4.1 (a). Setting these components equal to zero
in Equation (4.5) shows that the new cylinder centroid is defined by

Ycentroid

J:

= ( 0.413 + 0. 587' A) •

(R- Y) centroid= 0.587 ·(1- A) •J:
(B-Y) centroid= 0.587 ·(1- A)· J:

(4.6)

This represents the white balance shift, and it is not the same for all luminance values.
Note that when there is no gain error (A= 1), the centroid is at zero for all luminance
values, as it was initially. The radial size of the cylinder is computed using .

radius"= ~(k 1 A +k2 A+kJ(R- Y):ax +(k4 A +k5 A+kJ(B- Y)~
2

kl = 0.1778
where: k2 = 0.2404
kJ = 0.5808

2

k4 = 0.0246
k 5 = 0.1728
k6 = 0.8026

(4.7)

This indicates that the radius of the new cylinder increases or decreases when the gain
is too high (A> 1) or too low compared to the red and blue components.

More

importantly, though, it shows that the change in radius is not a function of luminance.
y

R-Y

B-Y

Figure 4.2 C-Y distribution resulting from an error in the GREEN gain
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As in the first example, computing
the centroid usmg only the chromatic
-- - .. components is the same as collapsing the cylinder to the C-Y plane. In this case, the
result would be an ellipse, as shown by the shaded area in Figure 4.2

Using the

centroid of the ellipse does not produce the correct white balance adjustment for all
luminance values.

In this case, colors with low luminance values are overcorrected

such that they obtain a violet tint, while the greenish tint remains in colors with high
luminance values.

Obviously, this manner of centroiding has not achieved proper

white balance correction over all luminance values.
The above discussion can be expanded to include nonlinear gam and offset
errors in any of the three RGB color components.

Figure 4.3 shows the effect of

applying a general non-linear transformation to the color distribution of Figure 4.1 (a).
In this case, the white balance shift is a non-linear function of luminance.

These

examples show the difficulty of achieving AWB when the luminance component is not
included in the correction algorithm

y

· ······· ........... ..... ··

...:~

1

B-Y

Figure 4.3 C-Y distribution resulting from a non-linear error
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Automatic

~~~e

Balance Algorithm

In spite of its limitations, the centroiding technique is still an effective tool for
AWB correction. The goal is to adapt the chromatic centroid of the C-Y components
to allow inclusion of the luminance component, yet still remain scene independent. To
do this, the original RGB image is still converted to the C-Y space using the equations
given in Chapter 2. Next, however, this 3-D color space is segmented into N equally
spaces luminance regions. The number of luminance regions is chosen such that each
region has enough colors to accurately estimate the centroid for that luminance, while
ensuring there are enough regions to properly correct for any white balance errors.
Once the segmentation is complete, the chromatic centroid for each region can be
computed.
The centroid approach breaks down in the presence of a single highly-saturated
color.

It results in a large chromatic shift towards the origin, which reduces the

saturation of those colors. Segmenting the color space by luminance only increases the
chance that there is not a balanced distribution of colors for the centroid calculation.
Ideally, only the low saturation colors should be used in determining the centroid, since
they give an indication of the overall white balance for that region. For this reason,
only colors with saturation below a given threshold K are included in the centroid
calculation. In this way, regions that contain only highly saturated colors will not be
affected, since there will not be any shift. If we define the volume Vy as all the colors
in the yth luminance region with saturation less than a threshold K and containing all
possible hues, the chromatic centroid for that region is found using:

(4.8)
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where N(y) is the number of colors use~_ i_Q. the centroid calculation for that region, and
(R- YJj and (B~ YJj are the chromatic components for the jth color in the volume Vy. The

centroid coordinates from Equation (4.8) are used to translate all the colors within that
luminance region back toward the origin of the C-Y space. If none of the image colors
are below the saturation threshold, there is no shift for that luminance region. Once the
centroid has been applied for each luminance region, the white-balance-corrected image
is converted back to the RGB color space.
Adjustment of the threshold K controls the amount of white balance correction
applied to the image.

Small threshold values limit the maximum possible centroid

correction, implying the resulting images will only be partially corrected.

If this

occurs, the white balance correction can be applied repe.atedly until the desired
correction is obtained. On the other hand, very large thresholds reduce the saturation
of highly saturated colors, forcing these colors to become more pastel.

White Balance Results

This AWB algorithm was implemented using the same 486-based system
described earlier. The average time for processing varied between 37 and 49 seconds,
including loading and writing the image, and conversion to and from the C-Y color
space. The ~ WB algorithm varied between 21 and 29 seconds, depending upon the
number of empty luminance regions and the size of the image.
Since the acquisition of the test images typically introduces additional white
balance errors, more than one means of acquisition was used to digitize them. The first
approach was to use a 400 dpi 24-bit color scanner to scan old 5" by 4" discolored
photographs. The second set of images came from photographs transferred to a KODAK
PhotoCD · These were photographs of old photographs taken with a 35 mm single lens
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reflex camera using two 5300 degree Kelvin lights and a matching color temperature
-.

correction filter.

-

The final source of images was an NTSC color video camera

interfaced to a 716x480 24-bit video frame grabber.

Using three methods to input

images ensured that the white balance errors introduced during acquisition would not be
common to all the test images. Once digitized, any images larger than 640x480 were
cropped to fit within 640x480 pixels.

No preprocessing was applied prior to color

white balance correction.
All the tests were done using 16 luminance regions and a saturation threshold K
of 100. The maximum saturation varies based on luminance, but its largest possible
value is 228. This means that only colors with 50% saturation or less were used in the
centroid calculations. These two values yielded consistently good results for all the test
Images.

Other tests were performed varying the number of luminance regions.

Acceptable results were obtained for as few as four luminance regions.

Varying the

saturation threshold resulted in under or overcorrection as discussed earlier.
Figure 4.4 shows the first test image, called BRIDE.

It is a 24-bit black and

white image acquired via the KODAK PhotoCD process, which underwent a nonlinear
grayscale transformation applied to the green component, as shown in Figure 4.5. This
nonlinear transformation attenuates medium intensities, while leaving high and low
intensities unchanged. The attenuation of medium intensity greens leads to the magenta
tint observable in Figure 4.4. This was a controlled test for two reasons. It tested the
ability of the algorithm to handle non-linear white balance errors , and it allowed for
comparison between actual and predicted results since the type of error was known.
Figure 4.6 (a) shows the result of white balance correction after a single
centroid of all the chromatic components, independent of their luminance value. This
method was unable to completely remove the magenta tint from the image.

Figure
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Figure 4.4 BRIDE after a nonlinear green transformation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6 (a) AWB of BRIDE using only the chromatic components.
(b) AWB of BRIDE using both chromatic and luminance components.
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4.6 (b) shows the result of white balan~~ __c2rrection using 16 luminance regions. The
magenta tint has been removed and the image is restored to black and white.
accuracy of this approach was also verified mathematically.

The

First, the nonlinear

transform given in Figure 4.5 was applied to Equations (4.3) and (4.5) to yield:

~

= Yo -0.587·(Go-F(GJ]

(R- Y) centroid= 0.587 ·(Go- F( GJ]
(B-Y) centroid= 0.587 ·(Go- F( GJ]

(4.9)

where F(G0 ) is the output gray level for input gray level G0 , according to Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.7 plots the centroid values computed in Equation (4.9) as a function of the
new luminance values Ye, and compares them to the actual centroid values produced
when the algorithm was applied to BRIDE. There is an excellent agreement between the
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two except at Ye

= 8,

where the

diff~r~_nce

is due to the fact there were no pixels

within the image for this luminance value. Hence, the algorithm did not perform any
centroiding for this region.

Figure 4. 7 illustrates the difficulty of white balance

correction when the luminance component is ignored.
transformation applied to

BRIDE

Since the nonlinear

results in very little modification of the high and low

luminance colors, they require little correction. Thus, using a single centroid for the
chromatic components on all luminance levels overcorrects these colors.
Figure 4.8, called

BOOKS,

is an image of a bookshelf obtained using the video

camera and frame grabber method. It was acquired using regular indoor lighting and
without the aid of the video camera's manual white balance control circuit. Note the
extreme yellow of the bookshelf and the wall. These two items should be white.

Figure 4.8

BOOKS

acquired using a video camera under improper lighting conditions.
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Figure 4. 9 (a) shows the result o( white balance correction usmg only the
-·

- ..

chromatic components of BOOKS. Here again, this method failed to completely correct
the white balance of the image.

It overcorrected the low luminance values, giving

them a bluish tint, while under correcting the high luminance white colors, leaving
them slightly yellow. Figure 4.9 (b) shows the result of white balance correction using
both the chromatic and luminance components of

BOOKS.

Comparing this result to

Figure 4.9 (a), the wall and bookshelf are now white, and the low luminance colors are
now properly white balanced.

Figure 4.10 plots the centroid correction values as a

function of luminance Ye for both the R-Y and B-Y components.

As before, the

luminance dependence of this white balance correction is readily observable. The zeros
in the two highest luminance regions were due to a lack of image colors for those
luminance values. Another interesting feature of the white balance algorithm is that it
preserves the hue noise present in the original image.

This is visible upon closer

inspection of the images in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 (b).
Figure 4.11, called WEDDING, is another example of an old photograph that was
re-photographed and transferred to KODAK PhotoCD format. The original, in this case,
was a color photograph taken in 1949 and printed on early KODAK color paper. The
quality of this image is very poor.

Besides yellowing, it has started to fade on the

lower left side. This was a common problem in the group of pictures from which this
photograph was selected. Figure 4.12 (a) shows the result of white balance correction
using only the chromatic components of WEDDING. While better than the original, this
image still has a greenish tint throughout. Figure 4.12 (b) shows the results of white
balance correction using both the luminance and chromatic components of WEDDING.
This method achieved a better white balance, especially in the sky region and the
wedding dress.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. 9 (a) AWB of BOOKS using only the chromatic components.
(b) AWB of BOOKS using both chromatic and luminance components.
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Figure 4.11 Degraded

WEDDING

250

BOOKS.

portrait, taken in 1949.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.12(a) AWB of WEDDING using only the chromatic components.
(b) AWB of WEDDING using both chromatic and luminance components.
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Figure 4.13 plots the centroid

_c~r.r~ction

values as a function of luminance Ye

for both the R-Y and B-Y components of WEDDING. As in all the previous cases , the
white balance correction amount is dependent on luminance.
Then next test image, called SIDEWALK, is shown m Figure 4.14.

It was

acquired using the 400 DPI 24-bit color scanner. It is an old photograph taken in 1961
that has turned red with age. The reddish tint is most evident in the sky and the leaves
of the tree on the right side of the image. Figure 4.15 (a) shows the result of white
balance correction using only the chromatic components of SIDEWALK.

This method

has almost completely corrected the image, although close inspection of the wall to the
left of the gentleman and the leaves of the tree still shows a slight reddish tint. Figure
4.15 (b) shows the result achieved when white balance correction is applied using both
the luminance and chromatic components of SIDEWALK. When this image is compared
to Figure 4.15 (a), the improved results in the tree and the wall are more evident.
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Figure 4.14 Degraded image of SIDEWALK.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15(a) AWB of SIDEWALK using only the chromatic components.
(b) AWB of SIDEWALK using both chromatic and luminance components.
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Figure 4.16 plots the centroid

corr~ction

- --

for both the R-Y and B-Y components of

values as a function of luminance Ye
The small variation in centroid

SIDEWALK.

value with respect to luminance shows why white balance correction based only the
chromatic components worked as well as it did. Still, there is some variation, so we
expect the additional luminance information to produced better results.
Figure 4.17 shows the final test image, called

FAMILY.

Like

WEDDING, IS

example of an old photograph that was re-photographed and transferred to
PhotoCD format.

an

KoDAK

The incorrect white balance is evident by the overall reddish tint

throughout the image.

Figure 4.18 (a) shows the result of white balance correction

using only the chromatic components of

FAMILY,

while Figure 4.18 (b) shows the

results of white balance correction using both the luminance and the chromatic
components .
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Figure 4.17 Original

FAMILY

image, taken in 1960s.

The results of white balance are the basically the same for both images. The
only observable difference between the two is in the rocks located in the lower lefthand corner of the image. Wheri both luminance and chromatic components are used,
the white balanced image contains less red coloring in the rocks. There is also less of a
red tint to the palm frond shadows. Figure 4.19 plots the centroid correction values as
a function of luminance Ye for both the R-Y and B-Y components of

FAMILY.

This

plot verifies that the white balance correction, for the most part, is independent of
luminance.
This last example is important because it demonstrates that white balance
correction using only the chromatic components is justified under certain conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18(a) AWB of FAMILY using only the chromatic components.
(b) AWB of FAMILY using both chromatic and luminance components.
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FAMILY.

Summary

To properly white balance an image under a large variety of error conditions ,
the luminance component must be included in the correction calculation. Except for
the special case of a constant offset, the amount of centroid correction depends on the
luminance component. This is particularly true for white balance errors caused by gain
misalignment. Centroiding the chromatic components of individual luminance regions
produced better results then centroiding only the chromatic components. Both linear
and nonlinear white balance errors were properly corrected using this method.
There are limits to what AWB can correct. If the original degradation pushed
some of the image colors to the limits of the color space, the resulting loss of
information cannot be repaired. AWB can shift the colors back towards their original
value, but it cannot regain the lost information.
their original value in the uncorrupted ~mage.

Some of the colors will not reflect

CHAPTERS
COLOR FILTERING

Color image processing in the C-Y color space also involves filtering techniques
to remove noise. Regardless of the color space chosen, the three color components are
subject to different types of noise. This multidimensional nature of color makes color
filters more complex than grayscale filtering methods. This is because the spatial noise
within each component is compounded by the possibility of noise with correlation

between the different color components [Galatsanos and Chin, 1991]. The sources of
between-component degradation include channel crosstalk, . detector leakage and
spectral b1ur.
In addition to these noise correlation problems , color filtering has two problems
related specifically to the hue component. The first is a result of the circular nature of
the hue space. Unlike the saturation and luminance components, which range between
definite minimum and maximum values, there is no minimum or maximum value for
hue . It is a continuous color space defined using polar coordinates, where the angle
ranges between 0 and 360 degrees. Note , however , that a hue of 0° and a hue of 359°
are nearly identical tints of blue (refer to Figures 2.9 and 2.10). This implies that the
"minimum" and "maximum" values are identical , which obviously causes great
difficulties when attempting to find mean and median values.
three blue hues {1°, 0°, 359°}.

Take for example the

They should have a mean value of 0° yet

mathematically the mean is 120°, which is orange. Likewise, the median should be 0°
but according to regular numerical ordering the median is 1o.

This implies that the

median is better than the mean at handling the circular nature of the hue color space,
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but even the median breaks down. For example, the median of the hues {120°, 1o, 0°,
359°, 358°} is orange (120°), despite the fact that 4 of the 5 hues are blue.
The second problem deals with "edges" in the hue plane.

Unlike grayscale

images where blurring an edge causes a loss of spatial detail, blurring an edge in the
hue plane results in the creation of new colors [Sigel, et al., 1990; Ohyama, et al.,
1988]. Sigel's work involved color image compression based on subsampling of the
chrominance values. He noted that polar coordinate systems like HSI are inherently illsuited for chrominance subsampling based on the average value because the average
produces noticeable color artifacts for almost any image.

This effect can be

demonstrated using the color rectangles shown in Figure 5.1 on the next page. Here,
the violet rectangle has a hue of

oo,

a saturation of 200, and a luminance of 64; the

yellow rectangle has a hue of 180°, a saturation of 50, and a luminance of 170; and the
black background has hue, saturation and luminance all equal to zero.

Figure 5.2

shows the result of a 9x9 mean filter applied to the hue, saturation, and luminance
components of Figure 5 .1.

As long as the filter window is within a homogeneous

region of color, the filter produces the proper color output. On other hand, when the
window is applied to any of the edges separating the violet and yellow rectangles from
the black background, or to the edges separating these two colored rectangles, a new
color is produced.

For window sizes larger than 9x9, this effect is even more

pronounced.
Although it may be less noticeable for smaller window sizes, there are still
going to be color artifacts whenever the mean is used to estimate the hue component.
To avoid these artifacts, the filter should select an output from one of the original hue
values contained inside the filter window, or at least a value close to those hues. The
median is one such filter. With the median, the output is always equal to one of the
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Figure 5.1

Original image of RECTANGLES.

Figure 5.2 Color artifacts after a 9x9 mean filtering of RECTANGLES.
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original input values. Thus the media~,- .~_!lile not perfect at dealing with the circular
nature of the hue space, is better than the mean and it does not ·produce the color
artifacts near edges that the mean filter does. It is not surprising, therefore, that many
of the current color filters are based on the concept of the median.

Previous Research
The easiest approach for filtering color images is to filter only the luminance
component. Filtering only the luminance has it merits, especially since the eye is more
sensitive to details in luminance than details in chrominance [Sigel, et al., 1990]. This
is the approach taken by Pei and Chen, who filter only the luminance component of a
color image using morphological filters [Pei and Chen, 1991].

Neglecting the

chromatic components is not truly valid, though, since it is possible to have noise in the
chromatic components that is visible to the human eye.
Another early approach was to filter the three RGB components independently
[Ohyama, et al., 1988; Rantanen, et al., 1992].

Independent filtering of the RGB

components suffers from the same problem as independent equalization of the RGB
components, namely, it produces color artifacts. Pitas explored the statistical analysis
of marginal order median filters, which is a median filter applied to each of the color
components independently [Pitas, 1990]. He showed that the statistical analysis is not a
simple extension of the single-component case.

Besides the color artifacts that are

created by this method of filtering, marginal order filters are only efficient at removing
non-correlated types of noise [Rantanen, et al., 1992].
Rantanen' s group developed a collection of median filters based on subordering
principles that allowed for reduced hardware requirements and thus easier color video
signal processing implementation [Rantanen, et al., 1992]. They selected the median
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output value for these filters usmg a number of different methods.

One approach

ordered the inputs based solely on their green component value, since it is dominant in
the luminance calculation (see Equation (2.15)).

Other median filters were based on

the luminance value (Y), and the sum of the RGB components (R+G+B). Two of the
median filters selected their output values using the vector distances Lz-norm and L1norm.

Here, Lz-norm is the Euclidean distance to the mean and L1-norm is the

component-wise distance to the mean.

The evaluation of these filters for mixed

Gaussian and impulse noise was measured using the mean absolute error [MAE] and
mean square error [MSE].

Ironically, when these methods were compared to the

marginal median, they produced poorer MAE and MSE results.
the fact that marginal filtering reduces noise in all three

This was attributed to

compon~nts,

while subordering

only minimizes the one quantity being measured.
Siu, et al. also used median-based filters for real-time video signal processing
[Siu, et al., 1993]. In this case, a multi-shell median filter was implemented

The shell

refers to the nearest neighbors of the pixel being filtered. Thus, the first shell, denoted
S~ would be the eight neighbors of the pixel X

171,11·

The output of the multi-shell

median filter Ym,n is defined for a single shell according to:

Ym,n =median{ min[ S~], Xm,n, max[ S~")}.

(5.1)

Equation (5.1) implies that when the original pixel Xm,n is smaller than the minimum or
larger than the maximum of its surrounding neighbors, it will be classified as an
impulse and replaced with either the minimum or maximum value. If the original pixel
value is not at one of the extremes, it must be the median of the three, and it is
retained. This results in a filter that is able to remove isolated impulses of one pixel in
size while preserving features bigger than two consecutive pixels, regardless of their
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orientation [Siu, et al., 1993]. This achieved their goal of removing impulse noise and
-· ...

-

missing-line noise from the input video signal. Although the results were only shown
for a grayscale image, they stipulated that it could be used for a color video signal if it
was converted into RGB components before the processing was applied.

Thus, this

approach is another method for independent filtering of the RGB components.
One way to avoid the color artifacts associated with independent filtering of the

RGB components is to treat them as a 3-D vector within the filtering algorithm. An
important example of these vector filters is the vector median filter [Trahanias, et al.,
1993]. The vector median XVM is an extension of the scalar median used for grayscale
image restoration. It is defined by:
n

n

:LIIXVM- Xkll ~ :LIIXi- Xkll
k=l

where

11·11

k=l

represents the vector norm.

Vi E{l 2 ··· n}.
' ' '

(5.2)

Equation (5 .2) shows that the vector median

filter (VMF) selects the vector that minimizes the sum of the distances to all the other
vectors in the filter window.

Unlike the component-wise application of the median,

which can remove impulses but shifts the location of edges ("edge jitter"), the vector
median is capable of removing the impulses while maintaining the edge position
[Trahanias, et al. , 1993] .
Trahanias and Venetsanopoulos have expanded upon the vector-based filters
with a class of filters known as vector directional filters, or VDF [1993]. Rather than
approach the 3-D RGB vectors in a rectangular coordinate system, VDFs process the

RGB vectors as a magnitude and an angle. They developed the basic vector directional

filter [BVDF], which selects the one vector from the filter input window that minimizes
the sum of the angles with all the other vectors in that window:
n

n

k~

k~

LA(XBVDF ,Xk) ~ :LA(X1 ,Xk)

Vj

E{l,2,-··,n}

(5.3)
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where A(Xj,xk) represents the angle be~een the vectors Xi and Xk.

Unlike the

VMF, the BVDF selects the most centrally located vector based solely on the angle,
and without regard to magnitude. Consequently, the BVDF removes any vectors that
have outlier angle values and produces an image with vectors that are nearly collinear.
In addition to the BVDF, there is also the generalized vector directional filter, or
GVDF.

The difference here is that the GVDF does not output a single vector.

Instead , it produces the set vectors whose angle is small relative to the other vectors in
the window. The importance of the GVDF is that it allows subsequent magnitude
processing to be applied to this set of centrally located color vectors. In this way, both
the angle and the magnitude are filtered. Furthermore, the magnitude processing can
be implemented using the large accumulation of grayscale

filt~rs

that are designed for

magnitude processing.
The other way to handle the strong correlation that exists between the RGB
components is to transform it to a new color space where each components is
completely independent and decoupled from the others.

This can be accomplished

using Karhunen-Loeve transformations [Hunt and Kubler, 1984].

Hunt and Kubler

developed a least-squares Wiener filter that minimizes the mean-square error for both
within-component and

between-component

noise.

Their

method

included

a

transformation into the Karhunen-Loeve domain to decorrelate the image components,
and an assumption that the between-component · and
relationships are separable.

within-component noise

Ohyama et al. use this idea to decorrelate the between-

component color components before independently filtering each color component
using a least-squares filter [Ohyama, et al., 1988].

Trussell, et al. evaluated the

sensitivity of the linear minimum mean square error [MMSE] filter to different types of
spectral estimates for the original color image [Trussell, et al., 1991]. The key to all
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of these is that the K-L transform decoupled the color components, allowing
independent filtering of each of these components.
Galatsanos and Chin also included both between-component and withincomponent (or spatial) noise when filtering color images with a multichannel Kalman
filter [1991]. They stated that a strong correlation exists between the color components
of an RGB image. However, they describe the transformation from RGB to YIQ as a
between-component Karhunen-Loeve transformation. This is only approximately true.
In Chapter 2 we demonstrated a recoupling of the hue, saturation, and luminance
components that exists in the C-Y color space because of the finite size of the original
24-bit RGB color space.
color components.

This makes sense from our physical understanding of the

We know, for example, that it is not possible to have high

saturations at the extreme values of luminance.

Consequently, this coupling between

saturation and luminance is important when filtering noise in the saturation component.
Galatsanos and Chin did show that restoration in the YIQ domain does not completely
reduce to independent filtering of each color component, even when there is no
between-component noise in the original RGB image. This is because RGB spatial blur
(or within-component noise) becomes between-component degradation when the image
is transformed into the YIQ color space.

They described this as a very weak

correlation, and that the slight improvement gained by its inclusion did not warrant the
additional computation it required.
Since all of the algorithms developed for this thesis are applied in the C-Y color
space, where the coupling between components is much weaker than in the RGB space,
the emphasis of this chapter is on the difficulties associated with filtering spatial noise

within each component. As discussed earlier, the hue component is especially sensitive
to blurring of edge details, so these edges must be preserved. It is also important to
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preserve edges in the saturation and

l~~lnance

components, smce they define the

spatial detail in the image. However, filtering is supposed to smooth the noise present
in each of the color components. It is these conflicting priorities that have led to the
development of adaptive filters which can smooth the noise in homogeneous regions
while retaining the spatial details near edges [Pitas and Venetsanopoulos, 1990].

Adaptive Filters
It is often difficult to determine on a pixel-by-pixel basis whether an outlier is

due to noise, or perhaps part of the spatial detail of the image.

Accordingly, this

decision is made by evaluating the surrounding window of pixels. If it is determined
that the outlier is part of the spatial detail, like an edge, it is retained. On the other
hand, if it appears to be noise it is removed. One way to make this distinction is to
evaluate the statistical variance of the pixel values within the window of interest.
Areas that have a large variance are likely to have complex spatial detail while areas
that have a small variance are most likely part of the homogenous background. These
homogeneous regions can withstand heavy filtering in an effort to remove noise, while
filtering at edges should be designed to retain the spatial detail, even at the expense of
keeping some of the noise.

The problem with using variance as the estimator for

spatial detail is that the variance is affected by the presence of outliers. To avoid this
problem, the variance for a particular window of interest is measured relative to the
overall noise variance in the image. Although we seldom have a priori knowledge of
the noise distribution, it can be estimated by measuring the variance in a homogeneous
region of the image. Any variance in a homogeneous region is wholly due to noise.
Statistical analysis has shown that the

MEAN

filter is most effective for removing

Gaussian noise in homogeneous regions, whereas the

MEDIAN

filter is better for
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removing impulsive noise and for retaining edge features [Pitas and Venetsanopoulos,
-·

- .. -

1990]. It is not surprising, therefore, that adaptive filters exist that are based upon
combinations of these MEAN and MEDIAN filtering techniques.
One example of adaptive filters is the MMSE filter. Its output is given by
p( X, Y)

•~ = ( 1- ~ } p(

X,

Y) old + (

~} m

(5.4)

where p(x,y) 0 ld is the original pixel value, 0: is the image variance computed for the
window surrounding the original pixel, ~ is the estimate for the noise variance in the
image, and m is the mean for that same window of pixels. Notice that in homogeneous
regions, the signal variance should be nearly equal to the noise variance, making the
ratio equal to unity. In this case, the output of the filter tends toward the mean value.
When filtering near edges, the signal variance will be much larger than the noise
variance, leading to an output close to the original pixel value. In this way, filtering is
achieved in homogeneous regions and spatial detail is maintained near edges.

The

problem with the MMSE filter is that it doesn't perform well in the presence of impulse
noise since no filtering takes place in regions of high variance ( 0: large).
Another useful adaptive ·filter is the alpha-trimmed mean.

While this filter

bases its output on the mean, it does not necessarily include every pixel in the window
for the caJculation.

Here, the values are sorted so that the extreme values can be

discarded. The ratio of signal variance to noise variance controls the variable a, which
determines the number of values discarded. For a NxN window, a can range between
0 [yielding the MEAN] and (~-1)/2 [yielding the MEDIAN]. It is computed using:
a= N2

-1·(1- 0:~)

2

(5.5)

where the variances have the same meaning as before. Note, the output here does not
range between the original value and the mean, as was the case in the MMSE filter, but
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between the median and the mean. Thus it_is possible to discard the original value if it
was an outlier. The output of the filter is computed using:

1
p(x,y)new = N- 2

N -a-1

a

~XU)

(5.6)

) =a

where N is the number of pixels in the window , x 0) is the ordered statistic for the pixels
in the window , and a is computed using Equation (5.5).

This filter is effective at

removing both Gaussian and impulse noise.
The next adaptive filter is the double window, modified trimmed mean [DWMTM] filter.

Like the alpha-trimmed mean , this filter calculates the mean value of a

subset of the pixels within the filter window.

Unlike the alpha-trimmed mean,

however, there is not a symmetrical pruning of the upper .and lower extremities.
Indeed , the approach used in the DW-MTM filter centers around the concept of the
median value. Rather 'than exclude a certain number of pixels from both extremes , this
approach includes any pixel that fall within a certain distance of the median value.
This distance , called q, is some multiple c of the noise standard deviation:

q =C·(J'
.

II

(5 .7)

1

where c is generally between 2 and 3. This is based on the idea that 95% of the pixel
values should fall within 2cr of the median , and 99.7% should be within 3cr if the noise
is Gaussian distributed. Pixels outside this range are probably noise values that should
be excluded. For efficiency, a smaller window is used to find the median. In the case
of a MxM mean, an NxN (N < M) window is used to find the median.

The mean

value is then computed using:

p(x,y)new = N

1
used

.

LX;

for all i such that

lx;- median I~ q

(5.8)
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where Nused is the number of pixels us~~ _i~ the mean computation and q is found using
Large values of q drive the output toward the MxM mean, whereas

Equation 5. 7.

small values of q result in the NxN median.
The final adaptive filter of interest is the signal adaptive median [sAM] filter. It
is based on a two-component filtering technique [Pitas and Venetsanopoulos, 1990].
Here, the image is divided into a low frequency component XL and a high frequency
component x8 . The high frequency component is estimated using x8 = Xij - XL , where

Xij is the original pixel value. The filter output then becomes:

p(x,y)

= XL + bij (Xij -X£}

(1- a;J

where:

0

where a and

fJ are variables

selected, and

(5.9)
otherwise

a: andd! are the signal and noise variances

described earlier. The median can be used to estimate the low frequency component
XL . This represents the proper output value for homogeneous regions. The variables a

and

P control

the magnitude of bij and therefore the amount that high-frequency

components are attenuated.

Small values of

fJ

and large values of a make the filter

sensitive to edge transitions, attenuating less of the high-frequency components.
In the SAM filter , the value of bij also determines the size of the filter window.
Large windows are effective for removing noise in homogeneous regions, but they tend
to blur spatial detail.

Consequently, the window size should be smaller near edges.

Initially, a 5x5 or 7x7 window is used to compute bij. and the median. If the value of

bij is greater than some threshold value bt, and edge was found and the window size is
reduced. This process repeats until the value of bij is less than the threshold or the
window size reaches 3x3.
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Filter Results
Like the color equalization arid AWB algorithms, the filter algorithms were
implemented on a 33 MHz 80486 computer using the C programming language and
Microsoft® Windows 3.1 to handle the memory management functions.

The test

image was obtained with a standard NTSC video camera interfaced to a 716x480 24-bit
color frame grabber.

This image was then cropped to 640x480 pixels.

Since the

image was obtained under poor lighting conditions to ensure a large amount of hue
noise, the white balance was corrected using the AWB algorithm presented in Chapter
4. For this test image, the centroid was computed using 16 luminance regions and
included only those colors with a saturation less than 40. Both the original and whitebalanced images are shown in Figure 5.3 on the next page.

All the filtering was

performed using the white-balanced version of ANNE shown in Figure 5.3 (b).
Although it is more difficult to detect hue and saturation noise than luminance
noise, due to the eye's inability to resolve small changes in color, the noise in both the
hue and saturation components are very evident in this image. It is most noticeable in
what should be the white background. This is more a function of the saturation noise
than the hue noise.

If the saturation was zero, the background would be white

regardless of the hue value.

Since the saturation is not zero, the color of the

background pixels is governed by the hue.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the hue and

saturation components of the white-balanced ANNE. They clearly indicate the presence
of noise in these chromatic components. Note, however, that a hue angle of 0, which
is displayed with a brightness of 0, and a hue angle of 2n, which is displayed with a
brightness of 255, are virtually identical since the hue space is circular. These black
and white points appear to be very different when in reality they are nearly identical.
The darkness of the saturation plane is due to the low-saturation nature of the image.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.3

ANNE

test image: (a) original, (b) after A WB using 16 luminance regions
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Figure 5.4 Hue component of ANNE.

Figure 5.5 Saturation component of ANNE.
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Figure 5. 6 shows the luminance comeo_f!e!!t for

ANNE.

Although it does contain some

noise, this noise does not appear to be as bad as the noise in the chromatic components.
The goal was to choose a set of filters that produced the best results for each of
the color components. Consequently, each of the adaptive filters described earlier were
applied to each of the color components. In addition to the adaptive filters, a standard
7x7 mean and median filter were also applied. As expected, the

SAM

filter produced

the best results for the hue plane, although the 7x7 median also did a fairly good job.
Figure 5.7 shows the results for a 7x7

SAM

filter with a=0.71,

~=4.0,

and a threshold

value bt of 0. 71. These results illustrate the effectiveness of a variable window size.
The 7x7 window smoothed the noise in the background region, while the smaller
1

1

window sizes retained the spatial detail of the girl s hair and the pony s mane.

Figure 5. 6 Luminance component of

ANNE.
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Figure 5.7 Hue of ANNE, filtered with a 7x7 SAM filter (a=0.71, J3=4.0, ht=0.71).
In the case of the saturation component, a 7x7 DW-MTM filter produced the best
results. · Figure 5. 8 shows this result for the saturation component of ANNE. Here, the
median was computed using a 5x5 window, and the constant c of Equation (5.7) was
set to 1. Thus , only saturation values within one

U 11

of the median were included in the

mean calculation. Ideally, all the saturation values for the background region should be
zero, making the background completely white.

Unfortunately, it wasn't possible to

zero these saturation values without completely destroying the color detail in the other
regions of the image.

Even setting c equal to 1 (and not 2-3 as is normally done)

included a large range of saturation values since

U 11

= 15 for this image. Although this

yielded the best results of any of the filters applied, the DW-MTM still did not produce
outstanding results for saturation.
Figure 5.9 shows the results achieved after filtering the luminance component of
ANNE.

Here again, the DW-MTM filter produced the best result.

However, this was
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Figure 5.8 Saturation of ANNE, filtered with a 5x5/7x7 DW-MTM filter (c= 1).

Figure 5.9 Luminance of ANNE , filtered with a 3x3/5x5 DW-MTM filter (c=4).
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achieved with 3x3 and 5x5 window sizes. The constant c in this case was set to 4,
which allowed luminance values within 18 graylevels of the median to be included in
the mean calculation.

The resulting image has maintained virtually all of its spatial

detail, yet most of the noise has been removed. It even seems to have sharpened the
edge of the collar on the shirt.
Figure 5.10 below shows the combined result for each of these components.
When compared with the original in Figure 5.3 (b), the small colored dots on ANNE's
shirt still have sharp edges and they have retained their proper color. Likewise, details
in her face have been retained along with the appropriate skin coloring.

The upper

cheek area has been nicely smoothed to remove some of the noise that was originally
present. The same is true for ANNE's hands in the lower portion of the picture, as well
as the white background of the image.

Figure 5.10 Full color result for the adaptive filtering of ANNE.
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For comparison, a 7x7 mean
luminance components of

ANNE.

f~ter

was applied to the hue, saturation, and

Furthermore, the same 7x7 mean filter was applied

independently to the original red, green, and blue components of the image in the RGB
color space.

The results for these two tests are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5 .12,

respectively. While both of them blurred the image, the RGB version has reduced the
apparent saturation. This actually improves the appearance of the background, but it
also causes a marked decrease in the green content of the image, especially when
compared to the C-Y version. Objects that were originally green now look more gray.
The same test was also performed using a 7x7 median filter. Figure 5.13 shows
the results achieved when the median was applied to the hue, saturation, and luminance
components of

ANNE.

Figure 5.14 shows the results for applying the same median to

the red, green, and blue components of the image.

As before, the RGB version has

less green than its associated C-Y version. Apart from this, the median produced fairly
good output images regardless of the color space filtered.
To further compare the performance of the median filter to the

SAM

filter, the

histogram for hue, saturation and luminance was computed for a 125x150 pixel
rectangle in the homogeneous background region to the left of the girl's head. These
histograms are plotted in Figures 5.16 through 5.17 as indicated by the heavy black
lines. These plots also show the output achieved using the adaptive
I

filters, as indicated by the thin black lines.

SAM

or

DWMTM

Furthermore, the output of the median

filter is plotted as dotted lines on all three figures.
The plots for the hue component in Figure 5.16 indicate that there is impulse
noise in the background region, which explains why the median performed as well as
the

SAM

filter in that region.

Likewise, the plots for the saturation component in

Figure 5.17 shows that although the background colors are mainly low saturation, there
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Figure 5.11 7x7 mean filter applied to the hue, saturation, and luminance of ANNE.

Figure 5.12 7x7 mean filter applied to the red, green, and blue components of ANNE.
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Figure 5.13 7x7 median filter applied to the hue, saturation, and luminance of ANNE.

Figure 5.14 7x7 median filter applied to the red, green, and blue of ANNE.
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is quite a lot of noise present. Here again, the median and the adaptive DWMTM filter
. · -· -

produced a similar distribution, although the DWMTM filter was able to reduce the
saturation of more pixels in this background region.
The saturation histogram also shows that the saturation values are limited to the
lower end of the saturation range. This is in direct contrast to the histogram of Figure
5.15, which has hue values distributed across the entire range. Part of this is due to the
low saturation nature of the image. However, there isn't even any noise in the upper
half of the saturation values. This is a result of the correlation that exists between the
luminance and saturation values.

Specifically, colors with high luminance values

cannot also be highly saturated.
The luminance plot in Figure 5.17 shows that originally there is only a small
range of luminance values in the background region. This is to be expected since the
background is a fairly homogenous area.

As in the other cases , the median filter

produces a histogram similar to the adaptive DWMTM filter.
Summary

This chapter showed ·the results of filtering the various color components that
constitute the C-Y color space.

Although the C-Y color space has less correlation

between its color components than the RGB color space, it is not a true KarhunenLoeve transformation because there is still a coupling between the color components.
The adaptive filters show great promise for filtering color images, especially near
edges.

On the other hand, the standard mean and median filters are effective for

filtering simple homogenous regions of the different color components.

CHAPTER6
CONCLUSION
This thesis explored color image processing in the C-Y color space. That model
was chosen because it corresponds well with the human concept of color. The results
have demonstrated its superiority to the RGB color space for a number of color image
processing algorithms. This is mainly due to the strong correlation that exists between
the red, green, and blue components of the RGB color space compared to the weak
correlation that exists between the hue, saturation, and luminance of the C-Y color
space. However, the C-Y color space, like the YIQ color space, is often assumed to be
a good

approximation

of the

ideal

Karhunen-Loeve . transform.

Although

mathematically this is true, it overlooks the additional constraints placed on the C-Y
color components as a result of the finite range of colors in the original RGB color
space. This additional coupling that remains when the RGB image is transformed into
the C-Y color space proved to be very important, especially when performing color
equalization in the C-Y color space.
The new color histogram equalization algorithm that results from the inclusion
of this coupling between luminance and saturation produced better results than the
previous algorithms which overlook this coupling.

Likewise, the automatic white

balance algorithm presented in this thesis expands upon previous methods of AWB that
only use the chromatic color components.

By including the information in the

luminance component, the new AWB algorithm is able to correct both linear and nonlinear white balance errors.
The adaptive filters were also applied in the C-Y color space. Previous work
has shown that there is information present in the weak correlation that exists between
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the C-Y color components, but that the improvement in the resulting image does not
-·

- ·- -

justify the additional computation needed to achieve it. Thus, the focus of the color
filtering is not on the coupling that remains between the C-Y color components.
Rather, it is centered around the problems associated with filtering the hue component.
This includes the circular nature of the hue values and the tendency to create color
artifacts in the image. Additional work could be done in this area relative to the large
number of other non-linear filters that are now available.
Having studied color image processing in the C-Y color space, it is evident that
this work could be expanded to include a number of other areas.

Among these are

color thresholding, color edge detection, color morphological filters, color Wiener
filtering in the C-Y space, color object recognition, and

colo~

chain code descriptions.

Furthermore, many of these algorithms could easily be adapted to the other CIE color
models. Regardless of the model though, if the original image is defined in terms of
RGB components, and the resulting image is going to be transformed back into that
same space, special care must be taken to respect the limits introduced by the finite size
of the RGB color space.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF BOCKSTEIN'S SATURATION
Bockstein measured saturation as the radial distance from the center of the HSI
color space, as it is normally defined in the HSI color system. However, he calculated
the saturation value using:

S = ~ r +rb+b 2 -r -b
2

+1-

(1)

which can be derived using the geometry shown in Figure A.1 below.
From the shaded triangle, we see that S = ~ } 2 + k 2

•

Furthermore, j and k can

be found using:
j = Y- b = [ (1- r) sin 30°
.

1-r

j=--

J- b

k=

b

2
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-

cos30

0

X=

~- [(I-r)cos30°]

-v3

IJ3

k=---(1-r)

J3

2
where r and b are the normalized red and blue RGB components. Substituting the
values of j and k, we obtain Equation (1). Note that since r and b are normalized
1

values between 0 and 1, the saturation S will be normalized between 0 and J3 .
G

.......

·......
···......
·· ................

......

R

=-----~----------'--------~

1/2 - -----7

B

Figure A .1: Geometry associated with Bockstein' s HSI triangle.
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APPENDIX B: CO:MPUTER SOURCE CODE

The following programs are included as part of this thesis:

EQUAL.C:
Contains the code for C-Y color equalization
BocKSTEN.c: Contains the code for Bockstein's color equalization

121
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WHITE.C:

Contains all the code for automatic white balance

155

FILTER.C:

Contains all the adaptive filter code

167
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I*************************************************************************** I
I* PROGRAM: Equal.c TITLE: "Color Image Processing"
LANGUAGE: C
*I

I*
I*
I*
I*
I*
I*
I*

Performs Saturation and Luminance equalization on a 24-bit color image .
Many routines are included for experimental purposes. The actual ones
used in the thesis are Satur4Equal and Illum3Equal. Also includes the
code used to find the maximum and minimum limits of the C- Y coordinates
based on the original RGB color space .

*I
*I
*I
*I
*I
*I
*I

I*************************************************************************** I
<conio.h>
<stdio.h>
<Stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<math.h>
<mem . h>
<dos . h>
<Windows.h>

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

nPIXELS
nBYTES
RED
GREEN
BLUE

307200L
921600L
*(RGB+bytes
* (RGB+bytes+l)
*(RGB+bytes+2)
uchar;

typedef unsigned char

I* ---- ------- --const float
const DWORD
uchar _huge

GLOBAL VARIABLES --------------------

twoPI=6.28318530718;
RGBsize = (DWORD) ( nBYTES
*RGBptr;

*I

* sizeof (uchar)

I*************************************************************** I
I* CLK ( ) Displays the time .{clock}
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void CLK( void
{
II DOS gettime function
struct time times;
gettime(&times);
II requires <dos.h>
fprintf(stderr,"%2d:%02d.%02d ",times.ti_hour, times.ti_ min, times.ti sec

I*

CLK

*I

I**************************************************************** I
I* LoadTIFF( filename , headersize, ptr-to-RGBarray )
*I
I*************************** * ************************************ I
void LoadTIFF( char
*filename,
long
header,
uchar _huge *RGB
HFILE

hf;

I*

handle [file]

*I
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1*----------------------------------------------*l
I* Load the RGB data from the TIFF file:
*I
I*-------------------------------- ·-"" ·. :..::-:..---------* I
if( (hf = _lopen(filename, READ)) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", filename);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( header> 0

llseek(hf, header, 0);

I*

skip header

*I

if( _hread(hf,RGB,nBYTES) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error reading %s >> \n", filename);
exit ( -1) ; }
lclose( hf ) ;
fprintf(stderr,"%s loaded \n", filename);

I*

LoadTIFF

*I

I**************************************************************** I
/* WriteRAW( ptr-to-RGBarray, filename, extension )
*I
/****************************************************************I
void WriteRAW( uchar _huge *RGB,
char
*fn,
*extension
char
HFILE
char
int

hf;
I* handle [file]
temp[30] ,outfile[40]
i,j=O;

*I
"C:\\THESIS\\";

1*-------------------------------------------- --*l
I* Create output filename with extension:
*I
1*--------- ----------------------- --------------*l
i=strlen(fn)-1;
if( fn[iJ== 1 • 1 11 fn[i-11== 1 • 1 11 fn[i-21== 1 • 1 II fn[i-31== 1 • 1 l
do { temp[j++] = fn[i];} while( fn[i--] != 1 1 ) ; II file extension
while( *extension ! = 1 \0 1 ) temp[j++] = *extension++;
do { temp[j++] = fn[i--];} while( fn[i]!= 1 \ \ 1 && i>=O );
temp[j] = 1 \0 1 ; strrev(temp);
II terminate & reverse
strcat(outfile, temp);

1*----------------------------------------------*l
I* Create the outfile and write RGB data:
*I
1*----------------------------------------------*l
if(

(hf = lcreat(outfile, 0 )) == HFILE_ERROR) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( _hwr ite(hf,RGB,nBYTES) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error writing %s >> \n", outfile ) ;
exit ( -1) ; }
if( lclose( hf ) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error closing %s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
fprintf(stderr,"Raw output written to %s \n", outfile);

I*

WriteRAW

*I
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I*************************************************************** I
I* Find_Smax( Num-Hue-Regions )
*I
I*
Not all SATURATIONS are· possible - for each HUEIILLUM comb *I
I* inations . This routine finds the MAX (MIN is always zero) *I
I* for each possible HIY combo by calculating the actual SATs *I
I* for all 16.7 million RGB combinations.
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void Find_Smax( long
N
DWORD
double
int
uchar
HGLOBAL
HFILE
char
char

bytes, base;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize;
R,G,B, Hreg,Yreg;
*Smax;
hSmax;
hf;
I* handle [file] *I
maxfile [20]
"C:\\THESIS\\Smax";
Nstr[4];

II string value of N

1*-------------------------------- -*1
I* Allocate memory for Smax table: *I
1*- --------------------------------*1
if( N > 256L ) N=256L;
II

up to 256 H regions
bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 256 * sizeof (uchar) ) ;
if( (hSmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Smax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hSmax)) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Smax array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
REGsize = N/twoPI;
CLK(); fprintf(stderr,"
Developing Max Saturation table: ");
for( R=255; R>=O; R-- )
for( G=255; G>=O; G-for( B=255; B>=O; B-y = (. 299*R) + (. 587*G) + ( .114*B);
R Y = (double) R - Y;
B Y = (double) B - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2 (R_Y, B_Y) ;
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
Yreg = ( int) ( Y ) ;
base = (Hreg*256L) + Yreg;
1/ determine Smax for each H-Y combo
if( S > Smax[base]
Smax[base] = (uchar) S;
} I* B *I
fprintf(stderr,"done \n");
ltoa(N, Nstr, 10);

l*-- --------------------------------------------*1
I* Create/Write the MAX and MIN values:
*/
l*------------------------ -- --------------------*1
strcat(maxfile,Nstr);
if( (hf = lcreat(maxfile, 0 )) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", maxfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( _hwrite(hf,Smax,bytes) == -1L )
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fprintf(stderr,"<< Error writing %s >> \n", maxfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( _lclose( hf ) == HFILE_ERRO~ L . {fprintf(stderr,"<< Error closing %s >> \n", maxfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
CLK () ; fprintf (stderr," Smax output written to %s \n", maxfile ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hSmax ) ;

GlobalFree( hSmax

);

/* Find_Smax */
/***************************************************************/
/* Find_Ymax( Num-Hue-Regions )
*/
/*
Not all ILLUMINATIONS are possible for each HUE/SAT comb */
/* inations.
This routine finds the MAX and MIN possible for */
/* each possible H/S combo by calculating it for all 16.7M.
*/
/***************************************************************/
void Find_Ymax( long N )
{
DWORD
bytes, base;
H,S,Y, R Y,B_Y, REGsize;
double
i nt
R,G,B, Hreg,Sreg;
uchar
*Ymax,*Ymin;
HGLOBAL hYmax,hYmin;
HFILE
hf;
//handle [file]
char
maxfile [20]
"C:\\THESIS\\Ymax";
char
minfile[20]
"C:\\THESIS\\Ymin";
char
Nstr[4];
// string value of N
/* - - ----------------------------- -- - - - -- -*/
/* Allocate memory for Ymax/Ymin tables: */
/*------ - - -- - ----- ------- -- --------------*/
if( N > 256L ) N=256L;
//up to 256 H regions
bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 229 * sizeof(uchar) ) ;
if( (hYmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Ymax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hYmax))
NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Ymax array >>\n " );
exit ( -1) ; }
if( (hYmin = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Ymin = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hYmin)) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Ymin array >>\n");
exit ( - 1) ; }
memset(Ymin, 255, bytes);
// set all MINIMUMs to 255
REGsize = N/twoPI;
//how big is each HUE region ?
CLK(); fprintf(stderr," Developing Max/Min Illumination tables : ");
for( R=255; R>=O; R-- )
for( 8=255; G>=O; G-for( B=255; B>=O; B-y = (. 299*R) + (. 587*G) + ( .114*B);
R Y = (double) R - Y;
B Y = (double) B - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B Y ) ;
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0 . 0
atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
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Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
(int) ( 8 ) ;
8reg
base
(Hreg*229L) + 8reg; -- - - / / find Ymax/Ymin for each H- 8 combo
if ( Y > Ymax [base]
Ymax [base]
(uchar) Y;
if( Y < Ymin[base]
Ymin[base] = (uchar) Y;

} /*

B

*/

fprintf ( stderr, 11 done \n 11

) ;

ltoa(N, Nstr, 10);
/* - ------------------- - -------- -- ---------------*/
/* Create/Write the MAX and MIN values:
*/

/* -- ---------------- - ------------- - - - - - - - -- -- ---*/
strcat(maxfile,Nstr);
if( (hf = lcreat(maxfile, 0 )) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr, 11 << Unable to open %s >> \n 11 , maxfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( _hwrite(hf,Ymax,bytes) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr, 11 << Error writing %s >> \n 11 , maxfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( lclose( hf ) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr, 11 << Error closing %s >> \n 11 , maxfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
CLK(); fprintf(stderr, 11 Ymax output written to %s \n 11 , maxfile);
strcat(minfile,Nstr);
if( (hf = lcreat(minfile, 0 )) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr, 11 << Unable to open %s >> \n 11 , minfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( _hwrite(hf,Ymin,bytes) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr, 11 << Error writing %s >> \n 11 , minfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( lclose( hf ) == HFILE_ERROR )
fprintf(stderr, 11 << Error closing %s >> \n 11 , minfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
CLK(); fprintf (stderr, 11 Y_m in output written to %s \n 11 , minfile ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hYmax ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hYmin ) ;
/* Find_Ymax */

GlobalFree( hYmax);
GlobalFree( hYmin ) ;

/****************************************************************/
/ * Load_max( max-type, ptr-to-max, Num-Hue-regions, bytes )
*/
/****************************************************************/
void Load_max( int
type,
uchar *max,
long
N,
DWORD bytes
HFILE
char
char
if ( type
if ( type
if( type

hf;
/* handle [file]
*/
filename[20] = 11 C : \\THE8I8\\ 11 ;
Nstr[4];
'8'

'Y'
'y'

strcat(filename, 11 8max 11 ) ;
strcat(filename, 11 Ymax 11 ) ;
strcat(filename, 11 Ymin 11 ) ;

// string value of N
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ltoa(N,Nstr,10);

strcat(filename,Nstr);

(hf = _lopen(filename, READ·Jr -·=-;; HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", filename ) ;
exit ( -1) ; }
if( _hread(hf,max,bytes) == -1L
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error reading %s >> \n", filename);
exit ( - 1) ; }
_lclose( hf ) ;
fprintf(stderr,"%s loaded \n", filename);
if(

I*

Load max

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* Satur1Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Regions )
*I
I* Histogram equalization on SATURATION. Equalize each HUE *I
I* separately. All pixels in the hue region are equalized out *I
I* to a max of 228. Ignores that max is function of hue, and *I
I* a function of illum (Assumes cylindrical colorspace). Comes *I
I* back into 0 .. 255 RGB space by one of two scaling methods. *I
I*************************************************************** I
void Satur1Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N
DWORD
double
double
int
DWORD
HGLOBAL

bytes, tot,sum;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scale;
rr,gg,bb, sinH, cosH;
R,G,B, Hreg,Sreg;
*Hptr, *Hist;
hHist;

1*--------------------------------- - ----------------------*l
I* Allocate memory for the Histogram array:
*I
1*-- - ------------- - ---------------------------------------*l
bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 230 _* sizeof (long) ) ;
I I 229+1=230 S regions
if( (hHist = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist)) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory. for Hist array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
REGsize = NltwoPI;
fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing saturation over %d hue regions: \n",N);
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) { II Histogram:
Y
(.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
II Compute HSY
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2 (R_Y, B_Y) ;
if( H < 0 . 0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
( int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
II Which of
N
hue regions ?
Sreg = (int) ( S ) ;
II Which of 0 .. 228 sat regions ?
Hptr = Hist + 230L*Hreg;
*(Hptr+Sreg) += 1;
II Increment This-Sat within HUE.
*(Hptr+229 ) += 1;
II Increment Tot-Sat-Cnt for HUE.
}
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for( Hreg= O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ ) {
// Compute transform:
Hptr
Hist + 230L*Hreg;
//
find start of this HUE
tot
= *(Hptr+229); if(tot == 0) continue;
sum
= 0;
for( Sreg=O; Sreg<229; Sreg++ )
sum+= *(Hptr + Sreg);
* (Hptr + Sreg)
(DWORD) ( 228L * sum/tot ) ;
if( sum>= tot) break;
//Nothing in outer saturations ...

} /* s */
/* H */
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+ =3 ) {
Y
(.299*RED) + ( . 587*GREEN) + ( . 114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
//Re-compute HSY . Not saved
BY= (double) BLUE - Y;
//
originally due to space/time.
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize);
Sreg = (int) ( S ) ;
Hptr = Hist + 230L*Hreg;
S = (double) *(Hptr + Sreg);
//Find the *NEW* saturation
sinH= sin( H); cosH= cos( H);
//Convert back to RGB
rr
S*sinH + Y;
/* R=(R-Y)+Y */
bb
S*cosH + Y;
/* B=(B-Y)+Y * /
gg
( - 0 . 19*S*cosH) - (0.51*S*sinH) + Y;
while( rr > 255.0 I I gg > 255.0 II bb > 255.0 ) {
rr -= 1.0; bb
1.0; gg -= 1.0; }
while( rr < 0.0 I I gg < 0.0 II bb < 0 . 0 ) {
if( rr > 254.0 I I gg > 254.0 II bb > 254.0 ) break;
rr += 1.0; bb += 1.0; gg += 1.0;

II scale down
II scale up [until]

/*
i f ( rr > 2 55 . o 1 1 gg > · 2 55 . o 1 1 bb > 2 55 . o l

max
max
scale
rr *=
//

{

(rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
= (bb>max) ? bb:max;
= 255.0/max;
scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
scale, keeping r,g,b relationship

*/
if(rr<O.O) rr=O.O;
if(gg<O.O) gg=O.O;
if(bb<O.O) bb=O.O;
}
GlobalUnlock( hHist ) ;

/* Satur1Equal */

RED
GREEN
BLUE

(uchar) floor(rr+0.5);
(uchar) floor(gg+0.5);
(uchar) floor(bb+0.5);

GlobalFree( hHist ) ;

/I round nearest 0 . 5
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/***************************************************************I
/* Satur2Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Regions)
/*
Histogram equalization on SATURATION.
Equalize each HUE
/* separately. All pixels in the hue region are equalized out
/* to the max for that hue. Ignores that max is a function of
/* illum. (Assumes hexagon-with-vertical-sides colorspace).
/***************************************************************I
void Satur2Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N

*I
*I
*I
*I
*I

DWORD
double
double
int
DWORD
HGLOBAL
uchar

bytes, base,tot,sum,maxx;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scale;
rr,gg,bb, sinH, cosH;
R,G,B, Hreg,Sreg,Yreg;
*Hptr,*Hist;
hHist,hSmax;
*Smax;

II

if( N>256L) N=256L;
REGsize = NltwoPI;

up to 256 H regions

bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 256 * sizeof (uchar) ) ; I I table uses all 256 Y
if( (hSmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Smax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hSmax))
NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Smax array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
Load_max( '8', Smax, N, bytes ) ; CLK();

II

bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 230 * sizeof(long) ) ;
229+1=230 S regions
if( (hHist = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist)) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Hist array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing saturation over %d hue regions: \n",N);
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
II For each HUE region: load
base = Hreg * 256L;
the largest Smax (ignore Y)
for( Yreg=1; Yreg<256; Yreg++
II into Smax[H,O].
if( Smax[base+Yreg] > Smax[base]
Smax[base] = Smax[base+Yreg];
fprintf(stderr,"Hreg=%d: Smax= %d \n", Hreg, Smax[base] ) ;
Hreg

II

} II

for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) { II Histogram:
Y
(.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0 . 0
atan2 (R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
Which of
N
hue regions ?
Sreg = (int) ( S ) ;
II Which of 0 .. 228 sat regions ?
Hptr = Hist + 230L*Hreg;
*(Hptr+Sreg) += 1;
II Increment This-Sat within HUE.
*(Hptr+229 ) += 1;
Increment Tot-Sat-Cnt for HUE.

II

II

}
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for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ ) {
II Compute transform:
Hptr
Hist + 230L*Hreg;
II find start of this HUE
tot
* (Hptr+229); if (tot ··== · 0} continue;
Hreg * 256L;
base
(DWORD) Smax[base];
maxx
for(sum=O, Sreg=O; Sreg<229; Sreg++ ) {
sum+= *(Hptr + Sreg);
*(Hptr + Sreg)
(DWORD) ( sum* maxx I tot);
if( sum>= tot ) break;
II Nothing in outer saturations ...

} I* s *I
I* H *I
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
(.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + ( . 114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
II Compute HSY:
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
Sreg = (int) ( S ) ;
Hptr = Hist + 230L*Hreg;
S = (double) *(Hptr + Sreg);
II Find the *NEW* saturation
sinH
rr
bb
gg

= sin ( H ) ; cosH = cos ( H ) ;
II Convert back to RGB
S*sinH + Y;
I* R=(R-Y)+Y *I
S*cosH + Y;
I* B=(B-Y)+Y *I
(-0.19*S*cosH) - (0.51*S*sinH) + Y;

I*
while( rr > 255.0
rr -= 1.0; bb
while ( rr < 0. 0 II
if( rr > 254 . 0 I I
rr += 1.0; bb +=

II

gg > 255.0 II bb > 255.0) {
1.0; gg -= 1.0; }
gg < 0. 0 II bb < 0. 0 ) {
gg > 254.0 I I bb > 254.0 ) break;
1.0; gg += 1.0;

II scale down

II

scale up [until]

*I
if ( rr > 2 55 . o 1 1 gg >. 2 55 . o 1 1 bb > 2 55 . o l
max
(rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb:max;
scale = 255 . 0imax;
rr *= scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
II scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if(rr<O.O) rr=O.O;
if(gg<O.O) gg=O.O;
if(bb<O.O) bb=O . O;

RED
GREEN
BLUE

(uchar) floor(rr+0.5);
(uchar) floor(gg+0 . 5);
(uchar) floor(bb+0.5);

}
GlobalUnlock( hHist ) ;
I* Satur2Equal *I

{

GlobalFree( hHist ) ;

II

round nearest 0.5
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/***************************************************************/
/* Satur3Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Regions)
*/
/*
Histogram equalization on SATURATION . Equalize each HUE */
/* separately. All pixels in the hue region are equalized out */
/* to the CURRENT max for that hue . Tries to avoid overequal- */
/* izing, but still ignores the illum limitations => at low/hi */
/* illums the current max may be > allow value. Besides, it
*/
/*doesn't do much to improve lo-saturation images...
*/
/***************************************************************/
void Satur3Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N
bytes, tot,sum,maxx;
DWORD
double
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scale;
rr,gg,bb, sinH, cosH;
double
R,G,B, Hreg,Sreg;
int
DWORD
*Hptr,*Hist;
HGLOBAL hHist;
/*--- - ---------------------- - -----------------------------*/
/* Allocate memory for the Histogram array:
*/
/*------------- - ------- - ------- - - -- -----------------------*/
bytes= (DWORD) ( N * 231 * sizeof(long) ) ;
// 229+2=231 S regions
if( (hHist = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist)) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Hist array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
REGsize = N/twoPI;
fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing saturation over %d hue regions: \n",N);
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) { // 2-D Histogram
Y
(.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
// Compute HSY :
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y ) ;
atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O . O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
//Which of
N
hue regions ?
Sreg = (int) ( S ) ;
//Which of 0 .. 228 sat regions ?
Hptr = Hist + 231L*Hreg;
*(Hptr+Sreg) += 1;
// Increment This-Sat within HUE.
*(Hptr+229 ) += 1;
// Increment Tot-Sat-Cnt for HUE.
if( S > *(Hptr+230) ) *(Hptr+230)=S; //Update the MAX for this HUE.
}
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
// Compute transform:
Hptr
Hist + 231L*Hreg;
//
find start of this HUE
tot
*(Hptr+229); if(tot
0) continue;
maxx
*(Hptr+230);
sum
0;
for( Sreg=O; Sreg<229; Sreg++ )
sum+= *(Hptr + Sreg);
*(Hptr + Sreg)
(DWORD) ( sum * maxx / tot ) ;
if( sum>= tot ) break;
//Nothing in outer saturations . ..

} /* s */
/* H */
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for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
(. 299*RED) + (. 587*GREEN)-- +. r.n4*BLUE) ;
//Re-compute HSY. Not saved
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
BY= (double) BLUE - Y;
//
originally due to space/time.
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
Sreg = (int) ( S ) ;
Hptr = Hist + 231L*Hreg;
S = (double) *(Hptr + Sreg);
//Find the *NEW* saturation
sinH= sin( H); cosH= cos( H);
//Convert back to RGB
rr
S*sinH + Y;
/* R=(R-Y)+Y */
bb
S*cosH + Y;
/* B=(B-Y)+Y */
gg
(-0.19*S*cosH) - (0.51*S*sinH) + Y;

I*

while( rr > 255.0 I I gg > 255.0 II bb > 255 . 0 ) {
rr -= 1.0; bb
1.0; gg -= 1. 0; }
while( rr < 0.0 I I gg < 0 . 0 II bb < 0 . 0 ) {
if( rr > 254.0 I I gg > 254.0 II bb > 254.0 ) break;
rr += 1.0; bb += 1 . 0; gg += 1 . 0;

*I

if ( rr > 2 55 . o 1 1 gg > 2 55 . o 1 1 bb > 2 55 . o l
max
= (rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb:max;
scale = 255.0/max;
rr *= scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
// scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if(rr<O.O) rr=O.O;
if(gg<O.O) gg=O.O;
if(bb<O.O) bb=O . O;
}
GlobalUnlock( hHist ) ;

I*

RED
GREEN
BLUE

II scale down
II scale up [until]

{

(uchar) floor(rr+0.5); // round nearest 0.5
(uchar) floor(gg+0 . 5);
(uchar) floor(bb+0.5);

GlobalFree( hHist ) ;

Satur3Equal */

I*************************************************************** I
I* Satur4Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Regions
THIS IS IT! */
I*
Histogram equalization on SATURATION. Equalize each HUE */
I* separately. Within each HUE, equalize for different ILLUM */
I* levels . Saturations are equalized out the the proper max */
I* value for the Hue/Illum region. Quantization (ranges) of */
I* hue/illum still yields a small chance of over-equalization. */
I*************************************************************** I
void Satur4Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N )
#define Yeq
#define Yper
#define Ysh

64
4
2

//number of equalization along Y-axis
//number of Y-values per equa l ization (= 256/Yeq
//number of bits to shiftY (= log2[Yper] )
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DWORD
double
double
int
uchar
DWORD
HGLOBAL

bytes, base,tot,sum,maxx;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scale;
rr,gg,bb, sinH, cosH;
R,G,B, Hreg,Yreg,Sreg;
*Smax;
*Hptr,*Hist[256];
hSmax,hHist[256];

1*---------------------------------*1

I*

Allocate memory for Smax table:

*I

1*---------------- -------- ---------*1

if( N > 256L) N=256L;
II up to 256 H regions
bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 256 * sizeof(uchar) ) ; II table uses all 256 Y
if( (hSmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) == NULL II
(Smax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hSmax))
NULL ) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Smax array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
Load_max( 'S', Smax, N, bytes ) ; CLK();
bytes= (DWORD) ( Yeq * 230 * sizeof(long) ) ; II 229+1=230 S regions
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
if( (hHist[Hreg] = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist[Hreg] = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist[Hreg])) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Hist array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
REGsize = NltwoPI;
fprintf (stderr, "Equalizing SAT [%d HUEs]: \n" ,N);
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) { II Histogram
Y = ( . 299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
I I Which of
N
hue regions ?
Sreg
(in t) ( S ) ;
I I Which of 0 .. 228 sat regions ?
Yreg
((int) Y) >> Ysh;
II 25614=64 Which of 64 ill regions ?
Hptr
Hist[Hreg] + 230L*Yreg;
*(Hptr+Sreg) += 1;
II Increment This-Sat within HY .
*(Hptr+229 ) += 1;
II Increment Tot-Sat-Cnt for HY.

}
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
II Compute 2-D transform:
for( Yreg=O; Yreg<Yeq; Yreg++ ) {
base = (Hreg*256L) + (Yreg<<Ysh) ; II "Y" is 0123,4567,8 ...
maxx = (DWORD) Smax[base];
II Find min SATmax for this HY
base++;
if( Smax[base] < maxx
maxx
(DWORD) Smax[base];
base++;
if( Smax[base] < maxx
maxx
(DWORD) Smax[base];
base++;
if( Smax[base] < maxx
maxx
(DWORD) Smax[base];
Hptr
Hist[Hreg] + 230L*Yreg;
tot
*(Hptr+229);
if(tot == 0) continue;
for(sum=O,Sreg=O; Sreg<229; Sreg++
sum+= *(Hptr + Sreg);
*(Hptr + Sreg)
(DWORD) ( sum* maxx I tot);
if( sum>= tot ) break;
II Nothing in outer saturations ...

} II s
II Y
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for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
( o299*RED) + ( o587*GREEN) -+ · ( :1:14*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
II Compute HSY:
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O oO && B_Y==OoO) ? OoO
atan2 (R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < OoO ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
Sreg = (int) ( s ) ;
Yreg = ((int) Y) >> Ysh;
Hptr = Hist[Hreg] + 230L*Yreg;
S = (double) *(Hptr + Sreg);
II Find the *NEW* saturation
sinH= sin( H);
cosH= cos( H);
II Convert back to RGB
rr
S*sinH + Y;
I* R=(R-Y)+Y *I
bb
S*cosH + Y;
I* B=(B-Y)+Y *I
gg
(-Oo19*S*cosH)- (Oo51*S*sinH) + Y;

I*

while( rr > 255°0 I I gg > 25500 II bb > 25500 ) {
rr -= 100; bb
100; gg -= 100; }
while( rr < OoO I I gg < OoO II bb < 0 00 ) {
if( rr > 254°0 I I gg > 25400 II bb > 25400 ) break;
rr += 100; bb += 100; gg += 100;

*I

i f ( rr > 2 55 0o 1 1 gg > 2 55 0o 1 1 bb > 2 55 0o l
max
(rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb:max;
scale = 255oOimax;
rr *= scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
II scale, keeping r,g,b relationship

if(rr<OoO) rr=O oO;
if(gg<OoO) gg=O oO;
if(bb<OoO) bb=OoO;
}

RED
GREEN
BLUE

I*

Satur4Equal

*I

);

scale down

II

scale up [until]

{

(uchar) floor(rr+Oo5);
(uchar) floor(gg+Oo5);
(uchar) floor(bb+Oo5);

for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ ) {
GlobalUnlock( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
GlobalFree( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
}
GlobalUnlock( hSmax ) ;
GlobalFree( hSmax

II

II

round nearest Oo5
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I********* * ***************************************************** I
I* Satur5Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Regions )
*I
I*
Histogram equalization on SATURA~TON. Equalizes EVERY
*/
I* pixel in the image at once. Uses a max of 228 like method1,*/
I* but brings them back into 0 .. 255 RGB space at the point the *I
I* transform is applied (compares transformed result to the
*I
I* table). Does not ensure every hue is equalized.
*I
1 ***************************************************************/
void Satur5Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N
DWORD
double
double
int
uchar
DWORD
HGLOBAL

bytes, base,tot,sum,maxx;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scale;
rr,gg,bb, sinH, cosH;
R,G,B, Hreg,Yreg,Sreg;
*Smax;
*Hptr,*Hist ;
hSmax,hHist;

if( N > 256L) N=256L;
REGsi z e = N/twoPI;

//up to 256 H regions

bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 256 * sizeof(uchar) ) ; II table uses all 256 Y
if( (hSmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Smax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hSmax))
NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Smax array >>\n"); exit( - 1) ;}
Load_max( '8', Smax, N, bytes ) ; CLK();
bytes = (DWORD) ( 229 * sizeof (long) ) ;
II 0 .. 228=229 s regions
if( (hHist = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) == NULL II
(Hist = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist))
NULL
fprintf(stde;rr,"<< Not enough memor y fo r Hist array >>\n"); exit(-1) ; }
fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing saturation: \n", N);
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y = ( . 299*RED) + ( . 587*GREEN) + ( . 114*BLUE) ;
R_Y = (double) RED - Y;
/1 Compute HSY:
B_Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
Sreg = (int) sqrt( R Y*R Y + B Y*B Y ) ;
Hist[Sreg] += 1;
}
for(sum=O, Sreg=O; Sreg<229; Sreg++
sum+= Hist[Sreg];
Hist[Sreg] = 228L * sum/nPIXELS;
} /* Sreg */

1/ Compute transform:

for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 )
Y
(.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + ( . 114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
II Re-compute HSY. Not saved
BY= (double) BLUE - Y;
II originally due to space/time.
S = sqrt( R Y*R_Y + B Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0 . 0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg = (int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
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Sreg = (int) ( S ) ;
Yreg = (int) ( Y ) ;
S = (double) Hist[Sreg];
base = (Hreg*256L) + Yreg;
maxx = (DWORD) Smax[base];
if( S > maxx ) S = (double) maxx;
sinH= sin( H);
cosH= cos( H);
rr
S*sinH + Y;
I* R=(R-Y)+Y *I
bb
S*cosH + Y;
I* B=(B-Y)+Y *I
gg
(-0.19*S*cosH) - (0 . 5l*S*sinH) + Y;
while ( rr > 255.0
bb
rr -= 1. 0;
while ( rr < 0 . 0 II
if( rr > 254.0 II
bb +=
rr += 1. 0;

II

Find the *NEW* saturation

II
II
II

Find SATmax for this HY
Scale back SAT if too big ...
Convert back to RGB

II

gg > 255.0 II bb > 255.0
gg - = 1. 0; }
gg < 0. 0 II bb < 0.0
gg > 254 . 0 II bb > 254 . 0 ) break;
1. 0;
gg += 1. 0;

II

scale down

II

scale up [until]

1. 0;

I*
if ' rr > 2 55 . o 1 1 gg > 2 55 . o 1 1 bb > 2 55 . o
max
(rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb:max;
scale = 255 . 0imax;
rr *= scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
scale, keeping r,g,b relationship

II

*I
if(rr<O.O) rr=O.O;
if(gg<O.O) gg=O . O;
if(bb<O.O) bb=O . O;

RED
GREEN
BLUE

(uchar)
(uchar)
(uchar)

floor(rr+0 . 5);
floor(gg+0.5);
floor(bb+0 . 5);

II

round nearest 0 . 5

}
GlobalUnlock( hHist ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hSmax ) ;

I*

Satur5Equal

GlobalFree( hHist);
GlobalFree( hSmax ) ;

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* Satur6Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Regions)
*I
I*
Histogram equalization on SATURATION.
Equalize each HUE *I
/* separately. For each HUE, find which ILLUM has the largest *I
/* Saturation. Use that SAT as the max (like method 2). But *I
/* when transformed, actually sets pixel Illum equal to the
*I
/* one assumed for the maximum. Reduces Illum contrast, but
*I
/* note that 'max satlillum for each hue is different.
It gets *I
/*rid of any black or white; shows base-color of every pixel. *I
I*************************************************************** I
void Satur6Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N )
DWORD
double
double
int
uchar
DWORD
HGLOBAL

bytes, base,tot,sum,maxx;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scale;
rr,gg,bb, sinH, cosH;
R,G,B, Hreg,Yreg,Sreg;
*Smax;
*Hptr,*Hist[256];
hSmax,hHist[256];
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II

if( N > 256L) N=256L;
REGsize = NltwoPI;

up to 256 H regions

bytes= (DWORD) ( N * 256 * sizeof(uchar) ) ; II table uses all 256 Y
if( (hSmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR bytes)) ==NULL I I
NULL ) {
(Smax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hSmax))
fprintf(stderr 1 11 << Not enough memory for Smax array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
Load_max( 'S' 1 Smax N 1 bytes ) ; CLK();
1

1

bytes= (DWORD) ( 230 * sizeof(long) ) ; II 229+1=230 S regions
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
if( (hHist[Hreg] = GlobalAlloc(GPTR bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist[Hreg) = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist[Hreg])) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr "<< Not enough memory for Hist array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
1

1

fprintf (stderr "Equalizing SAT [%d HUEs]: \n" N);
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) { II Histogram:
Y = (.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_ Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O . O) ? 0.0
atan2 (R_Y B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
II Which of N
hue regions ?
I I Which of 0. ·. 228 sat regions ?
Sr eg = (int) ( S ) ;
Hptr = Hist[Hreg];
II Increment This-Sat within HY .
*(Hptr+Sreg) += 1;
II Increment Tot-Sat-Cnt for HY.
*(Hptr+229 ) += 1;
}
1

1

1

for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ ) {
II For each HUE region :
base = (Hreg*256L) ;
for( Yreg=1; Yreg<256; Yreg++ )
if( Smax[base+Yreg] > Smax[base]
{ II find Y that has the greatest Smax
Smax[base]
Smax[base+Yreg];
II load the Smax into Smax[H 0]
Smax[base+1] = (uchar) Yreg;
II load the Y into Smax [H 1]
} II if
fprintf(stderr 1 "Hreg=%d : Smax= %d for Y=%d\n" 1
Hreg Smax[base]
Smax[base+1] ) ;
} II Hreg
1
1

1

1

for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
II Compute transform:
base = (Hreg*256L);
II Use Smax for .ideal. Y for this H
maxx = (DWORD) Smax[base];
Hptr = Hist[Hreg];
tot
= *(Hptr+229);
if(tot == 0) continue;
for(sum=0 Sreg=O; Sreg<229; Sreg++ ) {
sum+= *(Hptr + Sreg);
*(Hptr + Sreg)
(DWORD) ( sum * maxx I tot ) ;
II Nothing in outer saturations . . .
if( sum>= tot ) break;
1

} I* s *I
I* y *I
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y = (.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
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R Y = (double) RED - Y;
II Compute HSY:
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt ( R_Y*R_Y + B Y*B_Y ) ;- - - H = (R_Y==O . O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0 : atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg = (int) ( H * REGsize ) ; Hptr=Hist [Hreg]; base=Hreg*256L;
Sreg = ( int) ( s ) ;
S = (double) *(Hptr + Sreg);
II Find the *NEW* saturation
Y = (double) Smax[base+l];
sinH = sin( H ) ; cosH = cos( H ) ;
II Convert back to RGB
rr
S*sinH + Y;
I* R=(R-Y)+Y *I
bb
S*cosH + Y;
I* B=(B-Y)+Y *I
gg
(-0.19*S*cosH) - (0 . 5l*S*sinH) + Y;
while ( rr > 255.0
bb
rr - 1. 0 i
while( rr < 0.0 II
if( rr > 254.0 II
bb +=
rr += 1. 0 i

I*

II

gg > 255.0 II bb > 255.0
gg - = 1. 0 i }
gg < 0.0 II bb < 0.0
gg > 254.0 II bb > 254.0 ) break;
gg += 1. 0 i
1. 0 i

II

scale down

II

scale up [until]

1. 0 i

if ( rr > 2 55 . o 1 1 gg > 2 55 . o 1 1 bb > 2 55 . o
max
(rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb:max;
scale = 255.0imax;
rr * = scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
II scale, keeping r,g,b relationship

*I
if(rr<O.O) rr=O.O;
if(gg<O.O) gg=O.O;
if(bb<O.O) bb=O . O;
}

RED
GREEN
BLUE

(uchar) floor(rr+0 . 5);
(uchar) floor(gg+0.5);
(uchar) floor(bb+0.5);

for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
GlobalUnlock( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
GlobalFree ( hHist [Hreg] ) ;
}
GlobalUnlock( hSmax ) ;
GlobalFree( hSmax

I*

Satur6Equal

II

round nearest 0 . 5

);

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* IllumlEqua.l ( ptr-to-HSYarray )
The standard "one- shot"
*I
I*
This routine performs histogram equalization on the ILLUM*I
I* component for ALL pixels at once (regardless of H-S region) .*1
I* Uses a max of 256 and min of 0.
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void IllumlEqual( uchar huge *RGB)

{

-

DWORD
double
double
int
HGLOBAL

bytes,sum,*Hist;
Y, R_Y,B_ Y, max,scale;
rr , gg,bb;
Yreg;
hHist;

bytes = (DWORD) ( 256 * sizeof (long)

);

II

256 Y levels
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if( (hHist = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Hist array >>\n"); exit{-1) ;}
fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing Illumination: \n");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
II Histogram:
Yreg = (int) ( (. 299*RED) + (. 587*GREEN) + ( . 114*BLUE));
Hist[Yreg]++;
}
for(sum=O, Yreg=O; Yreg<256; Yreg++ ) {
II Compute transform:
sum += Hist[Yreg];
Hist[Yreg] = (DWORD) ( 255L * sumlnPIXELS ) ;
} II Yreg
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
(.299*RED) + ( . 587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
Y
R Y
(double) RED - Y;
II Compute HSY:
B Y
(double) BLUE - Y;
(double) Hist [ (int) (Y)];
I I Find the *NEW* illumination
Y
rr
R_Y + Y;
I* R=(R-Y)+Y *I
bb
B_Y + Y;
I* B=(B-Y)+Y *I
gg
(-0.19*B_Y) - (0.51*R_Y) + Y;

I*

while( rr > 255.0 I I gg > 255.0 II bb > 255.0 ) {
rr -= 1 . 0; bb
1.0; gg - 1. 0 i
while( rr < 0 . 0 I I gg < 0 . 0 II bb < 0. 0 ) {
if( rr > 254.0 I I gg > 254 . 0 II bb > 254.0 ) break;
rr += 1 . 0; bb += 1.0; gg += 1. 0 i

II

scale down

II

scale up [until]

*I
if ( rr > 2 55 . o 1 1 gg > 2 55 . o 1 1 bb > 2 55 ·. o l
max
(rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb:max;
scale = 255.0imax;
rr *= scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
II scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if(rr<O.O) rr=O.O;
if(gg<O . O) gg=O.O;
if(bb<O.O) bb=O.O;
}
GlobalUnlock( hHist ) ;
Illum1Equal *I

I*

RED
GREEN
BLUE

{

(uchar) floor(rr+0.5);
(uchar) floor(gg+0.5);
(uchar) floor(bb+0.5);

GlobalFree( hHist ) ;

II round nearest 0.5
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I*************************************************************** I
I* Illum2Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Hue-Regions)
*I
I*
This routine performs histogr&m- equalization on the ILLUM*I
I* component for ALL pixels at once (regardless of H-S region) .*1
I* Equalizes within 0 .. 256, but adjusts back to Ymin .. Ymax.
*I
I* Almost the same as method 1 after scaling, but only scales *I
I* Y rather than both Y&S like method 1 would.
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void Illum2Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N )
DWORD
double
double
int
uchar
HGLOBAL

bytes,base,sum,maxx,minn,*Hist;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scale;
rr,gg,bb;
Hreg,Sreg,Yreg;
*Ymax,*Ymin;
hYmax,hYmin,hHist;

1*-------------------------------------------*l
I* Allocate memory for the Histogram array: *I
1*-------------------------------------------*l

if( N > 256L) N=256L;
II up to 256 H regions
bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 229 * sizeof (uchar) l; I I
229 S regions
if( (hYmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) == NULL II
(Ymax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hYmax))
NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Ymax array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
Load_max( 'Y', Ymax, N, bytes ) ; CLK();
(hYmin = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Ymin = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hYmin))
NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Ymin array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
Load_max( 'y', Ymin, N, bytes ) ; CLK();
if(

bytes = (DWORD) ( 256 * sizeof (long) ) ;
II 256 Y levels
if( (hHist = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) == NULL II
(Hist = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist))
NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Hist array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing Illumination: \n");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 )
Yreg = (int) ( (. 299*RED) + (. 587*GREEN) + ( .114*BLUE)) ;
Hist[Yreg]++;
}
sum = 0;
for( Yreg=O; Yreg<256; Yreg++
II Compute transform:
sum+= Hist[Yreg];
Hist[Yreg] = (DWORD) ( 255L * sumlnPIXELS ) ;
} I* Yreg *I
REGsize = NltwoPI;
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for( bytes=Oi bytes<nBYTESi bytes+=3
Y
(.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN ) + ( . 114*BLUE) i
R Y = (double) RED - Yi
// Compute HSY:
B Y = (double) BLUE - Yi
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y) i
H = (R_ Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0 . 0
atan2 (R_Y,B_Y) i
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPii
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) i
//Which of N hue regions ?
Which of 57 sat regions ?
Sreg
( (int) S) >> 2 i
/ / 228/4=57
base
(Hreg*229L) + Sregi
// find Ymax/Ymin for H-S combo
(DWORD) Ymax[base] i
maxx
(DWORD) Ymin[base] i
minn
y
(double) Hist [ (int) (Y)] i
II Find the *NEW* illumination
if( y < minn ) Y
(double) minni
if( y > maxx ) Y = (double) maxxi
//problems due to S-grouping . . .
rr
R_Y + Yi
/* R=(R-Y)+Y */
bb
B_Y + Yi
/* B=(B-Y)+Y */
(-0 . 19*B_Y) - (O.Sl*R Y) + Yi
gg
if ' rr > 2 s s . o 1 1 gg > 2 s s . o 1 1 bb > 2 s s . o l
max
(rr>gg)
? rr:ggi
max
= (bb>max) ? bb : maxi
scale = 255.0/maxi
rr *= scalei bb *= scalei gg *= scalei
// scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if( rr < 0 ) rr
O.Oi
if( gg < 0 ) gg
O.Oj
if( bb < 0 ) bb
O.Oi
RED
(uchar) floor( rr + 0.5 ) i /*round to nearest 0 . 5 */
GREEN
(uchar) floor( gg + 0.5 ) i
BLUE
(uchar) floor( bb + 0.5 ) i
}
} /* Illum2Equal */
/***************************************************************/
/* Illum3Equal( ptr-to - HSYarray, Num-Hue-Regions)
*/
/*
This routine performs histogram equalization on the
*/
/* ILLUMINATION component for each H/S region.
It uses the
*/
/* actual min/max allowed for that region for equalization.
*/
/* Strange results:
looks almost black and white. Perhaps
*/
/* there aren't enough points in each region to do this method*/
/********** * ****************************************************/
void Illum3Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N )
DWORD
double
double
int
uchar
DWORD
HGLOBAL

bytes, base,tot,sum,maxx,minn,rangei
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scalei
rr,gg,bb, sinH, COSHi
R , G,B, Hreg,Yreg,Sregi
*Ymax,*Ymini
*Hptr,*Hist[256] i
hYmax,hYmin,hHist[256] i
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1*----------------------------- ----------*1
I* Allocate memory for YmaxiYmin tables : *I
I*-------- - -----------------------· - ~ ·=-~---*

I

if( N > 256L) N=256L;
I I up to 256 H regions
bytes = (DWORD) ( N * 229 * sizeof (uchar) ) ; I I
229 S regions
if( (hYmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR bytes)) == NULL II
NULL ) {
(Ymax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hYmax))
fprintf(stderr 1 11 << Not enough memory for Ymax array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
Load_max( 'Y'
Ymax N bytes ) ; CLK();
1

1

1

1

(hYmin = GlobalAlloc(GPTR bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Ymin = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hYmin))
NULL) {
fprintf(stderr 11 << Not enough memory for Ymin array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
Load_max( 'y'
Ymin N bytes ) ; CLK();
if(

1

1

1

1

1

bytes= (DWORD) ( 257 * 29 * sizeof(long) ) ; II add 1 for HIS region-totals
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
if( (hHist[Hreg] = GlobalAlloc(GPTR bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist[Hreg] = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist[Hreg])) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr 11 << Not enough memory for Hist arrays >>\n");
exit ( - 1) ; }
1

1

REGsize = NltwoPI;
fprintf(stderr "Equalizing Y [%d HUEsl28 SATs]: 11 N);
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) { II 3-D Histogram
Y = (.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + ( . 114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
atan2 (R_Y B_ Y) ;
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
II Which of N hue regions ?
Which of 0 .. 28 sat regions ?
Sreg
((int) S) >> 3;
II 22818=28
Yreg
(int) ( Y ) ;
II Which of 256 ill regions ?
Hptr
Hist[Hreg] + 257L*Sreg;
II Find the Y-bins for this HS:
*(Hptr+Yreg) += 1;
II Increment This-Y bin
*(Hptr+256 ) += 1;
II Increment Total-Cnt
}
1

1

1

fprintf(stderr
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
for( Sreg=O; Sreg<29; Sreg++ ) {
if ( Sreg == 0 ) {
minn
(DWORD) 0;
maxx = (DWORD) 255;
1 ".");

else {
base
(Hreg*229L) + Sreg*8UL;
base += ( Sreg<28 ) ? 7UL : 3UL;
maxx
(DWORD) Ymax[base];
minn
(DWORD) Ymin[base];
range= maxx- minn;

II

Compute transform:

II find YmaxiYmin for H-S combo

II

grayscale [0 .. 255]

II

8 per region except last (4)
8th has the smallest range
1st has the biggest range

II
II

if( range< 0 ) range=O;

II still

max=0

1

min=255
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Hptr = Hist[Hreg] + 257L*Sreg;
tot
= *(Hptr+256); if(tot == 0) continue;
for(sum=O,Yreg=O; Yreg<256; Yreg++ ) {
sum+= *(Hptr + Yreg);
*(Hptr + Yreg)
(DWORD) (minn + (sum* range/tot) ) ;
if( sum>= tot) break;
//Nothing in outer intensities ...

} /* y */
/* s */
fprintf(stderr,".\n");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y = (.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
// Compute HSY:
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2 (R_Y, B_Y) ;
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
//Which of N hue regions ?
Which of 0 .. 28 sat regions ?
Sreg
( (int) S) » 3;
// 228/8=28
Yreg
(in t) ( Y ) ;
I I Which of 256 ill regions ?
Hptr
Hist[Hreg] + 257L*Sreg;
Y = (double) *(Hptr + Yreg);
//Find the *NEW* illumination
rr
R_Y + Y;
/* R=(R-Y)+Y */
bb
B_Y + Y;
/* B=(B-Y)+Y */
gg
(-0.19*B_Y) - (0.51*R_Y) + Y;

/*

while( rr > 255.0 I I gg > 2 55 . o 1 1 bb > 2 55 . o l {
rr - = 1 . 0; bb
1.0; gg -= 1. 0 i }
while( rr < 0.0 I I gg < o . o 1 1 bb < o . o l {
if( rr > 254.0 I I gg > 254.0 I I bb > 254.0 ) break;
rr += 1 . 0; bb += 1.0; gg += 1.0;

// scale down
// scale up [until]

*/
if ( rr > 2 55 . o 1 1 gg > 2 55 . o 1 1 bb > 2 55 . o l
max
(rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb :.max;
scale = 255.0/max;
rr *= scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
// scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if(rr<O.O) rr=O.O;
if(gg<O.O) gg=O.O;
if(bb<O . O) bb=O . O;
}

RED
GREEN
BLUE

(uchar) floor(rr+0.5); // round nearest 0.5
(uchar) floor(gg+0.5);
(uchar) floor(bb+0.5);

for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ ) {
GlobalUnlock( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
GlobalFree( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
}
GlobalFree( hYmax);
GlobalUnlock( hYmax ) ;
GlobalFree( hYmin);
GlobalUnlock( hYmin ) ;
/* Illum3Equal */

{
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/***************************************************************/
/* Illum4Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Hue-Regions )
*/
/*
This routine performs histogram equalization on the
*/
/ * ILLUMINATION component for each HUE - ~gion.
It later checks*/
/* the actual min/max based on the SAT as well.
*/
/***************************************************************/
void Illum4Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N )
DWORD
double
double
int
uchar
DWORD
HGLOBAL

bytes, base,tot,sum,maxx,minn,range;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize, max,scale;
rr,gg,bb, sinH, cosH;
R,G,B, Hreg,Yreg,Sreg;
*Ymax,*Ymin;
*Hptr,*Hist[256];
hYmax,hYmin,hHist[256];

/*- --- ------------ --- --- - --- - ------------*/
/* Allocate memory for Ymax/Ymin tables: */
/* --- - - --------- - -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- - ---- - - - -*/
if( N > 256L) N=256L;
I I up to 256 H regions
bytes= (DWORD) ( N * 229 * sizeof(uchar) l ; I I
229 S regions
if( (hYmax = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) == NULL II
NULL
(Ymax = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hYmax))
fprintf(stderr, " << Not enough memory for Ymax array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
Load_max( ' Y', Ymax, N, bytes ) ; CLK();
if ( (hYmin = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes) ) ==NULL I I
(Ymin = (uchar *) GlobalLock(hYmin))
NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Ymin array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
Load_ max( 'Y', Ymin, N, bytes ) ; CLK();
bytes= (DWORD) ( 257 * sizeof(long) ) ; //add 1 for HUE-region-totals
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
if( (hHist[Hreg] = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist[Hreg] = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist[Hreg])) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Hist arrays >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
REGsize = N/twoPI;
fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing Y [%d HUEs]: ",N);
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) { // 3-D Histogram
Y = ( . 299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
atan2 (R_Y,B_Y);
H = (R_Y==O . O && B_Y==O . O) ? 0.0
if( H < 0 . 0 ) H += twoPI;
N
hue regions ?
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
//Which of
Yreg = (int) ( Y ) ;
//Which of 256 ill regions ?
Hptr = Hist[Hreg];
*(Hptr+Yreg) += 1;
// Increment This-Ill within HUE
// Increment Tot-Ill-Cnt for HUE
*(Hptr+256 ) += 1;
}
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fprintf(stderr,".");
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ ) {
// Compute transform for each H:
Hptr = Hist[Hreg];
tot
= *(Hptr+256); if(tot == 0) continue;
for(sum=O,Yreg=O; Yreg<256; Yreg++) {
sum+= *(Hptr+Yreg);
*(Hptr+Yreg) = (DWORD) (255L *sum/tot);
if( sum>= tot ) break;
//Nothing in outer intensities ...
} // y
II H
fprintf(stderr,".\n");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y = (.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
// Compute HSY:
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
atan2 (R_Y, B_Y) ;
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
//Which of N hue regions ?
Which of 57 sat regions ?
Sreg
((int) S) >~ 2;
// 228/4=57
Yreg
(int) ( Y ) ;
/I Which of 256 ill regions ?
(Hreg*229L) + Sreg;
base
II find Ymax/Ymin for H-S combo
(DWORD) Ymax[base];
maxx
(DWORD) Ymin[base];
minn
Hptr
Hist[Hreg];
Y
(double) *(Hptr+Yreg);
// Find the *NEW* illumination
if( Y < minn) Y = (double) minn;
if( Y > maxx) Y = (double) maxx;
rr
R_Y + Y;
/* R=(R-Y)+Y */
bb = B_Y + Y;
/* B=(B-Y)+Y */
gg = (-0.19*B_Y) - (O.Sl*R_Y) + Y;
if ( rr > 2 s s . o 1 1 gg > 2 s s . o 1 1 bb > 2 s s . o l {
max
(rr>gg)
? rr:gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb.:max;
scale = 255.0/max;
rr *= scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
// scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if( rr < 0 ) rr
0.0;
if( gg < 0 ) gg = 0.0;
if( bb < 0 ) bb = 0.0;
RED
(uchar) floor( rr + 0.5 ) ; /*round to nearest 0.5 */
(uchar) floor( gg + 0.5 ) ;
GREEN
(uchar) floor( bb + 0.5 ) ;
BLUE
}
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ ) {
GlobalUnlock( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
GlobalFree( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
}
GlobalFree( hYmax);
GlobalUnlock( hYmax ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hYmin ) ;
GlobalFree( hYmin);
/* Illum4Equal */
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/***************************************************************/
/* Illum5Equal( ptr-to-HSYarray, Num-Hue-Regions)
*/
/*
Histogram equalizes each HUE region,_ then fixes for Ymin */
/* Ymax adding +/-1 to RGB equally. Thi~ maintains Hue/Sat
*/
/* and only changes Y [until you reach boundary].
*/
/***************************************************************/
void Illum5Equal( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
N )
DWORD
double
double
int
DWORD
HGLOBAL

bytes, base,tot,sum;
H,S,Y, R_Y,B_Y, REGsize;
rr,gg,bb, sinH, cosH;
R,G,B, Hreg,Yreg,Sreg;
*Hptr,*Hist[256];
hHist[256];

if( N > 256L) N=256L;
//up to 256 H regions
bytes= (DWORD) ( 257 * sizeof(long) ) ; //add 1 for HUE - region-totals
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
if( (hHist[Hreg] = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(Hist[Hreg] = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist[Hreg])) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Hist arrays >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
REGsize = N/twoPI;
£print£ (stderr, "Equalizing Y [%d HUEs]: ",N);
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) { // 3-D Histogram
Y = (.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y = (double) RED - Y;
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
atan2 (R_Y, B_Y) ;
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
N
hue regions ?
II Which of
Yreg = (int) ( Y ) ;
II Which of 256 ill regions ?
Hptr = Hist[Hreg];
*(Hptr+Yreg) += 1;
II Increment This-Ill within HUE
*(Hptr+256 ) += 1;
II Increment Tot-Ill-Cnt for HUE
}
fprintf(stderr,".");
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ )
//Compute transform:
Hptr = Hist[Hreg];
tot
= *(Hptr+256); if(tot == 0) continue;
for(sum=O,Yreg=O; Yreg<256; Yreg++
sum+= *(Hptr+Yreg);
*(Hptr+Yreg) = (DWORD) (255L * sum/tot) ;
//Nothing in outer intensities ...
if( sum>= tot ) break;
} // y

} // H
fprintf(stderr,".\n");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 )
Y = (.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
R Y
(double) RED - Y;
// Compute HSY:
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
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H = (R_Y==O . O && B_Y= =O .O) ? 0.0 : atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += two PI;
Hreg
(int) ( H * REGsize ) ;
II Which of N hue regions ?
Yreg
(int) ( Y ) ;
II Which of 256 ill regions ?
Hi st[Hreg];
Hp tr
Y
(double) *(Hptr+Yreg);
II Find the *NEW* illumination
rr
R_Y + Y;
I* R=(R-Y)+Y *I
bb
B_Y + Y;
I* B=(B-Y) +Y *I
gg
(-0.19*B_Y) - (0.51*R_Y) + Y;
while( rr > 255.0 I I gg > 255 . 0 I I bb > 255.0 ) {
rr -= 1.0; bb -= 1.0; gg -= 1.0; }
while ( rr < 0 . 0 II gg < 0 . 0 I I bb < 0 . 0 ) {
if( rr > 254 .0 I I g g > 254.0 I I bb > 254 .0 ) break;
rr += 1.0; bb += 1.0; gg += 1.0; }
if( rr < 0 . 0 ) rr
0.0;
if( gg < 0 . 0 ) g g
0 .0 ;
if( bb < 0.0 ) bb
0.0;
RED
GREEN
BLUE
}

}

(uchar) floor( rr + 0.5 ) i
(uchar) floor ( gg + 0.5 ) i
(uchar) floor ( bb + 0.5 ) i

I*

II scale down

I I scale up [until]

round to nearest 0 . 5

*I

for( Hreg=O; Hreg<N; Hreg++ ) {
GlobalUnlock( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
GlobalFree( hHist[Hreg] ) ;
}
I* Illum5Equal *I

I*=================================================== ================* I
I*
Main Program (begin)
*I
I*==== == ========================================================== ===* I
void main(int
argc,
char *argv[] )
char
long
int
HGLOBAL

*filename,*ext;
N,header=OL;
op tion;
hRGB;
I* global memory handles

*I

if ( arg c < 4 ) {
fprintf(stderr,"Format : EQUAL filename headersize method Hue-regions \n");
exit ( 0) ;

}
else {
filename
header
option
N
}

II
II

Find_Ymax(96);
Find_Smax (9 6 );
exit ( 0 ) ;

argv[1];
at o l( arg v [2]
atoi( argv [3]
atol( argv[4]

) i
) i
) i
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1* - ----------------------------------------- - - ---- *l
I* Allocate the memory for the RGB.-ar-rays:
*I
1*- - - ------------------------------- - --------- -- --*l
if( (hRGB = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,RGBsize)) ==NULL I I
(RGBptr = (uchar _huge*) GlobalLock(hRGB)) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for RGB array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
CLK () i
CLK () i

LoadTIFF( filename, header, RGBptr
switch ( option ) {
case 1
Satur1Equal( RGBptr, N
case 2
Satur2Equal( RGBptr, N
case 3
Satur3Equal( RGBptr, N
Satur4Equal( RGBptr, N
case 4
case 5
SaturSEqual( RGBptr, N
Satur6Equal( RGBptr, N
case 6
case 7
case 8
case 9
case 10
case 11
default

CLK () i

Illum1Equal (
Illum2Equal(
Illum3Equal(
Illum4Equal(
IllumSEqual (
ext=" II •

RGBptr
RGBptr,
RGBptr ,
RGBptr,
RGBptr,

) i
) i
) i
) i
) i
) i

) i

N ) i
N ) i
N ) i
N ) i

ext="18"; break;
ext="28"; break;
ext="3S"; break;
ext="S"; break;
ext="SS"; break;
ext=" 68"; break;
ext="Y"; break;
ext="2Y"; break;
ext=" - Y". break;
ext="4Y"; break;
ext="SY"; break;
I

II

II
II

I

WriteRAW( RGBptr, filename, ext ) i

GlobalUnlock( hRGB ) ;
exit (0);

) i

II

reverses extension

GlobalFree( hRGB ) ;

I*===================================================================* I
I*
Main Program (end)
*I
I*===================================================================* I

! ! !

! !
! !
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/******* **** ** * * *********************************** * *** ** ********* **********/
/* PROGRAM : BOCKSTEN.C
TITLE :" Co lor I mage Processing "
LANGUAGE: C
*/

/*

*/

/* Con tains all the code to implement. B~ckstein's color equa l izati~n
*/
/* routines in the HSI color space.
*/
/************** ****************** *******************************************/
#include
#inc l ude
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define

<conio.h>
<stdio.h>
<Stdlib.h>
<math . h>
<mem.h>
<dos . h>
<windows.h>
<string.h>
nCOLS
nROWS
nPIXELS
nBYTES

640L
480L
307200L
921600L

#define RED
#define GREEN
#define BLUE

*(RGB + bytes
*(RGB + bytes + 1L)
*(RGB + bytes + 2L)

#define ILLUM
#define LENGTH
#define HUE edge
#define HUEs ide

(*(YLH+pixels))
(*(YLH+pixels))
(* (YLH+pixels))
(* (YLH+pixels))

.y
.1
.he
. hs

typedef unsigned char

uchar;

typedef struct tagYLH
float 1·
uchar he ;
uchar hs;
uchar y;
YLHtype ;

/* RGB pixel rotated int o Y,l,phi p l ane:
*/
/* 1 vector 0 . 000759 .. 0 .5773 50 =saturation*/
/*hue edge d i stance 0 . . 1 (mapped 0 . . 255)
*/
/* whi.ch side of triangl e ? RG,GB,BR
*/
/* Ill umination 0 . . 255
*/

I

/* ---- - --- - -----

GLOBAL VARIABLES ---------------- -- -- */

canst float
canst float
canst doub l e

twoPI
=6.283 1 85 3 07 18;
twoSQRT3=3.4641 0161 5 14 ;
ONEthird= 0 .33333333333;

uchar
_huge
YLHtype _hu ge

*RGBptr;
*YLHptr;
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I*************************************************************** I
I* CLK( ) Displays the time {clock}
*I
I*********************************** *:lr *·**"**** * *** * ** * *** ** * *****I
void CLK( void
{
struct time times;
II DOS gettime function
gettime(&times);
II requires <dos.h>
fprintf(stderr,"%2d:%02d.%02d ",times.ti_hour, times.ti_min, times . ti sec

I*

CLK

*I

1****************************************************************1
I* LoadTIFF( filename, headersize, ptr-to-RGBarray )
*I
1****************************************************************1
void LoadTIFF( char
*filename,
long
header,
uchar _huge *RGB
HFILE

I*

hf;

handle [file]

*I

1*----------------------------------------------*l
I* Load the RGB data from the TIFF file:
*I
1*------- --- ----- -------------------------------*l
if(

(hf = _lopen(filename, READ)) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", filename
exit ( -1)
}

if ( header > 0 )

llseek(hf, header, 0)

I*

skip header

*I

if( _hread(hf,RGB,nBYTES) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error reading %s >> \n", filename)
exit ( -1) ; }
lclose( hf ) ;
fprintf(stderr,"%s loaded \n", filename)

} I*

LoadTIFF

*I

1****************************************************************1
I* WriteRAW( ptr-to-RGBarray, filename, extension )
*I
1************~***************************************************1

void WriteRAW( uchar _huge *RGB,
*fn,
char
*extension
char
HFILE
char
int

hf;
I* handle [file]
temp[30] ,outfile[40]
i,j=O;

*I
"C:\\THESIS\\";

1*----------------------------------------------*l
I* Create output filename with extension:
*I
1*----------------------------------------------*l
i=strlen(fn)-1;
if( fn[iJ=='.'

11

fn[i-11=='.'

11

fn[i-21=='.'

11

fn[i-31=='
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do { temp[j++] = fn[i]; } while( fn[i--] != '.' ) ; II file extension
while( *extension != '\0' ) temp[j++] = *extension++;
do { temp[j++] = fn[i--]; } while( __ f_p _[i..] !='\\' && i>=O ) ;
temp[j] = '\0'; strrev(temp);
II terminate & reverse
strcat(outfile, temp);

1*----------------------------------------------*l
I* Create the outfile and write RGB data:
*I
1*----------------------------------------------*l
if(

(hf = lcreat(outfile, 0 )) == HFILE ERROR) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %-s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( _hwrite(hf,RGB,nBYTES) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error writing %-s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( - 1) ; }
if( lclose( hf ) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error closing %-s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
fprintf(stderr,"Raw output written to %-s \n", outfile);

I*

WriteRAW

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* RGBtoYLH( ptr-to-RGBarray, ptr-to-YLHarray )
*I
I* NOTE: This doesn't actually calculate HUE . It only finds *I
I* the distance down the side of the triange [which tells hue] *I
I* The hue is calculated in the mapping back to RGB since we *I
I* need that to do the mapping.
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void RGBtoYLH(uchar
_huge *RGB,
YLHtype _huge *YLH )
long
double
uchar

pixels,bytes;
sum,r,b,g,xx;
Rx,Gx,Bx;

fprintf(stderr,"Converting RGB to YLH :

");

for( pixels=O; pixels<nPIXELS; pixels++
bytes = 3L * pixels;
Rx
RED;,
Gx
GREEN; I* avoid complex addressing so much
Bx
BLUE;

*I

sum = Rx + Gx + Bx;
if( sum== 0.0 ) {
0;
II origin
ILLUM
0 ,.
HUEs ide
LENGTH
0.0;
continue;
ILLUM = (uchar) ( sum

I

3. 0 ) ;

II

standard HSI Intensity
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r

I sum;
I sum;

Rx
Bx

b

if( Rx>BX
HUEs ide
XX

II normalized red and blue

&& GX>=BX
1;
II RG side of triangle
(r-b) I (1. o - (3. O*b)) ;

else if( BX>=Rx && GX>Rx)
HUEside
2;
xx
= (b-r)l(l.O- (3.0*r));
else if ( RX>=GX && Bx>GX
HUEside = 3;
g
= 1.0 - r - b;
xx
= (r-g)l(l.O- (3.0*g));
else
I* Rx=Gx=Bx (graylevel) => still at origin (no hue)
HUEside
0;
LENGTH
0.0;
continue;

*I

HUEedge = (uchar) (xx * 255. 0) ;
I I 0 .. 1 distance => 0 .. 255
LENGTH = (float) sqrt( r*r + r*b + b*b- r - b + ONEthird);
} I* for *I
fprintf(stderr,"done \n");

I*

RGBtoYLH

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* YLHtoRGB( ptr-to-RGBarray, ptr-to-YLHarray )
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void YLHtoRGB(uchar
_huge *RGB,
YLHtype _huge *YLH )
long
double

pixels,bytes;
sum,rr,bb,gg,max,scale,h,xx,yy;

fprintf(stderr,"Converting YLH to RGB:

");

for( pixels=OL; pixels<nPIXELS; pixels++ )
bytes = 3L * pixels;
if(

(sum=(RED +GREEN+ BLUE)) == 0.0) continue;

RED I sum;
II calculate HUE, which hasn't changed, so
BLUE I sum; II we can use original RGB values to find it.
(1.0 - rr)l2.0 - bb;
XX
0.577350269 - 0.866025404*(1.0- rr);
h = atan2(yy,xx); II HUE= angle
rr
bb
yy

rr
bb
gg

ONEthird + 1.15470053838 * LENGTH* cos(h);
(1.0 - rr)l2.0 - LENGTH* sin(h);
1.0 - rr - bb;

II find new RGB
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sum= 3 . 0 * ILLUM;
rr *= sum;
gg *= sum;

I*

bb *= sum;
..

while ( rr > 255.0 II gg > 255 . 0 II bb > 255.0
rr -= 1. 0; bb -= 1. 0; gg -= 1. 0; }
while ( rr < 0 . 0 I I gg < 0 . 0 II b b < 0. 0
if( rr > 254.0 II gg > 254 . 0 II bb > 254.0 ) break;
rr += 1. 0; bb += 1. 0; gg += 1. 0;

II

scale down

II

scale up [until]

*I
if( rr > 255.o 1 1 gg > 255 . o 1 1 bb > 255 . o
max
(rr>gg)
? rr: gg;
max
= (bb>max) ? bb : max;
scale = 255.0imax;
rr *= scale; bb *= scale; gg *= scale;
II scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if(rr<O . O) rr=O.O;
if(gg<O.O) gg=O . O;
if(bb<O.O) bb=O.O;

} I*

for

RED
(uchar) floor(rr+0.5);
GREEN= (uchar) floor(gg+0.5);
BLUE
(uchar) floor(bb+0.5) ;

II

round nearest 0 . 5

*I

fprintf(stderr, " done \n");

I*

YLHtoRGB */

1** * ************************************************************/
I* SaturEqual( ptr-to-YLHarray, Num-Regions)
*/
I*
This routine takes the LENGTH (SAT) members of the array *I
I* and performs HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION in each HUE region . The *I
I* color space is a triangle. Regions are defined by a given */
I* length along each side. 2M is the number of area per side . */
I* NOTE: LENGTH rang es 0 .00 0759 to 0.57735 0 => hist[578]
*I
I***************************************************************/
void SaturEqual( YLHtype _huge *YLH,
int
· N
)
double
long
int

minH,maxH,segment,x,Lmax;
pixels,i,sum , Lnum,hist[578];
k,M,s,twoM,Lint;

fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing saturation over %d HUE reg i ons: \n",N);
M=N/6;

twoM=2*M;

segment=255 . 0/(double)twoM;

for( s=l; s<=3; s++
/* one side at a time */
for( k= O; k<twoM; k++ ) { /* 2M areas per side */
/* --- Zero the histogram array
memset( hist, 0, sizeof (hist) ) ;

I* ---

*I

Compute histogram, and find max --- */
minH = (double)
k * segment;
I* defines the area (min/max HUE) */
maxH = (double) (k+l) * segment;
/* to be included in histogram.
*/
for ( Lnum=pi xe ls= OL; pixels<nPIXELS; pixe l s++ ) { //Check every pixel:
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if( HUEside != s ) continue;
on this side ?
II
if(HUEedge < minH I I HUEedge >= maxH) continue;
in this AREA ?
II
Lint = · (int) (LENGTH * 1000.0 - )-;- hist[ Lint]++;
Lnum++;
I* number of pixels 1n this area *I

I* ---

Compute transform --x = (k<M) ? ( 1. 0 - (double)
Lmax = sqrt( 1.0 + 3.0*x*x)

*I
kiM

(

(double)

(k+1)

IM -

1.0 ) ;

I twoSQRT3;

for( sum=i=OL; i<578; i++)
sum+= hist[i];
hist[i] = (Lnum > 0 ) ? (10000.0 * Lmax * sumiLnum)
}

OL;

II make long int

I* ---

Apply transform --- *I
for( pixels=OL; pixels<nPIXELS; pixels++
if( HUEside != s ) continue;
if( HUEedge < minH I I HUEedge >= maxH ) continue;
Lint = (int) (LENGTH * 1000.0 ) ;
LENGTH= (float) hist[Lint] I 10000.0;
II get rid of long int multiplier
}

II

fprintf(stderr,"%2d [%3 . 0lf,%3 . 0lf] %6ld pixels Lmax: %5.4lf \n",
( (s-1) *twoM+k), minH, maxH, Lnum, Lm.a x ) ;

II

I*

k

*I

fprintf(stderr,"
} I* s *I

} I*

SaturEqual

Side %d done\n", s ) ;

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* IllumEqual( ptr-to-YLHarray)
*I
I*
Equalizes the Illumination plane of the image. Does not *I
I* take into account any limits on Illum based on Hue or Sat. *I
I*************************************************************** I
void IllumEqual( YLHtype _huge *YLH)
{
DWORD
bytes, sum, *Hist;
long
pixels;
int
Yreg;
HGLOBAL hi-list;
bytes = (DWORD) ( 256 * sizeof (long) ) ;
II 256 Y levels
if( (hHist = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) == NULL II
(Hist = (DWORD *) GlobalLock(hHist))
NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for Hist array >>\n " ); exit(-1) ;}
fprintf(stderr,"Equalizing Illumination: \n");

I* ---

Compute histogram, and find max --- *I
for( pixels=OL; pixels<nPIXELS; pixels++ ) {
Yreg = (int) ( ILLUM ) ;
Hist[Yreg]++;
}

I*

Check every pixel :

*I
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for(sum=O, Yreg=O; Yreg<256; Yreg++ ) {
II Compute transform:
sum+= Hist[Yreg];
Hist[Yreg] = (DWORD) ( 255L * sumlnPIXELS ) ;
} II Yreg

I* ---

Apply transform --- *I
for( pixels=O; pixels<nPIXELS; pixels++ ) {
Yreg = (int) ( ILLUM ) ;
ILLUM = (uchar) Hist[Yreg];

}
GlobalUnlock( hHist ) ;

I*

IllumEqual

GlobalFree( hHist ) ;

*I

void main(int
argc,
char * argv []
char
long
int
HGLOBAL

*filename;
header=200L;
N;
hRGB,hYLH;

I*

global memory handles

*I

if ( argc < 3 ) {
fprintf(stderr,"Format: BOCKSTEN filename headersize Hue - regions\n");
exit(O);
}
else {
filename
argv[1];
atol ( argv [2] ) ;
header
N
atoi( argv[3] );
}
(hRGB = GlobalAlloc(GPTR, (DWORD) (nBYTES))) ==NULL I I
(RGBptr = (uchar _huge . *) GlobalLock(hRGB)) ==NULL)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for RGB array >>\n");
exit ( - 1) ; }
if ( (hYLH = GlobalAlloc (GPTR, (DWORD) (nPIXELS*sizeof (YLHtype))))
(YLHptr = (YLHtype _huge*) GlobalLock(hYLH)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for YLH array >>\n");
exit ( -1 ) ; }
if(

CLK () ;
CLK () ;
CLK();
CLK();
CLK();
CLK();

LoadTIFF( filename, header, RGBptr ) ;
RGBtoYLH( RGBptr, YLHptr ) i
SaturEqual( YLHptr, N ) ;
IllumEqual ( YLHptr ) ;
YLHtoRGB ( RGBptr, YLHptr ) i
WriteRAW( RGBptr, filename, "YSB" ) i

GlobalUnlock( hRGB ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hYLH ) ;
exit(O);

GlobalFree( hRGB ) ;
GlobalFree( hYLH ) ;

II

NULL

reverses extension

II
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/***************************************************************************/
/* PROGRAM: White.cpp TITLE: "Adaptive White Balance"
LANGUAGE: C++
*/

/*

*/

/* Performs automatic white balance correction of 640x480 24-bit color
*/
/* images. A number of routines are included. The algorithm presented
*/
/* in the thesis is AWB2 (using a single hue segment).
*/
/***************************************************************************/
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define

<conio.h>
<stdio.h>
<Stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<math.h>
<mem . h>
<dos.h>
<windows.h>
nCOLS
nROWS
nPIXELS
nBYTES

640L
480L
307200L
921600L

#define RED
#define GREEN
#define BLUE

*(RGB +bytes
*(RGB +bytes+ 1)
*(RGB +bytes+ 2)

typedef unsigned char
/* -- -----------canst float
canst DWORD
uchar _huge

uchar;

GLOBAL VARIABLES --- - ---------------- */

two PI
RGBsize
*RGBptr;

6.28318530718;
(DWORD) ( nBYTES

* sizeof(uchar)

) ;

/****************************************************************/
/* LoadTIFF( filename, headersize, ptr-to-RGBarray )
*I
/****************************************************************/
void LoadTIFF( char
*filename,
long
header,
uchar _huge *RGB
HFILE

hf;

/* handle [file]

*I

/*-------- - ----------------~--------------------*/

/* Load the RGB data from the TIFF file:

*/

/*----------------------------------------------*/
if(

(hf = _lopen(filename, READ)) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", filename);
exit ( -1) ;
}

if( header> 0 ) _llseek(hf, header, 0); /* skip header*/
if( _hread(hf,RGB,nBYTES) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error reading %s >> \n", filename ) ;
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exit ( -1) ;
}
_lclose( hf ) ;
fprintf(stderr,"%s loaded \n", filename);

I* LoadTIFF *I
I**************************************************************** I
I* WriteRAW( ptr-to-RGBarray, filename, extension )
*I
I**************************************************************** I
void WriteRAW( uchar _huge *RGB,
char
*fn,
char
extension
HFILE
char
int

hf;
I* handle [file]
temp[30] ,outfile[40]
i,j=O;

*I
"C:\\THESIS\\";

1*- - ------------ - -------------------------------*l
I* Create output filename with extension:
*I
1*- ---------------------------------------------*l
i=strlen(fn)-1;
if( fn[iJ== 1 • 1 11 fn[i-1]== 1 • 1 11 fn[i-2]== 1 • 1
do { temp[j++] = fn[i]; } while( fn[i--] !=
temp[j++] =extension;
do { temp[j++] = fn[i--];
while( fn[i] != 1 \ \ 1
1
1
temp[j] = \0 ; strrev(temp);
strcat(outfile, temp);

II
1

1

&&

fn[i-3]== 1 • 1 l
) ;
II file extension
II signifies AWB
i>=O ) ;
II terminate & reverse

1*- - --- ------------------------------- ----------*l
I* Create the outfile and write RGB data:
*I
1*---------- ---------------------------- --------*l
if(

(hf = lcreat(outfile, 0 )) == HFILE ERROR) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ;
}

if( _hwrite(hf,RGB,nBYTES) == -1L )
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error writing %s >> \n", outfile);
exit(-1);
}
if(

lclose( hf ) == HFILE_ERROR )
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error closing %s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ;
}

fprintf(stderr,"Raw output written to %s \n", outfile);

I*

WriteRAW

*I
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I*************************************************************** I
I* AWBO( ptr-to-RGBarray)
*I
1***********************************~~~*~***********************1

void AWBO( uchar _huge *RGB)
{
bytes;
DWORD
double
Y, R Y,B_Y, RYall, BYall, CNTall;
r,g,b, max,scale;
double
fprintf(stderr,"AWB: Global centroid for EVERY PIXEL \n");
1*------------------------ - -------------------------------------------*l
I* Convert RGB to C-Y and compute a global centroid:
*I
1*---------------------------------------------- ------------------- ---*l
RYall = BYall = CNTall = 0 . 0;
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 )
Y
(.299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + (.114 *BLUE);
RYall +=RED - Y;
II Update sums for centroid
BYall += BLUE - Y;
CNTall += 1.0;
} I* for *I
RYall = (CNTall>O.O) ? RYalliCNTall : RYall;
BYall = (CNTall>O.O) ? BYalliCNTall : RYall;
fprintf(stderr,"\t NET VECTOR: RY=%2.1f BY=%2.1f \n", RYall, BYall);
1*------------------------------------------------------ -- ------- -----*l
I* Apply the shift all ALL pixels, and convert back to RGB:
*I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
fprintf(stderr,"\t Converting back to RGB:
");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 )
(.299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + (.114 *BLUE);
Y
R Y
(RED - Y) - RYall;
B Y
(BLUE - Y) - BYall;
r
R_Y + Y;
b
B_Y + Y;
g = -0.19*B Y - 0.51*R ·y + Y;
if ( r > 255. o II g > 255. o II b > 255. o l
max
(r>g)
? r:g;
max
= (b>max) ? b:max;
scale = 255.0imax;
r *= 'Scale; b *= scale; g *= scale;
I* scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if( r < 0
r
0.0;
if( g < 0
0.0;
g
if( b < 0
b
0 . 0;
RED
(uchar)
r + 0.5 ) ;
GREEN
(uchar)
g + 0.5 ) ;
BLUE = (uchar)
b + 0.5 ) ;
} I* for *I
fprintf(stderr,"done \n");

I*

AWBO

*I

I*

*I

round to nearest 0.5

*I
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I*************************************************************** I
I* AWB1( ptr-to-RGBarray, SAT-threshold, ignore255? )
*I
I**********************************~*~~*~*********************** I

void AWB1( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
Sthresh,
int
ignore255
DWORD
double
double
double

bytes;
S,Y, R_Y, BY;
RYall, BYall, CNTall;
r,g,b, max,scale;

fprintf(stderr,"AWB: Global centroid for SAT below %ld \n", Sthresh);
fprintf(stderr,"\t Ignore Y=255? [%c] \n", (ignore255)? 'Y':'N' );
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Convert RGB to C-Y and compute a global centroid:
*I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
RYall = BYall = CNTall = 0.0;
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 )
Y
= (.299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + ( . 114 * BLUE) ;
if( ignore255 && Y>254.0 ) continue;
II Ignore "white" pixels
R Y
RED - Y;
II Compute C-Y values
BLUE - Y;
B Y
S
= sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B Y*B Y);
II Compute HSY values
if( S > Sthresh ) continue;
II Use only lo-SATURATION pixels
RYall += R_Y;
BYall += B_Y;
CNTall += 1.0;
} I* for *I

II

Update sums for centroid

RYall = (CNTall>O.O) ? RYalliCNTall : RYall;
BYall = (CNTall>O.O) ? BYalliCNTall : RYall;
fprintf(stderr,"\t NET VECTOR: RY=%2.1f BY=%2.1f \n", RYall, BYall);
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Apply the shift all ALL pixels, and convert back to RGB:
*I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
fprintf(stderr,"\t Converting back to RGB:
");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
= (.299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + (.114 *BLUE);
if( ignore255 && Y>254.0 ) continue;
II Ignore "white" pixels
R Y
(RED - Y) - RYall;
B Y = (BLUE - Y) - BYall;
r = R_Y + Y;
b
B_Y + Y;
-0.19*B Y - 0.51*R Y + Y;
g
if ( r > 255. o II g > 255. o II b > 255. o l
max
= (r>g)
? r:g;
max
= (b>max) ? b:max;
scale = 255.0imax;
r *= scale; b *= scale; g *= scale;
I* scale, keeping r,g,b relationship

*I
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if{ r < 0
r = 0. 0 i
if { g < 0
g = 0.0;
if { b < 0
b
0. 0 i
RED
r + 0 .5 ) i
= {uchar)
GREEN
{uchar)
g + 0.5 ) i
{uchar)
b + 0.5 ) i
BLUE
} I* for *I

I*

round to nearest 0.5

*I

fprintf{stderr,"done \n");

I*

AWB1

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* AWB2{ ptr-to-RGBarray, SAT-thresh, NUM-regions, ignore255? )*I
I*************************************************************** I
void AWB2{ uchar _huge *RGB,
long
Sthresh,
int
N,
int
ignore255
double
double
DWORD
int
HGLOBAL

H,S,Y, R_Y, B_Y, Hsize;
r,g,b, max,scale, *RY,*BY,*CNT;
bytes;
region;
hRY,hBY,hCNT;

Hsize = {N-1)ItwoPI;
1* -- --------- -- --------- - ---------------------- - ----------------------*l
I* Allocate memory for the different HUE regions around the C-Y plane *I
1*- -- -----------------------------------------------------------------*l
bytes = {DWORD) { N * sizeof{double) ) ;
if{ {hRY = GlobalAlloc{GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
{RY = {double*) GlobalLock{hRY)) ==NULL)
fprintf{stderr,"<< Not enough memory for RY array >>\n"); exit{-1); }
if{ {hBY = GlobalAlloc{GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
{BY= {double*) GlobalLock{hBY)) ==NULL)
fprintf{stderr,"<< Not enough memory for BY array >>\n"); exit{-1); }
if{ {hCNT = GlobalAlloc{GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
{CNT = {double*) GlobalLock{hCNT)) ==NULL) {
fprintf{stderr,"<< Not enough memory for CNT array >>\n"); exit{-1);
fprintf{s t derr,"AWB: %d hue regions with SAT below %ld \n",N,Sthresh);
fprintf{stderr,"\t Ignore Y=255? [%c) \n", {ignore255)? 'Y':'N' );
1*--- -- ----------- - ------------------------- - -------------------------*l
I* Convert RGB to C-Y and put into one of N "hue" regions:
*I
1*----------------------------------------- - --- - --------------- - ------*l
for{ bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
= {.299 *RED) + { . 587 *GREEN) + { . 114 * BLUE) ;
if{ ignore255 && Y>254.0 ) continue;
II Ignore "white" pixels
R Y
RED - Y;
II Compute C-Y values
B Y = BLUE - Y;
S
= sqrt{ R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y ) ;
if{ S > Sthresh) continue;
H = {B_Y==O.O && R_Y==O.O) ? 0.0

II
II

Compute HSY values
Use only lo-SATURATION pixels
atan2 {R_Y, B_Y) ;
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if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
region = (int) ( H * Hsize ) ;
RY[region]
+= R_Y;
BY[region]
+= B_Y;
CNT[region] += 1 . 0;
} /* for *I

II

Which HUE region ?

II

Update sum for that region

1*------------------------------------------------------ ------ --------*l
I* Calculate the CENTROID for each region:
*I
1*- - ----------------- ~-- ------------------------------------ --- -------*l

for( region=O; region<N; region++ ) {
if( CNT[region] == 0.0 ) continue;
RY[region] I= CNT[region];
BY[region] I= CNT[region];
} I* for *I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Apply the shift all ALL pixels, and convert back to RGB:
*I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
II ) j
fprintf(stderr,"\t Converting back to RGB :
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
= (.299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + ( .114 * BLUE);
if( ignore255 && Y>254.0 ) continue;
II Ignore "white" pixels
R Y
RED - Y;
II Compute C-Y coordinates
B Y = BLUE - Y;
S
= sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
H = (B_Y==O.O && R_Y==O . O) ? 0 . 0
atan2(R_Y,B_Y);
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
region = ( int) ( H * Hsize ) ;
II which HUE region ?
R Y -= RY[region];
II apply the SHIFT ...
B Y -= BY[region];
r
R Y + Y;
b = B_Y + Y;
0.51 * R Y + Y;
g = -0.19 *BY
if ( r > 255. o II g > 25.5. o II b > 255. o l {
max
(r>g)
? r:g;
max
= (b>max) ? b:max;
scale = 255.0imax;
r *= scale; b *= scale; g *= scale;
I* scale, keeping r,g,b relationship *I
if( r < 0
r = 0.0;
if( g < 0
0.0;
g
if( b < 0
b
0.0;
RED
(uchar)
r + 0.5 ) i I* round to nearest 0.5
GREEN
(uchar)
g + 0.5 ) i
BLUE
(uchar)
b + 0.5 ) i
} I* for *I
fprintf(stderr,"done \n");
GlobalUnlock( hRY ) ;
GlobalFree( hRY ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hBY ) ;
GlobalFree( hBY ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hCNT);
GlobalFree( hCNT);

..--

I*

AWB2

*I

*I
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I*************************************************************** I
I* AWB3( ptr-to-RGBarray, SAT-thresh, NUM-regions, ignore255? )*I
1*************************************~~~~*********************1

void AWB3( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
Sthresh,
int
N,
ignore255
int
double
double
DWORD
int
HGLOBAL

H,S,Y, R_Y, B_Y, Hsize;
r,g,b, max,scale, *RY,*BY,*CNT;
bytes;
region,x;
hRY,hBY,hCNT;

Hsize = (N-1)ItwoPI;
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Allocate memory for the different HUE regions around the C-Y plane *I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
bytes = (DWORD) ( N * sizeof (double) ) ;
if( (hRY = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(RY = (double*) GlobalLock(hRY)) ==NULL)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for RY array >>\n"); exit(-1); }
if( (hBY = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(BY= (double*) GlobalLock(hBY)) ==NULL)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for BY array >>\n-"); exit(-1); }
if( (hCNT = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(CNT = (double*) GlobalLock(hCNT)) ==NULL
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for CNT array >>\n"); exit(-1);
fprintf(stderr,"AWB: MAX of %d hue regions (SAT<= %ld) \n",N,Sthresh);
fprintf(stderr,"\t Ignore Y=255? [%c] \n", (ignore255)? 'Y':'N' );
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Convert RGB to C-Y and put into one of N "hue" regions:
*I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
= (.299 *RED) + (.S87 *GREEN) + ( . 114 * BLUE) ;
if( ignore255 && Y>254.0 ) continue;
II Ignore "white" pixels
R Y
RED - Y;
II Compute C-Y values
B Y = BLUE - Y;
S
sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
if( S > Sthresh ) continue;
H = (B_Y==O.O && R_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
region = (int) ( H * Hsize ) ;
RY[region]
+= R Y·
BY[region]
+= B- Y·
CNT[region] += 1. 0;
} I* for *I
I

I

II

Compute HSY values
Use only !a-SATURATION pixels
atan2 (R_Y, B_Y) ;

II

II

Which HUE region?

II

Update sum for that region
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1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Calculate the CENTROID for the region with the most points:
*I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
for ( max=O. 0, region=O; region<N; reg"ion++ )
if( CNT[region] >max) { max=CNT[region]; x=region; }
RY[O] = RY[x] I CNT[x];
II put the max centroid in array[O]
BY[O] = BY[x] I CNT[x];
fprintf(stderr,"\t
(%2.0lf) RY=%2.1lf BY=%2.1lf\n", max,RY[O] ,BY[O]);
1*----------------------------- - --------------------------------------*l
I* Apply the shift all ALL pixels, and convert back to RGB:
*I
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
fprintf(stderr,"\t Converting back to RGB:
");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 )
Y
= (.299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + ( . 114 * BLUE) ;
if( ignore255 && Y>254.0 ) continue;
II Ignore "white" pixels
R Y = (RED - Y) - RY[O];
B Y = (BLUE - Y) - BY[O];
II apply the SHIFT ...
r
b
g

=

R Y + Y;
B Y + Y;
-0.19 *BY

0.51 * R Y

+

Y·
I

if ( r > 255. o II g > 255. o II b > 255. o )
max
(r>g)
? r:g;
max
= (b>max) ? b:max;
scale = 255.0imax;
r *= scale; b *= scale; g *= scale;
I* scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if( r
if( g
if( b
RED
GREEN
BLUE

}

I*

r
0. 0;
< 0
< 0
g = 0. 0;
< 0
b = 0. 0;
(uchar)
r + 0.5 ) ;
g + 0.5 ) ;
= (uchar)
b + 0.5 ) ;
= (uchar)
for *I

I*

*I

round to nearest 0.5

*I

fprintf(stderr,"done \n") ;
GlobalUnlock( hRY ) ;
GlobalFree( hRY ) ;
GlobalFree( hBY ) ;
GlobalUnlock( hBY ) ;
GlobalFree( hCNT);
GlobalUnlock( hCNT ) ;

I*

AWB3

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* AWB4( ptr-to-RGBarray, SAT-thresh, NUM-hue, NUM-illum)
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void AWB4( uchar _huge *RGB,
long
Sthresh,
int
Hnum,
Ynum
int
double

H,S,Y, R_Y, B_Y, Hsize, Ysize;
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double
DWORD
int
HGLOBAL

r g b
max scale *RY[16] *BY[16] *CNT[16];
bytes;
X 1 Hreg 1 Yreg;
hRY [16] hBY [16] hCNT [16] ;·
1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

I

if( Ynum > 16 ) Ynum=16;
Hsize = (Hnum-1)ltwoPI;
Ysize = (Ynum-1)1255 . 0;
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Allocate memory for the different HIY regions within the C-Y space *I
1*----- - ------------------------ - ---------------------------- - --------*l
bytes= (DWORD) ( Hnum * sizeof(double) ) ;
for( Yreg=O; Yreg<Ynum; Yreg++ ) {
if( (hRY[Yreg] = Globa1Alloc(GPTR bytes)) ==NULL I I
(RY[Yreg] = (double*) GlobalLock(hRY[Yreg])) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr 1 11 << Not enough memory for RY array >>\n"); exit(-1);
if( (hBY[Yreg] = Globa1Alloc(GPTR bytes)) ==NULL I I
(BY[Yreg] = (double*) GlobalLock(hBY[Yreg])) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr "<< Not enough memory for BY array >>\n"); exit(-1);
if( (hCNT[Yreg] = Globa1Alloc(GPTR bytes)) ==NULL I I
(CNT[Yreg] = (double*) GlobalLock(hCNT[Yreg])) ==NULL)
fprintf(stderr 1 11 << Not enough memory for CNT array >>\n"); exit( - 1);
II Yreg
1

1

1

1

fprintf(stderr "AWB4: %dH
1

I

%dY regions; SAT<=%ld\n" Hnum Ynum Sthresh);
1

1

1

1*-- - - --- ------ - ------- - ---- - -- - --- --- --------------------- ~ ----------*l

I*

Convert RGB to C-Y and put into one of Hnum "hue" regions:
1*- - - - ---- - -- - - -- - - ----- - ------- -- ---------------------------- -- ------*l
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
= (.299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + (.114 *BLUE);
R Y =RED - Y;
II Compute C-Y values
B Y
BLUE - Y;
S
sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B_Y);
if( S > Sthresh) continue;
H = (B_Y==O.O && R_Y==O.O) ? 0.0
if( H < 0 . 0 ) H += twoPI·;
Hreg
Yreg

(int) ( H * Hsize ) ;
(int) ( Y * Ysize ) ;

RY[Yreg] [Hreg]
+= R_Y;
BY[Yreg] ~Hreg]
+= B_Y;
CNT[Yreg] [Hreg] += 1.0;
} I* for *I

*I

II

Compute HSY values
II Use only lo-SATURATION pixels
atan2 (R_Y B_Y) ;
1

II

Which HUE region ?

II

Update sum for that region

1*-- - - -- - - ------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Calculate the CENTROID for the region with the most points :
*I
1*---- - ------------------------------ - --------------------------------*l
for( Yreg=O; Yreg<Ynum; Yreg++ ) {
max=O.O;
for( Hreg=O; Hreg<Hnum; Hreg++ )
if( CNT[Yreg] [Hreg] >max) { max=CNT[Yreg] [Hreg]; x=Hreg; }
if( CNT[Yreg] [x) == 0 ) continue;
RY[Yreg] [0] = RY[Yreg] [x] I CNT[Yreg] [x];

II

put max centroid in array[O]
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BY[Yreg] [0] = BY[Yreg] [x] I CNT[Yreg] [x];
fprintf(stderr,"\t Yreg=%d (%2 . 0lf) RY=%2.1lf BY=%2 . 1lf\n",
Yreg, max, RY [Yreg·] t o] , BY [Yreg] [ 0 ] ) ;
} II Yreg
1*---------- - --------- - ----- - --- - -------- -- - - - -- -------- - -------- -- ---*l
I* Apply the shift all ALL pixels, and convert back to RGB:
*I
1* - --------------------- -- -------- -- ------------- -- --- -- -- -- ----- - -- -- *l
fprintf(stderr,"\t Converting back to RGB:
");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 )
Y
= ( . 299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + ( . 114 *BLUE);
Yreg = (int) ( Y * Ysize ) ;
(RED - Y) - RY[Yreg] [0];
R Y
B Y
(BLUE - Y) - BY [Yreg] [0] ;
I I apply the SHIFT . . .
r
b
g

R Y + Y;
B Y + Y;
-0.19 *BY

0 . 51 * R Y

+

Y ,·

if' r > 255. o II g > 255 . o 1 1 b > 255 . o 1 {
max
(r>g)
? r:g;
max
= (b>max) ? b:max;
scale = 255.Dimax;
r * = scale; b *= scale; g * = scale;
I* scale, keeping r,g,b relationship *I
if( r < 0
r
if( g < 0
g
if( b < 0
b
RED
(uchar)
GREEN = (uchar)
BLUE
(uchar)
} I* for *I

}

0 . 0;
0 . 0;
0.0;
r + 0.5 ) ;
g + 0.5 ) ;
b + 0.5 ) ;

fprintf(stderr,"done \n");
for( Yreg=O; Yreg<Ynum; Yreg++
GlobalUnlock( hRY[Yreg]
);
GlobalUnlock( hBY[Yreg]
);
GlobalUnlock( hCNT[Yreg] ) ;
} II Yreg
I* AWB4 *I

I*

round to nearest 0.5

GlobalFree( hRY[Yreg]
GlobalFree( hBY[Yreg]
GlobalFree( hCNT[Yreg]

*I

);
);
);

I*************************************************************** I
I* SHist( ptr - to-RGBarray )
*I
I*************************************************************** I
long SHist( uchar _huge *RGB
{
double
Y, R Y, B_ Y;
long
*HIST, MAXcnt, MAXval;
DWORD
bytes, sat;
HGLOBAL
hHIST;
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1*-----------------------------------------*1
I* Allocate memory for the Histogram array *I
1*-----------------------------------------*1
bytes = (DWORD) ( 230 * sizeof (long) ) ; - - - if( (hHIST = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,bytes)) ==NULL I I
(HIST = (long*) GlobalLock(hHIST)) ==NULL)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for HIST array >>\n"); exit(-1); }
1*-----------------------------------------------------*l
I* Compute the Histogram of the SATURATION component: *I
1*-----------------------------------------------------*l
fprintf(stderr,"Finding SATURATION histogram:
");
for( bytes=O; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3 ) {
Y
= (.299 *RED) + (.587 *GREEN) + ( . 114 *BLUE);
R Y
RED - Y;
B Y
BLUE - Y;
II Find C-Y coordinates
sat
(DWORD) sqrt( R Y*R Y + B Y*B Y ) ; II Find saturation
*(HIST+sat) += 1;
II Increment its count
} I* for *I
for( MAXcnt=O,bytes=O; bytes<230; bytes++ )
if( *(HIST+bytes) > MAXcnt) {
MAXcnt
*(HIST+bytes);
MAXval = bytes;

II

Find maximum occurance:

}
fprintf (stderr, "MAX: %ld pixels with S=%ld\n", MAXcnt, MAXval ) ;
GlobalUnlock(hHIST);
return( MAXval ) ;

I*

SHist

GlobalFree(hHIST);

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* CLK( ) Displays the time {clock}
*I
I********************************~******************************

I

void CLK( void

{
struct time times;

I*

gettime(&times);
fprintf(stderr,"%2d:%02d.%02d

I*

CLK

DOS gettime function

*I

",times.ti_hour, times.ti_min, times.ti sec);

*I

I*===================================================================* I
I*
Main Program (begin)
*I
I*===================================================================* I
void main( void )
char
long
double
int
HGLOBAL

filename[35] ,custom;
header,Sthresh;
fraction;
option, Hnum, Ynum, ignore255;
hRGB;
I* global memory handles

*I
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_InitEasyWin ();
printf ("Automatic White Balance\n\n") _;_ printf("Options:
[0] GLOBAL centroid of ALL 307,200 pixels
\n");
printf("
[1] GLOBAL centroid (SAT< max occurance)
\n");
printf("
[2] N HUE REGIONS. Shift EACH using centroid
\n");
printf("
[3] MAX. Shift ALL using centroid of max region \n");
printf ("
[4] MAX. Shift each Yplane using centroid of max\n\n") ;
printf("Enter input filename> "); scanf("%35s", filename); fflush(stdin);
printf("Size of header
> "); scanf("%ld", &header
) ; fflush(stdin);
printf("Ignore Y=255? [1/0] > "); scanf("%1d", &ignore255); fflush(stdin);
printf ( "AWB option number
> "); scanf ( "%1d", &option
) ; fflush (stdin);
if( option> 1 ) {
printf ("How many hue regions > ") ; scanf ( "%2d", &Hnum ) ; fflush (stdin) ; }
if( option== 4 ) {
printf("How many illum regions> "); scanf("%2d", &Ynum); fflush(stdin);
/*----------------------------------------------*/
/* Allocate the memory for the RGB TIFF file:
*/
/*----------------------------------------------*/
if( (hRGB = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,RGBsize)) ==NULL I I
(RGBptr = (uchar _huge*) GlobalLock(hRGB)) --NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for RGB array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }
CLK();

LoadTIFF( filename, header, RGBptr ) ;

if( option> 0 ) {
CLK(); Sthresh = SHist(RGBptr);
printf("New threshold [y/n]? > "); scanf("%c", &custom); fflush(stdin);
if( custom== 'Y' ) {
printf("Desired threshold
> "); scanf("%ld", &Sthresh); fflush(stdin) ;}
}
CLK () ;

switch ( option )
AWBO ( RGBptr ) ;
case 0
AWB1 ( RGBptr, Sthresh,
case 1
case 2
AWB2 ( RGBptr, Sthresh,
AWB3 ( RGBptr, Sthresh,
case 3
case 4
AWB4( RGBptr, Sthresh,
default
exit(-1);
break;
switch */
WriteRAW( RGBptr, filename, '$' ) ;

ignore255 ) ;
Hnum, ignore255 ) ;
Hnum, ignore255 ) ;
Hnum, Ynum);

break;
break;
break;
break;
break;

} Y*

CLK();

GlobalUnlock( hRGB ) ;
exit(O);

GlobalFree( hRGB);

/*===================================================================*/
/*
Main Program (end)
*/
/*===================================================================*/
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I*************************************************************************** I
I* PROGRAM: FILTER . C TITLE: "Color Filters"
LANGUAGE: C
*I

I*
I*
I*

*I

Adaptive filters for the Hue, Luminanc·e -, . and Saturation plane of the
*I
C-Y color space.
*I
I*************************************************************************** I
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

<conio.h>
<stdio.h>
<Stdlib . h>
<string.h>
<math.h>
<mem.h>
<dos.h>
<Windows.h>
nCOLS
nROWS
nPIXELS
nBYTES
RED
GREEN
BLUE

640
480
307200L
921600L
*(RGB+bytes
* (RGB+bytes+1)
*(RGB+bytes+2)

typedef unsigned char

uchar;

I* -------------canst double
canst DWORD
canst DWORD
uchar
float
float
float
float

_huge
_huge
_huge
_huge
_huge

GLOBAL VARIABLES
twoPI=6.28318530718;
RGBsize
(DWORD) ( nBYTES * sizeof(uchar)
HSYsize = (DWORD) ( nPIXELS * sizeof(float)

*I
);
);

*RGBptr;
*HUE;
*SAT;
*LUM;
*Optr;
hRGB,hHUE,hSAT,hLUM,hOUT;
II global memory handles
bytes,pixel;
II _huge address offsets
row, col;
offset [81] ,Moffset [81] ,Noffset [49] ,Xoffset [4] [81];
NxN; [ 81] MxM [ 81] ;

HGLOBAL
DWORD
long
long
float

I

I**************************************************************** I
I* LoadTIFF( filename, headersize, ptr-to-RGBarray )
*I
I**************************************************************** I
void LoadTIFF( char
*filename,
long
header,
uchar _huge *RGB
HFILE

hf;

I*

handle [file]

*I

1*----------------------------------------------*l
I* Load the RGB data from the TIFF file:
*I
1*----------------------------------------------*l

*I
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if(

(hf = _lopen(filename, READ)) == HFILE_ERROR)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", filename);
exit ( -1) ; }

if( header> 0

llseek(hf, header, 0);

I*

skip header

*I

if( _hread(hf,RGB,nBYTES) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error reading %s >> \n", filename) ;
exit ( -1) ; }
lclose( hf);
fprintf(stderr,"%s loaded \n", filename);

I*

LoadTIFF

*I

I**************************************************************** I
I* WriteRAW( ptr-to-RGBarray, filename, extension )
*I
I**************************************************************** I
void WriteRAW( uchar _huge *RGB,
char
*fn,
char
*extension
HFILE
char
int

hf;
I* handle [file]
temp[30] ,outfile[40]
i,j=O;

*I
"C:\\THESIS\\";

1* -- ------------ -------- ---- --- -- -- -- -- -- ---- ---*l
I* Create output filename with extension :
*I
1*---------------- ---- -- ------------------------*l
strrev(extension);
i=strlen(fn)-1;
if( fn[iJ== 1 • 1 II fn[i-1]== 1 • 1 11 fn[i-2]== 1 • 1 II fn[i-3]== 1 • 1 )
do { temp[j++] = fn[i]; } while( fn[i--] != 1 1 ) ; II file extension
while( *extension != 1 \0 1 ) temp[j++] =*extension++;
do { temp[j++] = fn[i--];} while( fn[i]!= 1 \ \ 1 &&i>=O );
temp[j] = 1 \0 1 ; strrev(temp);
II terminate & reverse
strcat(outfile, temp);

1*----------------------------------------------*l
I* · Create the outfile and write RGB data:
*I
l* - -------------------- 7--------------- - --------*l
if(

(hf = lcreat(outfile, 0 )) == HFILE ERROR) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Unable to open %s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( _hwrite(hf,RGB,nBYTES) == -1L)
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error writing %s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
if( lclose( hf ) == HFILE_ERROR )
fprintf(stderr,"<< Error closing %s >> \n", outfile);
exit ( -1) ; }
fprintf(stderr,"Raw output written to %s \n", outfile);

I*

WriteRAW

*I
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I*************************************************************** I
I* RGBtoHSY( RGBptr, C-Yptr, component )
*I
I**************************************.*~~*~******************** I

void RGBtoHSY(uchar _huge *RGB,
float _huge *C_Y,
int
component
double
char

II O=LUM, l=SAT, 2=HUE

H,S,Y,R Y,B_Y;
name [3] [4] = { "LUM", "SAT"

I

"HUE"}·
I

fprintf(stderr,"Converting RGB to %s:
", name[component]
for( bytes=pixel=OUL; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3,pixel++
Y = (.299*RED) + (.587*GREEN) + (.114*BLUE);
if( component==O ) {
(float) Y;
* (C_Y+pixel)
continue; }

);

(double) RED - Y;
R Y
B Y = (double) BLUE - Y;
if( component==l
S = sqrt( R_Y*R_Y + B_Y*B Y
*(C_Y+pixel) = (float) S;
continue; }
H = (R_Y==O.O && B_Y==O.O)
if( H < 0.0 ) H += twoPI;
*(C_Y+pixel) = (float) H;
} I* for *I

? 0.0

atan2(R_Y,B_Y);

fprintf(stderr,"done \n");
RGBtoHSY *I

I*

I*************************************************************** I
I* HSYtoRGB( RGBptr, HUEptr, SATptr, LUMptr)
*I
1*****************************~*********************************1

void HSYtoRGB(uchar _huge *RGB,
float _huge *HUE, float _huge *SAT, float _huge *LUM
double
fprintf(stderr,"Converting HSY to RGB:
");
for( bytes=pixel=OUL; bytes<nBYTES; bytes+=3,pixel++
H = (double) *(HUE+pixel);
S
(double) *(SAT+pixel);
Y = (double) *(LUM+pixel);
R Y = S*sin (H) ;
B Y
S*cos (H) ;
r
R_Y + Y;
B_Y + Y;
b
(0.51*R_Y) + Y;
g
(-0.19*B_Y)
if ( r > 255. o II g > 255. o
max
(r>g)
? r:g;
max
= (b>max) ? b:max;

II

b > 255. o l
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scale = 255.0imax;
r *= scale; b *= scale; g *= scale;
II scale, keeping r,g,b relationship
if(r<O.O) r=O.O;
if(g<O.O) g=O.O;
if(b<O.O) b=O.O;
} I* for *I

RED
GREEN
BLUE

£print£ ( stderr, 11 done \n 11
I* HSYtoRGB *I

)

(uchar) floor(r+0.5);
(uchar) floor(g+0.5);
(uchar) floor(b+0.5);

II

round nearest 0.5

;

I*************************************************************** I
Noise( INPUTptr )
Estimate noise using homogeneous region *I
I*************************************************************** I
float Noise( float _huge *Iptr
{
float x,suml,sum2,mean,num,Nvar;

I*

suml=sum2=0.0; num=18750.0;
for( row=50; row<200; row++
for( col=O; col<125; col++
pixel = row*nCOLS + col;
x
*(Iptr+pixel);
suml += x;
sum2 += x*x;

mean
sumllnum;
Nvar
sum2lnum - mean*mean;
return ( Nvar ) ;

I*

Noise

II
II
II
II

150x125 pixel box

get each pixel
1st moment (mean)
2nd moment

II

NOISE variance estimate

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* MMSE( INPUTptr, window-size) .
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void MMSE( float _huge *Iptr,
int
N
)
float
int

x,suml,sum2,mean,Nvar,Svar,ratio;
i,dN,NN;

if( N>9 ) N=9; dN=(N-1)12; NN=N*N;
£print£ ( stderr, 11 MMSE filter [%dx%d] : 11 N, N ) ;
if( (hOUT = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,HSYsize)} ==NULL I I
II place for result
(Optr = (float _huge*) GlobalLock(hOUT)) ==NULL)
fprintf(stderr, 11 << Not enough memory for results >>\n 11 ) ; exit(-1) ;}
for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++
*(Optr+pixel) = *(Iptr+pixel);
Nvar =Noise( Iptr);

II Load OUTPUT with INPUT

II

Get estimate of noise.
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for( i=O,row=-dN; row<=dN; row++ )
for( col=-dN; col<=dN; col++ )
offset[i++] = row*nCOLS + col;

II Determine relative offsets
II to the pixel in the window
II for the given window size.

for( row=dN; row<(nROWS-dN); row++ )
for( col=dN; col<(nCOLS-dN); col++ )
pixel = row*nCOLS + col;

II Filter the image: Ignore
II the window-border overlap
II Calculate it just ONCE !

I* -----

*I

Calculate mean and variance ----sum1 = sum2 = 0.0;
for( i=O; i<NN; i++ )
x = *(Iptr+pixel+offset[i]);
sum1 += x;
sum2 += x*x;

mean
sum1INN;
Svar = sum2INN - mean*mean;

I* -----

Find new output value
----- *I
ratio= (Svar == 0.0) ? 0.0 : Nvar I Svar;
if( ratio > 1.0 ) ratio= 1.0;
x = *(Iptr+pixel);
II original input
*(Optr+pixel) = (1.0-ratio)*x + ratio*mean;
} I* for .col. *I
I* for .row. *I

fprintf(stderr,"done \n");
for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++ )
II Save results in INPUT
*(Iptr+pixel) = *(Optr+pixel);
GlobalUnlock( hOUT ) ; GlobalFree( hOUT);

I*

MMSE

*I

I****************************************************************** I
[adaptive j-value]
I* Alpha( INPUTptr, window-size · )
*I
I****************************************************************** I
void Alpha( float _huge *Iptr,
int
N
)
int
float

i,j,jj,dN,NN,sum;
x,sum1,sum2,mean,Nvar,Svar,range,swap;

if( N>9 ) N=9; dN=(N-1)12; NN=N*N;
range=(NN-1.0)12.0;
fprintf (stderr, "Adaptive Alpha-Trimmed [%dx%d]: ", N,N ) ;
if( (hOUT = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,HSYsize)) ==NULL I I
II place for result
(Optr = (float _huge*) GlobalLock(hOUT)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for results >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++
*(Optr+pixel) = *(Iptr+pixel);
Nvar =Noise( Iptr);

II

Load OUTPUT with INPUT

II

Get estimate of noise.
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for( i=O,row=-dN; row<=dN; row++ )
for( col=-dN; col<=dN; col++ )
offset[i++] = row*nCOLS + col;

II Determine relative offsets
II to the pixel in the window
II for the given window size.

for( row=dN; row<(nROWS-dN); row++
for( col=dN; col<(nCOLS-dN); col++)
pixel = row*nCOLS + col;

II Filter the image: Ignore
II the window-border overlap
II Calculate it just ONCE !

I* --- --

Calculate mean and variance ----- *I
sum1 = sum2 = 0.0;
for( i=O; i<NN; i++
NxN[i] = *( Iptr +pixel+ offset[i] ) ;
II Load NxN ...
X = NxN [i];
sum1 += x;
sum2 += x*x;

mean
Svar
X

jj

sum1INN;
sum2INN - mean*mean;
( Svar < Nvar ) ? 0.0
(int) ( range * x ) ;

(1 . 0 - NvariSvar);
II trim how much ?

for( i=O; i<(NN-1); i++)
II SORT:
for( j=i+1; j<NN; j++
if( NxN[j] < NxN[i] )
{ swap=NxN[i]; NxN[i]=NxN[j]; NxN[j]=swap;
sum1 = 0.0;
for(i=jj; i<(NN-jj); 1++
II SUM the given range :
sum1 += NxN[i];
II (subscripts are offset 1)
*(Optr+pixel) = sum1I(NN-2*jj);
} I* for .col. *I
I* for .row. *I
fprin t f ( s tderr, 11 done \n 11

)

II

Alpha-Trimmed Mean

;

for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; . pixel++
II Save results in INPUT
*(Iptr+pixel) = *(Optr+pixel);
GlobalUnlock( hOUT ) ; GlobalFree( hOUT ) ;

I*

Alpha

*I

I**************~************************************************

I*

I

DWMTM( INPUTptr, win1, win2, q )
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void DWMTM( float _huge *Iptr,
int
N,
int
M,
float
c )
double
float
int
if( N>7
if( M>9

diff;
q,Nvar,swap,median,sum;
i,j,dN,NN,dM,MM,num,middle;
N=7;
M=9;

dN=(N-1)12;
dM=(M-1)12;

NN=N*N; middle=(NN-1)12;
MM=M*M;
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Nvar =Noise( Iptr);
II Get estimate of noise.
q
= (float) ( c * sqrt((double)Nvar));
II Selectivity of DW-MTM filter
fprintf(stderr,"DWMTM filter [%dx%d,%dx%d] q=%f: ",N,N,M,M,q);
if ( (hOUT = GlobalAlloc (GPTR, HSYsize)) -;,; · NULL II
I I place for result
(Optr = (float _huge*) GlobalLock(hOUT)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for results >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}

II

for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++
*(Optr+pixel) = *(Iptr+pixel);

Load OUTPUT with INPUT

l*-------------------------------------------------------*1
I* Determine the offsets to the pixels in the 2 windows: *I
l*------------------------------------------------------ - *1
for( i=O,row=-dN; row<=dN; row++ )
I* NxN offsets *I
for( col=-dN; col<=dN; col++
Noffset[i++] = row*nCOLS + col;
for( i=O,row=-dM; row<=dM; row++ )
for( col=-dM; col<=dM; col++
Moffset[i++] = row*nCOLS + col;

I*

MxM offsets

*I

l*- ---- --------------------------------------------------*1
I* Apply filter window across the image: ignore border *I
l*-------------------------------------------------------*1
for( row=dM; row < (nROWS-dM); row++ ) {
for( col=dM; col < (nCOLS-dM); col++ ) {
pixel = row*nCOLS + col;
II calculate it just ONCE

I* ---

Load NxN window of pixels --- *I
for( i=O; i<NN; i++
NxN[i] = *( Iptr +pixel+ Noffset[i]

);

I* -----

find the median of the NxN window ----- *I
for( i=O; i<(NN-1); i++)
for( j=i+1; j<NN; j++ )
if ( NxN [ j ] < NxN [ i] . )
{ swap=NxN[i]; NxN[i]=NxN[j]; NxN[j]=swap;
median = NxN[middle];

I* -----

Average all MxM pixels within q of the NxN-median ----num=O; sum=O.O;
for ( i=O ; i<MM; i++ ) {
swap=*( Iptr +pixel+ Moffset[i] ) ;
diff = (double) ( swap - median ) ;
if( fabs(diff) <= q) {
sum += swap;
num++;

*(Optr+pixel) = sumlnum;
} I* for .col. *I
I* for .row . *I
fprintf(stderr,"done \n");

*I
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for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++ )
II Save results in INPUT
*(Iptr+pixel) = *(Optr+pixel);
GlobalUnlock( hOUT ) ; GlobalFree( hOUT
- - ..) -;

I*

DWMTM

*I

I****************************************************************** I
I* SAM( HSYptr, component, Nmax, alpha, beta, Bij-threshold )
*I
I*
Note: "jump" defines the difference needed to be considered *I
I*
an impulse (Hue=2pil16; SatiLum are 118 of max value) *I
I****************************************************************** I
void SAM( float _huge *Iptr,
component,
int
II O=LUM, 1=SAT, 2=HUE
int
Nmax,
float
alpha,
beta,
float
Bt )
float
float
float
int

j ump [ 3 ] = { 3 2 . 0 , 2 8 . 5 , o . 3 9 2 7 } ;
impulse,swap,median,sum1,sum2,mean,Nvar,Svar,base,Bij;
i,j,dN,N,NN,MM,index,reduce_window;

fprintf(stderr,"SAM filtering: (alpha=%f beta=%f Bt=%f)\n",alpha,beta,Bt);
if( (hOUT = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,HSYsize)) ==NULL I I
II place for result
(Optr = (float huge*) GlobalLock(hOUT)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for results >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}

II Load OUTPUT with INPUT

for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++
*(Optr+pixel) = *(Iptr+pixel);
Nvar =Noise( Iptr);

II

Get estimate of noise.

1*-------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Determine the offsets to the pixels in NxN windows: *I
1*-------------------------------------------------------*l
for( i=O,row=-1; row<=1; row++ )
II 3x3 offsets
for( col=-1; col<=1; col++ )
Xoffset [0] [i++] = row*nCOLS + col;
for( i=O,row=-2; row<=2; row++ )
for( col=-2; col<=2; col++ )
Xoffset [1] [i++] = row*nCOLS + col;

II 5x5 offsets

for( i=O,row=-3; row<=3; row++ )
for( col=-3; col<=3; col++ )
Xoffset [2] [i++] = row*nCOLS + col;

II

for( i=O,row=-4; row<=4; row++ )
for( col=-4; col<=4; col++ )
Xoffset [3] [i++] = row*nCOLS + col;

II 9x9 offsets

7x7 offsets

1*-------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Apply filter window across the image: ignore border *I
1*-------------------------------------------------------*l
if( Nmax>9 ) Nmax=9;
N=Nmax; NN=N*N; dN=(N-1)12; index=dN-1;
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for( row=dN; row < (nROWS-dN); row++ ) {
for( col=dN; col < (nCOLS-dN); col++ )
pixel = row*nCOLS + col;
// calculate it just ONCE !
if (kbhi t () ) { fprintf ( stderr, 11 Currently on pixel %ld \n 11
getch () ; }

,

pixel ) ;

do {
/* --- Load NxN window of pixels --- */
for ( i=O; i<NN; i++ ) NxN [i] = * ( Iptr+pixel+Xoffset [index] [i]) ;
/* --- MxM is NxN without IMPULSES --- */
for( i=O; i<(NN-1); i++)
//sort NxN
for( j=i+l; j<NN; j++
if ( NxN [ j ] < NxN [ i] )
{ swap=NxN[i]; NxN[i]=NxN[j]; NxN[j]=swap; }
MM=O; impulse = jump[component];
/I impulse sorted to top/bottom
if( (NxN[l]-NxN[O]) <=impulse) MxM[MM++] = NxN[O];
for( i=l; i<(NN-1); i++) MxM[ MM++] = NxN[i];
if( (NxN[NN-1]-NxN[NN-2]) <=impulse) MxM[MM++] = NxN[NN-1];
/* ----- Calculate local standard deviation of MxM ----- */
suml=sum2=0.0;
for ( i=O; i<MM; i++ ) {
suml += MxM[i];
II 1st moment (mean)
sum2 += MxM[i] * MxM[i];
// 2nd moment
}
mean
suml/MM;
sum2/MM - mean*mean;
//Signal variance estimate
Svar
//homogeneous area
if( Svar == 0.0
Bij = 0 . 0;
else {
suml = 1.0 - alpha*Nvar/Svar;
Bij = (suml <= 0.0) ? . 0.0 : (float) pow((double)suml, (double)beta);
if( Bij > 1.0 ) Bij = 1.0;

}
if ( Bij > Bt && N>3 ) { /* Is Bij too big ? * /
reduce window = 1;
/* . . . until 3x3
*/
N-=2; NN=N*N; index-=1;
else { /* either Bij is OK, or we've reached 3x3 */
reduce window = 0;
N=Nmax; NN=N*N; dN=(N-1)/2; index=dN-1;
//Reset for next pixel

while( reduce_window ) ;
/*--------------- ----- --------------------*/
/* Output = LOWfreq + Bij*HIGHfreq
*/
/*----------------------------------------*/
median = MxM [ (MM-1) /2 ] ;
*(Optr+pixel) =median+ Bij*( *(Iptr+pixel) -median);
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} I* for .col. *I
I* for .row. *I
for ( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++ )"" .. If Save results in INPUT
*(Iptr+pixel) = *(Optr+pixel);

} I*

SAM

*I

I****************************************************************** I
I* Mean( INPUTptr, windowsize )
*I
I****************************************************************** I
void Mean( float _huge *Iptr,
int
N
)
int
float

i,dN,NN;
sum,NNf;

if( N>9 ) N=9; dN=(N-1)12; NN=N*N; NNf = (float) NN;
fprintf(stderr,"Mean Filter [%dx%d]: \n", N,N);
if( (hOUT = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,HSYsize)) ==NULL I I
II place for result
(Optr = (float _huge*) GlobalLock(hOUT)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for results >>\n"); exit(-1);
for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++
*(Optr+pixel) = *(Iptr+pixel);

II Load OUTPUT with INPUT

for( i=O,row=-dN; row<=dN; row++ )
for( col=-dN; col<=dN; col++ )
offset[i++] = row*nCOLS + col;

II Determine relative offsets
II to the pixel in the window

for( row=dN; row<(nROWS-dN); row++)
for( col=dN; col<(nCOLS-dN); col++)
pixel = row*nCOLS + col;
sum= 0.0;
for( i=O; i<NN; i++
sum+= *(Iptr+pixel+offset[i]);
*(Optr+pixel) = sumiNNf;
} I* for .col. *I
I* for . row. *I

II

for the given window size.

II Filter the image: Ignore
II the window-border overlap
II Calculate it just ONCE

II

Sum the NxN window:

I I MEAN

for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++ )
II Save results in INPUT
*(Iptr+pixel) = *(Optr+pixel);
GlobalUnlock( hOUT ) ; GlobalFree( hOUT);

I*

Mean

*I

I****************************************************************** I
I* Median( INPUTptr, windowsize )
*I
I****************************************************************** I
void Median( float _huge *Iptr,
int
N
)
int
float

i,j,dN,NN,middle;
swap;
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if( N>9 ) N=9; dN=(N-1)12; NN=N*N;
middle=(NN-1)12;
fprintf(stderr,"Median Filter [%dx%d]: \n", N,N);
if ( (hOUT = GlobalAlloc (GPTR, HSYsize)) -·==· NULL II
I I place for result
(Optr = (float _huge*) GlobalLock(hOUT)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for results >>\n"); exit(-1);
for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++
*(Optr+pixel) = *(Iptr+pixel);

II

Load OUTPUT with INPUT

for( i=O,row=-dN; row<=dN; row++ )
for( col=-dN; col<=dN; col++ )
offset[i++] = row*nCOLS +col;

II Determine relative offsets
II to the pixel in the window
II for the given window size.

for( row=dN; row<(nROWS-dN); row++)
for( col=dN; col<(nCOLS-dN); col++)
pixel = row*nCOLS + col;

II Filter the image: Ignore
II the window-border overlap
II Calculate it just ONCE !

for( i=O; i<NN; i++
NxN[i] = *(Iptr+pixel+offset[i]);

II

Load NxN ...

for( i =O; i<(NN-1); i++)
II sort NxN
for( j=i+1; j<NN; j++
if( NxN[j] < NxN[i] )
swap=NxN[i); NxN[i]=NxN[j]; NxN[j]=swap;
}
*(Optr+pixel) = NxN[middle];
} I* for .col. *I
I* for .row. *I

II

MEDIAN

for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++ )
II Save results in INPUT
*(Iptr+pixel) = *(Optr+pixel);
GlobalUnlock( hOUT ) ; GlobalFree( hOUT ) ;

I*

Median

*I

1******************************************************************1
I* Shell( INPUTptr, windowsize)
*I
I****************************************************************** I
void Shell( float _huge *Iptr,
int
N
)
int
float

i,dN,NN;
x, max, min;

if( N>9) N=9; dN=(N-1)12; NN=(N*N)-1;
fprintf(stderr,"Multi-Shell Median Filter [%dx%d]: \n", N,N);
if( (hOUT = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,HSYsize)) ==NULL I I
II place for result
(Optr = (float _huge*) GlobalLock(hOUT)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for results >>\n"); exit(-1);
for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++
*(Optr+pixel) = *(Iptr+pixel);

II

Load OUTPUT with INPUT
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for( i=0 row=-dN; row<=dN; row++ )
for( col=-dN; col<=dN; col++ )
if( row==O && col==O ) continue;
offset[i++] = row*nCOLS + col;
}

II Determine relative offsets
II to the pixel in the window
II for the given window size .

for( row=dN; row<(nROWS-dN); row++ )
for( col=dN; col<(nCOLS-dN); col++)
pixel = row*nCOLS + col;
max=O . O; min=999.99;
for( i=O; i<NN; i++ )
x = *(Iptr+pixel+offset[i));
if( x >max)
max
x;
else if( x <min ) min= x;

II Filter the image: Ignore
II the window-border overlap
II Calculate it just ONCE !

1

fl

SKIP the ORIGINAL pixel .

x = *(Iptr+pixel);
II The ORIGINAL value.
if( x <min)
*(Optr+pixel)
min;
else if( x >max) *(Optr+pixel)
max;
else
*(Optr+pixel) = x;
} I* for .col . *I
I* for .row . *I
for( pixel=O; pixel<nPIXELS; pixel++ )
II Save results in INPUT
*(Iptr+pixel) = *(Optr+pixel);
GlobalUnlock( hOUT ) ; GlobalFree( hOUT ) ;
/* Shell

*I

I*************************************************************** I
I* CLK( ) Displays the time {clock}
*I
I*************************************************************** I
void CLK( void
{
struct time times;
II DOS gettime function

il

gettime(&times);
fprintf ( stderr 11 %2d: %02d . %02d
1

I*

CLK

requires <dos.h>
11
times. ti_hour times. ti_min 1 times. ti sec ) ;
1

1

*I

I* ===================================================================* I
I*
Main Program (begin)
*I
I* ===================================================================* I
void main(int
argc
char * argv []
1

char
long

*filename;
header=OL;

if( argc < 3 )
fprintf(stderr 1 11 Format: FILTER filename header \n 11
exit ( 0) ; }
filename = argv[l];

);
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header

= atol ( argv [2]

);

1*---------------------------------------------------------------*l
I* Allocate memory for RGB file and LOAD IT *I
1*---------------------------------------------------------------*l
if( (hRGB = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,RGBsize)) ==NULL I I
(RGBptr = (uchar _huge*) GlobalLock(hRGB)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for RGB array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
CLK();

LoadTIFF( filename, header, RGBptr ) ;

1*--------------------------------------------- ---- -------- - -----*l
I* ALLOCATE memory for hue, convert RGB->HUE, apply FILTER:
*I
1*---------------------------------------------------------------*l
if( (hHUE = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,HSYsize)) ==NULL I I
(HUE= (float _huge*) GlobalLock(hHUE)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for HUE array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
if( (hSAT = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,HSYsize)) ==NULL I I
(SAT= (float huge*) GlobalLock(hSAT)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for SAT array >>\n"); exit(-1) ;}
if( (hLUM = GlobalAlloc(GPTR,HSYsize)) ==NULL I I
(LUM = (float _huge*) GlobalLock(hLUM)) ==NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"<< Not enough memory for LUM array >>\n");
exit ( -1) ; }

II
II
II
II
II
II
II

MMSE( HUE, 5 ) ;
Alpha( HUE, 5 ) ;
DWMTM( HUE, 5, 71 0.5 ) ;
SAM( HUE, 2, 71 0.80, 1.5, 0. 71);
Mean( HUE,
5 ) ;
5 ) ;
Median( HUE,
Shell ( HUE ,
5 ) ;

II
II
II
II
II
II
II

N
N
N,M,c
component, Nmax, alpha, beta, Thresh
N
N
N

CLK () ;
CLK () ;

RGBtoHSY( RGBptr, HUE, 2 ) ;
SAM( HUE, 2, 7, 0. 71, 4.0, 0. 71);

CLK();
CLK ();

RGBtoHSY( RGBptr, SAT, 1
DWMTM( SAT, 5, 71 1.0 ) ;

CLK();
CLK ();

RGBtoHSY( RGBptr, LUM, 0 ) ;
DWMTM( LUM, 3, 5, 3.0 ) ;

CLK ();
CLK () ;

1
HSYt oRGB ( RGBptr, HUE, SAT, LUM ) ;
WriteRAW( RGBptr, filename, "01" ) ;

GlobalUnlock(
GlobalUnlock(
GlobalUnlock(
GlobalUnlock(
exit (0);

hRGB ) ;
hHUE ) ;
hSAT ) ;
hLUM ) ;

) ;

GlobalFree(
GlobalFree(
GlobalFree(
GlobalFree(

hRGB);
hHUE);
hSAT);
hLUM);

}
I*===================================================================* I
I*
Main Program (end)
*I
I*===================================================================* I
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